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Seeking Independent Advice and Support

Planning Aid England provides a free, independent and professional planning advice service to individuals and
groups who cannot afford professional fees. Planning Aid England also provides a programme of community
planning and training activities.
Contact the Planning Aid Planning Advice Line on 0330 1239244 or e-mail advice@planningaid.rtpi.org.uk
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CHAPTERone

Introduction

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
What is the Core Strategy?
1.1

1.2

Doncaster’s Core Strategy is the first part of the council’s Local Development Framework. It provides a
planning framework for the 17 year period from 1st April 2011 to 31 March 2028 to deliver the vision and
aspirations of the Borough Strategy, setting out:

•

what (the level and type of development);

•

where (the broad locations and considerations);

•

when (the timescales for development); and

•

who and how (the implementation mechanisms – so that it is a realistic strategy).

The document includes the elements set out below.

•

Introduction: This provides information on the role of the Local Development Framework (including
the Core Strategy), the policy context for this document, Doncaster’s characteristics and the issues
and challenges that this document will have to address.

•

Vision and Objectives: This explains the documents overall vision and approach, the objectives
(which will form the basis of ensuring the strategic outcomes are delivered) and detailed visions for
individual settlements.

•

The Key Diagram: This illustrates some of the key elements of the Core Strategy (but does not
form part of the Development Plan Proposals Map).

•

Borough-wide policy themes: These set out a framework for dealing with various issues,
including strategic policies. It is important that these policies are read together, as planning
applications will be assessed against all relevant policies.

•

Implementation: Details on how the policies will be delivered and monitored.

•

Explanation of how the Core Strategy aligns to the Borough Strategy (Appendix 1), explanation of
relevant aspects of Regional Policy (Appendix 2) and detail of which Unitary Development Plan
policies are replaced by the Core Strategy (Appendix 3).

Policy Context
1.3

The Local Development Framework forms part of the statutory development plan for Doncaster. The
development plan informs decisions on planning applications and a range of implementation plans. As
well as the Core Strategy, the Local Development Framework includes Development Plan Documents
that allocate sites (and which collectively form the Proposals Map). Further detail on individual policies
may also be provided in separate Supplementary Planning Documents. A separate Waste Core Strategy
has been prepared with Barnsley and Rotherham (known as the Joint Waste Plan).

1.4

In line with national policy, the Core Strategy policies are positively worded and set out what will be
supported. For each relevant policy, it will be necessary to consider whether the proposal would make
a positive contribution towards its implementation, having regard to its nature and potential impact. It
should be noted that the policies are flexibly worded and some indicate that proposals can contribute to
meeting the objectives of the policy by ensuring that any negative impacts which cannot be avoided are
properly justified, mitigated and compensated (e.g. policies CS16 and CS17). Where this is not the case,
the proposal is contrary to the policy and so not supported by the Core Strategy.
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1.5

The Local Development Framework must take account of national planning policy, which is underpinned
by the need to achieve economic, social and environmental sustainability. At a regional level, the Regional
Spatial Strategy for Yorkshire and Humber was adopted in May 2008 as part of the Development Plan,
meaning that the Local Development Framework had to be in general conformity with it. However, the
Secretary of State has made a clear intention to abolish Regional Spatial Strategies, and this is reflected in
the Localism Act. While the regional policy context is therefore likely to disappear, the evidence base and
consultation which informed it is still relevant. The Core Strategy therefore maintains an approach broadly
in-line with the Yorkshire and Humber Plan, except where more up-to-date local evidence base which
indicates otherwise. Appendix 2 summarises the key aspects of the Regional Spatial Strategy which have
informed the Core Strategy.

1.6

Local Enterprise Partnerships need to be acknowledged in this context as the new mechanisms to make
strategic economic decisions, based on the national imperatives around rebalancing economies from
over reliance on public sector employment to new sectors of growth. The dramatic reduction in public
spending provides further impetus for a shift towards new forms of wealth generation. Local flexibility will
be key to ensuring Doncaster is able to respond positively to the changing conditions.

1.7

The Core Strategy (and wider Local Development Framework) is also closely linked to the Doncaster
Borough Strategy (see Chapter 2), and other key strategies produced by the council, such as the
Economic Strategy, Housing Strategy, Local Transport Plan, Greenspace Strategy and Biodiversity Action
Plan.

Doncaster - the place
1.8

Archaeological evidence shows that there was human activity in the Doncaster area from prehistoric
times. Doncaster’s origins as a town, though, date from Roman times as ‘Danum’, a fortified crossing
point of the River Don along the important Roman road which linked London to York. The town was rebuilt
by the Normans after William I took the throne. The Normans also built castles in the Saxon settlement
of Conisbrough (where its largely intact remains can be visited today), in Tickhill, and elsewhere in
the borough. Doncaster continued to evolve as a busy market town which along with Bawtry, Thorne,
Tickhill, Mexborough, and Conisbrough all provided centres for trade for the surrounding local agricultural
villages. In 1248 the borough was granted a charter for Doncaster Market, which is still a thriving
attraction. The town grew around the medieval St George’s church which was eventually destroyed by
fire in 1853 and replaced by Sir George Gilbert Scott’s Minster in 1858, whose tower remains a distinctive
landmark from many directions. Despite the plague striking down a large proportion of the town’s
population in the late 1500s, Doncaster continued to expand. During the early 1600s the Dutch Engineer
Vermuyden was employed to drain much of the low-lying marshy land that existed to the East and North
of the borough on the Don flood plain, in order to free up land for agriculture and reduce the risk of
flooding (an issue that remains important today). The scattered homesteads and villages of clay and
brick in the low lying East and North of the borough contrasts with the more concentrated settlements of
the Magnesian limestone ridge in the west with their random coursed rubble limestone buildings.

1.9

This period also saw the growth in the stagecoach trade which led to the growth in horse-breeding in the
town and subsequently horse racing. It is the St Leger Stakes, first held in the 1770s that the town is most
famous for and remains the oldest classic horse race still run at the Racecourse, a key visitor attraction in
the borough. Doncaster was renowned for its rich landowners, characterised by large estates and stately
homes such as Brodsworth Hall, Cusworth Hall, Cantley Manor, Nether Hall and Wheatley Hall. This
wealth is reflected in these historic properties, and the 18th century Mansion House located in the centre
of the town. Doncaster capitalised upon its excellent communication links in the form of the Great North
Road - the primary route from London to Edinburgh. Doncaster and Bawtry benefited particularly from this
which has led to a legacy of Georgian buildings in both settlements. Christ Church (built 1827) reflected
the growth of the town of Doncaster towards the racecourse.
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1.10 The 1700s to the 1900s saw Doncaster evolve as an industrial centre. The railways and canals that were
built in this period improved transport links and saw the town grow as a key location for locomotive and
carriage works. In 1853 the Great Northern Railway Company opened its Locomotive Works – locally
known as the ‘Plant Works’ – in Doncaster . For more than a century the Plant was a major employer in
the town and the producer of some of the most famous locomotives in the world, including the Flying
Scotsman and the Mallard. The huge expansion in the population during this period saw the rapid
urbanisation of the central area through an extensive housing programme for workers. At the same time
more spacious suburbs grew on the outskirts to house the town’s more prosperous classes.
1.11 In the early 1900s Doncaster became a national centre for coal mining, resulting in further exponential
population growth and in-migration, the industry employing more people in the area than anything else.
A consequence of this growth was the development of mining communities located around the borough
based around the numerous pits, sunk to exploit the rich coal seams underlying the area. The legacy of
this process has resulted in Doncaster having a dispersed settlement pattern of standalone settlements
outside of the main urban area. Some of these, such as Woodlands, have a distinctive planned form.
Like many other parts of the country the post war period saw massive housing growth, clearance of
sub-standard housing (particularly in and around the town centre) and further growth of the borough’s
suburbs - including several large municipal housing estates.
1.12 From the 1980s onward the mining industry declined leading to high levels of unemployment, particularly
in the former mining communities. Whilst unemployment has been falling, it is still above the national
average. Doncaster is now re-inventing itself in the service and tertiary industries, capitalising upon its
assets, particularly its excellent communication links, to redefine its role and hierarchy within the region.
1.13 These processes have resulted in a complex, rich and varied heritage in which the layers of the
borough’s history are superimposed onto the geography of the place. It is this complexity and variety
which has created the distinctive character of the borough.
1.14 Doncaster is the largest metropolitan borough in the country, covering over 220 square miles, and
including a diverse local landscape. There are few particularly remote areas, but connectivity with
the Main Urban Area and the primary job locations is still a key issue. This is particularly the case for
the communities within Doncaster that suffer from higher levels of deprivation. Most of the outlying
settlements look to Doncaster for much of their services and, together with employment sites on the
strategic road network, their jobs. Some of the larger towns such as Mexborough and Thorne are more
self-sufficient in terms of local services and some settlements look partly to centres and employment
destinations outside the borough. The outlying urban areas act as local service centres for their rural
catchments, with the villages being primarily commuter settlements with limited local services.
1.15 Doncaster’s population is currently around 300,000. Over the plan period:

•

the number of residents aged over 50 is expected to increase significantly, which presents major
challenges for the provision of services to older people in the borough; and,

•

the number of residents under 50 is expected to fall. A reduction in Doncaster‘s working age
population will have implications for Doncaster’s future economic prosperity.

1.16 Official Government data sources project a population growth based on historical trends of almost
20,000 people over the plan period. However, independent forecasting by Oxford Economics
commissioned by the council based on anticipated new projects estimates a much higher population
growth closer to 40,000 people.
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Doncaster - assets and future opportunities
.17

Doncaster is asserting its weight in the region with developments such as a new international airport,
Robin Hood Airport Doncaster Sheffield which opened in 2005, and the regeneration of the Town
Centre. Central Doncaster and Robin Hood Airport are regionally significant investment priorities that
should significantly accelerate economic growth and diversification in Doncaster and the sub-region.
New developments, both completed and ongoing, have seen Doncaster benefit from significant public
and private investment. This has helped the borough to retain a healthy town centre which is holding its
own in the national and regional ranking of retail centres. Within and outside the centre there are major
regionally significant development projects proposed that will help to redefine the physical and socioeconomic characteristics of the town. The borough has sufficient land in the right locations to meet
a range of investment needs whilst improving the quality of life and prospects for local communities.
Doncaster’s exceptional accessibility is reflected in ongoing development of distribution facilities
alongside its motorways and the Strategic Rail Freight interchange at Rossington. In addition, office
and other commercial developments at Lakeside, Doncaster Carr and Balby Carr are evidence of the
economic base widening.

1.18 The Borough Strategy indicates that Doncaster has three ‘Distinctive Strengths’: its People, its
Connectivity and its Local Attractions.
1.19 People: Doncaster’s population is open, friendly, realistic, resolute and determined.
1.20 Connectivity: Doncaster occupies a strategic position in the national transport network, being served
by:

•

road (the M18 and M180 to the east of the borough and the A1(M) to the west);

•

rail (the East Coast Main Railway line puts Doncaster within two hours reach of central London, and
Doncaster rail station provides a point of interchange with a range of local and regional rail services
within South Yorkshire and beyond; in addition Doncaster Railport is an important freight interchange
which plays a key role in the movement of goods in and out of Doncaster);

•

air (the international Robin Hood Airport is seven miles from the centre of Doncaster);

•

canal (the South Yorkshire Canal runs through the centre of the borough and the Stainforth-Keadby
Canal passes close to the centre of Thorne and Stainforth); and;

•

ports (with excellent links to the M1 and M62, international ports, particularly the Humber Ports, are
within easy reach of Doncaster).

1.21 Attractions: In addition to the town centre and its historic markets, Doncaster has many other recreation,
tourism and retail opportunities, as summarised below:

•

Leisure: Doncaster Racecourse is a prestigious world-class venue for horse racing, whilst
Doncaster Dome and the Lakeside Sports Complex are major venues for sporting and
entertainment events, the later being the home of Doncaster Rovers Football Club, Doncaster
Rugby League Club (The Dons), Doncaster Rovers Belles Women’s Football Club and Doncaster
Athletics Club.

•

Shopping: Doncaster is a thriving historic market town and the principle shopping and leisure
Destination in the borough. However, other town, district and local centres (such as Mexborough
and Bawtry) also provide important retail and service functions for surrounding towns and villages.

•

Built Environment: Doncaster has around 800 listed buildings and 46 Conservation Areas reflecting
a rich and complex historic environment. In addition to the architectural heritage of the town of
Doncaster these reflect the historic market towns of Thorne, Bawtry, Mexborough and Conisbrough
and the many villages with attractive historic centres. The grade I listed Brodsworth Hall, Cusworth
Hall, and Conisbrough Castle are tourist destinations in their own right.
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1.22 Doncaster also has many environmental resources, as summarised below:

•

Countryside and open space: Despite being a metropolitan borough, large areas are rural in
character and the largest land use (67%) is agriculture. Most neighbourhoods in Doncaster have
excellent access to the countryside often within 10 minutes or less walk from people’s homes,
and there are many good quality parks and open spaces close to people’s homes as well. The
countryside in the western ‘half’ of the borough is statutory Green Belt and there are also long
standing polices protecting the countryside in the eastern half of the borough. There are also large
areas of accessible countryside, including the internationally important Thorne and Hatfield Moors
Nature Conservation Sites (which have been designated as Open Access Land) and Potteric Carr
Nature Reserve, close to the centre of Doncaster. In addition, the Don Gorge Project is maximising
the potential of the Limestone Valley, which runs through the West of the borough. The TransPennine Trail passes through Doncaster and is integral to the extensive footpath and cycle network
that link the borough’s communities with the countryside, jobs and recreation opportunities.

•

Minerals: Doncaster has very substantial deposits of limestone, sand and gravel and coal, all
of which have been worked for many years. Natural gas, clay, and coalmine methane and oil are
also exploited. The main minerals in terms of output in Doncaster are the limestone and sand and
gravels used for construction.

•

Water: The Sherwood sandstone forms a major aquifer that is used to meet part of Doncaster’s
water needs (the remainder coming from reservoirs). The Limestone deposits also form a major
aquifer, although not currently used for water supply. Doncaster has extensive areas vulnerable to
river and inland tidal flooding from both the Don and Trent catchments.

Doncaster - the challenges
1.23 Doncaster has experienced considerable economic growth in the seven years before 2006 and since
then jobs growth has been affected by the recession. However, employment rates remain below national
and regional averages, and there are relatively few employment opportunities in the highly productive
sectors that create high wage, high value jobs.
1.24 Life expectancy in Doncaster is improving and there have been dramatic reductions in premature
deaths from heart disease, however, there are still issues in terms of the number of people suffering from
poor health. Doncaster faces a number of key challenges in improving the health and well-being of its
population. In particular lifestyle factors (such as increasing physical activity) and an ageing population
(adapting the provision of services and housing to meet the needs of an increasing number of older and
vulnerable people).
1.25 Overall crime rates within Doncaster have fallen substantially in recent years, although they remain above
the national average, particularly in Doncaster’s most deprived areas. To improve the quality of residents’
living environment, it is essential to keep local areas clean and tidy, and to provide access to safe and
attractive parks and open spaces, this will help to discourage anti-social behaviour.
1.26 GCSE results across the borough have improved year on year, with more of Doncaster’s young people
achieving five or more GCSEs at grades A* to C. Doncaster consistently outperforms the national
average ‘A’ Level pass rate, and the proportion of the working age population qualified to NVQ equivalent
levels 2, 3 and 4 has increased. However, a relatively low proportion of working age people hold a degree
or equivalent and the number of young people participating in post-16 education and progressing to
higher education is significantly lower than the national average.
1.27 Following the decline of Doncaster’s economic base in coal mining and heavy industry, the Indices
of Multiple Deprivation consistently show that the borough is within the forty most deprived areas in
the country, with significant variations in the relative affluence of local communities. To achieve social
inclusion it is important to ensure that existing residents across the borough benefit from both the growth
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itself, and also the housing, infrastructure and facilities to support this growth. It is therefore important to
ensure that all areas (including deprived areas and those outside the main urban area) have access to
homes, jobs and skills, and leisure, and cultural facilities, by a range of travel choices. As part of this, the
renewal of the borough’s secondary schools and other recreational and community facilities are priorities.
1.28 Doncaster’s labour market has been characterised as ‘isolated’ from Sheffield by the ‘Northern
Way Sheffield City Region Report’, as the commuting links between the two settlements are weak.
Furthermore, although Doncaster is close to being an ‘independent’ town, as employment is not high
value, the town is less economically successful than some other larger towns such as York or Warrington.
Therefore the council, with both local and sub-regional partners, recognises the importance of improving
the borough’s connectivity within the wider Sheffield City Region and with other towns and cities in the
region.
1.29 The findings of Doncaster’s Local Economic Assessment suggest that Doncaster is too dependent on
business sectors and funding based and controlled elsewhere, with issues being:

•

it is a satellite place and strategic decisions about resources are made elsewhere;

•

the settlement pattern is influenced by historic economic reliance on coal and heavy industry, not
the current economic requirements;

•

many of the entrepreneurial and best educated people leave Doncaster to pursue opportunities
elsewhere, undermining efforts to create a critical mass of opportunity and expectations; and;

•

Doncaster’s private sector has become more dependent on public sector investment.

1.30 A key challenge is to balance growth and affordability/viability considerations with innovative, safe and
environmentally sensitive development, including high standards of sustainable design and construction;
conservation and restoration of historic assets; effective fluvial and pluvial flood risk management; and;
multi-functional green infrastructure providing amenity, habitat, landscape and climatic benefits and
access to travel choice (both road and public transport) for businesses and residents. In response to
both Doncaster’s significant areas of flood risk, and the effects of climate change which are likely to
increase the current level of risk, future development aspirations must be located and designed in such
a way that is appropriate and considerate of flood risk, and where achievable be implemented in a
manner to improve the flood risk situation. There is also a need to address the various threats which the
borough’s environmental assets are facing and to ensure that they have a sustainable future.
1.31 Successful transformation will therefore depend on qualitative change as well as growth, and the factors
set out below are integral to achieving this:

•

increasing opportunities and access to opportunities - by improving skills levels and education
as well as improving links to other cities and towns (including Sheffield, but also those outside the
Sheffield City Region);

•

providing new housing, as well as renewing poor housing and reducing the number of empty
properties;

•

prioritising the use of well located brownfield urban sites;

•

revitalising town and district centres;

•

appropriate growth and regeneration of outlying communities;

•

modernising schools and other community facilities;

•

creating attractive towns and villages where conservation and sympathetic restoration of historic
assets, new development and redevelopment all contribute to high quality architecture, buildings
and spaces, and a sense of place; and;

•

ensuring travel choice for businesses, residents and visitors.
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Map 1: Location of Doncaster
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CHAPTER 2: VISION AND OBJECTIVES
Delivering the Borough Strategy
2.1

The Borough Strategy is the key strategic document for the council and its partners. It sets out the broad
approach to maximising the benefit from Doncaster’s assets and opportunities, and addressing the
challenges, as set out previously in Chapter 1. The Core Strategy develops this to provide the spatial
aspects, i.e. how this approach translates into where things should happen. Therefore, the Borough
Strategy vision for the borough (as set out below) forms the basis of the Core Strategy.

Vision: ‘Doncaster aims to be one of the most successful boroughs in England by being a gateway
to opportunity locally, nationally and worldwide. A strong local economy will support progressive,
safe and vibrant communities. All residents will feel valued and should be able to achieve their full
potential in employment, education, care and life chances. Pride in Doncaster will have increased
further.
2.2

The Borough Strategy places an emphasis on improving the economy as a means to
achieve local aspirations - healthier, stronger, safer communities and improved quality
of life. Therefore the Core Strategy places the economy at the centre, and encourages
participation in the economy to maximise residents’ well-being. The term adopted for this is
‘economic engagement’ and the principles include increased flexibility, encouraging personal
responsibility and self reliance, enabling individual and business progression and achieving
positive economic outcomes. This approach is summarised in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The Impact of Economic Engagement on Other Themes
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2.3

The detailed Core Strategy objectives, which focus on sustainability and build on this approach, are set
out below (further detail is included in Appendix 1 to show in more detail how the Core Strategy objectives
align to the Borough Strategy Themes and challenges).
Objective 1: 	To use economic engagement to achieve widespread economic, social and
environmental regeneration for all sectors of all our communities, and to allow
Doncaster’s economy to realise its potential.
Objective 2: 	 T
 o be a pro-business borough where we will welcome and support investment which;
stimulates employment opportunities; develops a diverse economy including innovative
new sectors such as Green Industries and high tech and manufacturing industries;
and helps tackle deprivation through job creation and training in all our communities to
support a healthy local economy.
Objective 3: 	To make best use of our excellent road, rail and canal links and future transport
developments, our towns, villages and neighbourhoods and international airport to
stimulate business growth particularly in the education, digital, communications and
logistics sectors.

Objective 4:  To increase the provision of housing throughout the borough, particularly in areas with
		
access to existing services, recognising the significant role the delivery of housing has in
the sustainable economic well-being of the borough.
Objective 5:  To ensure that all our residents, visitors and workers have the very best life opportunities,
		
benefiting from easy access to high quality health, education, employment, shopping,
recreation facilities, heritage, culture and tourism.
Objective 6:  To locate most new homes, jobs and services in, and where necessary adjacent to, our
		
existing towns to support economic growth and investment, job creation, improvements
and facilities.
Objective 7:  T
 o ensure that all our towns and villages are safe, clean and are well-connected; to make
it possible for everyone to move easily around and across the borough and to and from
our neighbouring towns and cities by a range of affordable and accessible transport
options.
Objective 8: 	To ensure that all our towns, villages and countryside are of the highest quality (displaying
excellence in architecture) with the built and natural environment conserved and
enhanced for the enjoyment of all including identifying the towns and villages where this
can best be achieved by restricting growth.
Objective 9: 	To ensure that new development for homes and jobs minimises the loss of Green Belt,
countryside and agricultural land by making the most of existing buildings and land that
has been used before and maximising opportunities for regeneration, whilst avoiding
areas vulnerable to flooding where possible.
Objective 10: 	To increase the efficient use of, and safeguarding where appropriate of, natural resources
– particularly energy, water, waste and minerals – to address environmental issues,
including climate change and create sustainable job opportunities in green industries.

Doncaster Council Core Strategy, 2011 - 2028
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Delivering the Borough Strategy
2.4

Doncaster contains many different settlements and this section summarises what the borough wide
vision means for each area, whilst Chapter 3, the ‘Overall Approach’ sets out in more detail the policy
context for delivering these aspirations. The key diagram (map 2) shows Doncaster’s settlement pattern
and summarises the broad approach of this Core Strategy.

2.5

Doncaster Main Urban Area will be a vibrant place with an excellent choice of local amenities and
services. The main urban area (including town centre) will be the main focus for housing provision
in the borough. Housing renewal will have revitalised areas of low demand housing and there will be
significant amounts of new housing, likely including sustainable urban extensions, built to highest viable
environmental standards and with a variety of types and tenures that meet the needs of communities.
Enhanced public transport provision will give better connections with the town centre and transport
interchange for communities across the Main Urban Area. Improvements to White Rose Way will increase
accessibility. Successful business parks will be enhanced and, where appropriate, expanded. Mixeduse developments will contribute to sustainable communities. Potteric Carr and Sandall Beat Wood will
continue to be key green spaces contributing to local quality of life. The distinctive historic residential
areas such as Town Moor and Thorne Road will be protected and enhanced.

2.6

Doncaster Town Centre will be at the heart of the borough’s economic growth and experience an
expansion of its retail core, and will see the development of offices, leisure, cultural and civic facilities.
It will be a retail and leisure destination of regional and wider significance and have a dynamic and
vibrant urban centre, with Doncaster Market at its heart. There will be new and enhanced cultural, leisure
and shopping facilities, with particular focus on new development in the Waterdale area to improve
links between town centre and established communities. There will also be a strong professional
services sector, focussed on the substantially redeveloped areas of the Civic and Cultural Quarter and
St Sepulchre Gate West. It will be a great place for pedestrians and easily accessible by a variety of
transport modes. Doncaster Waterfront, Marshgate, St Sepulchre Gate West, Waterdale and the Civic
and Cultural Quarter will have been developed for new housing and mixed-use. The historic core of the
town will be protected and enhanced, including the listed buildings and conservation areas and the
setting of heritage assets including the Mansion House, St. George’s Minster, Christ Church and the Corn
Exchange.

2.7

Robin Hood Airport will continue to support the economic regeneration of Doncaster and the wider
region. The Finningley and Rossington Regeneration Route Scheme (FARRRS) will act as a gateway
to the Sheffield City Region. Tied to this, and supported by a robust Airport Surface Access Strategy,
the development of the business park adjacent to the airport will accommodate a range of air-related
jobs. Initiatives such as close working between the airport and training agencies will continue to develop
training and skills, to allow local residents to take advantage of new job opportunities and to link the
airport to local business. The growth of the airport (including the business park) and any increase in flight
numbers will be managed to address noise, health and pollution issues, including potential impacts on
Thorne and Hatfield Moors.

2.8

There will be regeneration in Askern through growth and qualitative change. This will include the
redevelopment of the former Askern Colliery site and improvement of the area around Askern Lake, a
key focus of local aspirations for further regeneration. Housing renewal and associated environmental
improvements in Askern will have revitalised areas of poor housing quality.
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2.9

Armthorpe will have seen growth and qualitative change through the development of sites for housing
and employment, environmental improvements and sustainable urban extensions. New housing
development will link to its excellent transport access. New developments will embody the best principles
of sustainability including high quality design, providing new buildings and spaces that contribute to
a sense of place; the preservation and enhancement of the borough’s built and natural heritage; the
provision of facilities to meet the day to day needs of new and existing residents; and a managed
response to climate change.

2.10 There will be regeneration in Adwick/Woodlands through growth and qualitative change, including
housing renewal and associated environmental improvements. The character and quality of Woodlands
Model Village will be sensitively improved for the benefit of local residents. The former Brodsworth Colliery
will be redeveloped for housing.
2.11 Mexborough will be regenerated with housing renewal revitalising areas of poor quality housing. It will
be a thriving town centre for shopping and services in the South West of Doncaster and adjoining parts
of the Dearne Valley. The town centre will be extended and enhanced, including new and better retail
facilities, new office development, canal-side housing development and better links to Mexborough
railway station. Sufficient sustainable housing to meet the town’s housing needs will be sited and
designed sensitively to take account of the qualities of its topography, landscape and character.
2.12 Conisbrough will also be regenerated with housing renewal revitalising areas of poor quality housing.
It will be a key centre for services in the South West of Doncaster and adjoining parts of the Dearne
Valley. Its centre will be regenerated in a way which is sensitive to and helps sustain its historic character.
Development at the former Earth Centre will be sympathetic to its riverside setting and nearby nationally
important nature sites, and will provide housing and other appropriate leisure uses. The Don Gorge
will have integrated leisure and education use, including the promotion of wildlife and geological
conservation.
2.13 Thorne will be a distinctive settlement characterised by its town centre and suburbs. It will include
a thriving centre, restored to its market town status, and high quality neighbourhoods each with an
individual identity. Significant new development focussed on suitable brownfield infill sites and sustainable
urban extensions will have delivered housing and employment growth and high quality urban design
and planning. A quality open space network will link the urban areas to the attractive countryside, which
surrounds the settlement. The historic character of Thorne town centre will have been regenerated and
enhanced by high quality infill, and it will have a significantly improved choice of shopping and leisure. Its
historic buildings will be retained and sympathetically restored.
2.14 Stainforth/Hatfield Area (including Dunscroft/Dunsville) will have qualitative improvements including
housing renewal and improved local centres plus the implementation of a new motorway link and
significant growth associated with these. New housing will be well designed, develop sustainable
transport networks and support the regeneration of existing neighbourhoods. In Stainforth, housing
renewal will revitalise areas of low demand housing. The character of the historic core of Hatfield will
be retained, restored and enhanced by high quality infill. A comprehensive high quality, mixed-use
community will complement and link into existing areas and support the regeneration and transformation
of the settlements. New sustainable landscapes will enhance and support the development of a
comprehensive open space network. As part of the DN7 initiative (a major mixed regeneration proposal
including a new link to the M18) economic regeneration in the Hatfield and Stainforth area will increase
the number and diversity of jobs. There will be a particular focus on a sustainable power station and
cluster of related high tech energy consuming businesses and small businesses at Hatfield Power
Park. Hatfield Colliery forms an important element of the Hatfield Power Park. The Colliery benefits from
substantial coal reserves, which have the potential to contribute to energy supply, including clean coal
and Carbon Capture Storage technology power generation, across the plan period.
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2.15 Rossington will be a well-connected sustainable community where older housing areas will see
qualitative improvements, including housing renewal. This will be supported by quality new development,
including sustainable housing and employment opportunities, the re-use of the former colliery and other
older employment areas and includes a Strategic Rail Freight Interchange (Inland Port). Rossington will
see an improved local centre, which incorporates the provision of local health services. New employment
opportunities will have been located close to the motorway network and accessible to the community
with improved links to other employment areas e.g. Lakeside, which capitalise on the borough’s excellent
motorway and rail links, including to the Humber Ports, East Coast Main Line and Robin Hood Airport.
2.16 An improved local centre will be at the heart of a revitalised Edlington. The town will see significant new
housing development and environmental improvements, with particular focus on housing market renewal,
to help meet local housing need, diversity of housing choice and to set new benchmarks in housing
quality. The Thomson Avenue/ Dixon Road and the former Yorkshire Main colliery sites will have been key
sites for new housing. Local employment sites will be protected and enhanced.
2.17 Denaby will also have seen new housing development and environmental improvements, with particular
focus on the Housing Market Renewal programme but extensions will be modest. Denaby Industrial
Estate will be enhanced in line with the neighbourhood economic plan.
2.18 Carcroft/Skellow will have seen significant qualitative improvements but urban extensions will be
modest. Economic regeneration in the area has seen an increase in business start-ups by local
entrepreneurs. Access to health services will have improved across the area.
2.19 In Moorends, regeneration will have involved creating sustainable communities with priority given to
housing renewal and associated urban remodelling, redevelopment of cleared sites and an improved
district centre. The quality of Moorends’ housing, environment and local amenities will have been
improved.
2.20 Bawtry and Tickhill will see only modest development within existing settlement limits including quality
urban infill, environmental improvements and enhanced district centres. An improved rights of way
network around Tickhill will help to maintain a high quality of life. The distinctive historic character of both
towns, which makes them desirable places to live and work in, will be preserved and enhanced.
2.21 The villages will remain the same size with only minor development to meet local affordable housing
needs and quality infilling consistent with village character. More and better quality sustainable transport
connectivity will be in place connecting communities particularly the more deprived communities and
including those in rural areas to Doncaster town centre and other strategic employment locations. The
countryside will be more attractive, accessible and vibrant with farm based rural diversification projects.
The area’s natural and historic landscapes and built environment will be strengthened, conserved and
Restored and new high quality landscapes created over time supporting a high quality of life.
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2.22 Across the borough there will be better sustainable transport connectivity to Doncaster Town Centre and
other strategic employment locations for communities, including communities that are more deprived and
those in rural areas. New development will have been innovatively designed to integrate into Doncaster’s
distinctive landscapes. The countryside will be more accessible and vibrant with sensitive enhancement
of local and tourist access to Thorne Moors and rural diversification. There will be net enhancements to
our green assets, such as wildlife habitats, parks, historic landscapes, river valleys, wetlands and moors.
Doncaster will have delivered new development in an innovative, safe and environmentally sensitive way
with effective flood risk management and multi-functional green infrastructure providing amenity, habitat,
landscape and climatic benefits. Doncaster will make best use of its resources as part of a managed
response to climate change, including the development of renewable energy generation, responsible
mineral extraction to meet demand that cannot be met with secondary and recycled minerals, and the
ongoing development of sustainable waste management. Doncaster’s distinctive historic built and
landscaped environment will be preserved and enhanced to increase the appeal of the borough as a
place people will want to live, work, visit, and invest in.
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Map 2: Key Diagram
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CHAPTER 3: OVERALL APPROACH
3.1

The policies in this chapter set out an overall approach for the growth and regeneration of the borough,
to build a strong economy and deliver economic, social and environmental benefits. The first policy sets
out the core approach of building a strong economy whilst improving quality of life. The second policy
outlines broadly how much and what type of development is appropriate in each settlement, with other
policies explaining how the two key environmental issues of protecting the countryside and managing
flood risk will be addressed.

Policy CS1: Quality of Life
As a means to securing and improving economic prosperity, enhancing the quality of place, and
the quality of life in Doncaster, proposals will be supported which contribute to the Core Strategy
objectives, and in particular:
A)

Provide opportunity for people to get jobs, learn new skills, and have access to good quality
housing, local services, sport, leisure, religious and cultural facilities.

B)

Strengthen communities and enhance their well-being by providing a benefit to the area
in which they are located, and ensuring healthy, safe places where existing amenities are
protected.

C)

Are place-specific in their design and which work with their surroundings protecting and
enhancing the built and natural environment, including green spaces, buildings, heritage
assets, trees, waterways and public spaces.

D)

Are accessible by a range of transport modes which offer choice, and are open and inclusive
to all.

E)

Protect local amenity and are well-designed, being: attractive; fit for purpose; locally
distinctive; and; capable of achieving nationally recognised environmental, anti-crime and
design standards.

Proposals should aim to follow all criteria, demonstrate how each objective has been considered
and balanced against any other priorities, and is in accordance with all other relevant development
plan policies.
Explanation
3.2

Improving the borough’s economy is a key aim of the Core Strategy. To help deliver and sustain this
improvement in the long term, we need to ensure we look after the borough’s existing assets and create
high quality places where people want to live, work and invest. The Core Strategy vision aims to make
the Doncaster borough a great place that offers a high quality of life and which uses these qualities to
attract investment and strengthen the economy. A high-quality place is also one with access to a range
of opportunities. Doncaster, as a borough, will become more sustainable as a place if people want to
live and work here now and continue to do so in the future. National planning policy puts sustainability at
the heart of the planning process and at the same time equates a sustainable place to one that offers a
good quality of life, now and in the future.

3.3

The Borough Strategy, aims to address issues specific to Doncaster setting out clear priorities that are
needed to improve the quality of life found in the borough. It highlights that the Doncaster borough has
a range of different settlements and communities each with different characteristics and different needs.
The quality of life experienced by the residents of many communities is imbalanced with some people
not having the same opportunities as those from other areas.
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3.4

In 2008 a Place Study was undertaken to find out what the residents of the borough saw as the most
important things about the place they lived in. Crime, affordable and decent housing, public transport,
culture, leisure, parks, open space and the ability to have a say in where they live were all significant
topics. The results of the survey show a correspondence between the themes of The Borough Strategy
and the principles for improving quality of life.

3.5

Quality of life for the Doncaster borough relates to people’s access to employment, good housing,
healthcare, education, protection from crime / fear of crime, respecting the quality of the natural and
built environment. This includes protection of general amenity, and ensuring that any impacts in terms of
light pollution, noise, dust, vibration, litter, vermin and odour are adequately addressed. However, it also
relates to how local people are involved in making decisions about their area. In this sense it is important
for those proposing new developments to engage with local communities, particularly for more significant
developments.

3.6

Local planning policy has the influence to direct and manage development and this can ensure that
the qualities and features that enable a good quality of life are developed, enhanced or maintained.
Proposals must demonstrate how they have an understanding of the needs of the place they are in and
how the proposal will improve that place. The development principles in this policy translate key priorities
from the Borough Strategy and set them out as a series of core criteria by which all new development
will be assessed. We will ensure that all development helps to improve the quality of life for borough
residents, by making a positive contribution towards meeting these objectives. In addition to considering
how a proposal contributes to the Core Strategy objectives, and addresses the broad principles set out
in the policy, it will also be necessary to ensure that it is in accordance with all other relevant development
plan policies.

3.7

Whilst this policy is applicable to most types of development, it is not expected that small scale
householder proposals will make a significant contribution to improving the quality of life within
communities. Small scale proposals should, however, still be well designed, in-keeping with the local
area and have regard to the principles above where possible. Applying the same simple principles to all
development will result in places that are prosperous, competitive, attractive and enjoyable. It will help to
retain Doncaster’s population, encourage investment and attract people and skills. Communities will be
strengthened and people will be happy with their environment, be in better health and be more likely to
be employed. The borough as a whole will be a more successful and sustainable place with a diverse
and pleasing environment.
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Policy CS2: Growth and Regeneration Strategy
Growth and regeneration will be supported in accordance with the principles set out below.
A)

New housing will be located according to the Settlement Hierarchy set out below:

Table 1: Settlement Hierarchy
Settlment
Hierarchy

Share of
Housing
Allocations
(percentage)

Settlement

Indicative
Housing
Allocation
(number)

Overall approach

Sub Regional
Centre

50 - 64%

Doncaster
Main Urban
Area

9225 -11808
.

The Main Urban Area will be the main focus for
growth and regeneration.

Principal Towns

21 - 30%

Thorne

646 - 923

Mexborough

646 - 923

Conisbrough

646 - 923

Adwick (including
Woodlands)

646 - 923

Armthorpe

646 - 923

Outside the Main Doncaster Urban Area the
Principal Towns will be the focus for growth and
regeneration, along with the two Potential Growth
Towns. The combined Main Urban Area/Principal
Towns provision will be 80-85% of the borough’s
total housing allocations, with at least 3.5%
of the overall borough allocation within each
Principal Town.

Askern

646 - 923

Potential Growth
Towns

Renewal Towns

approximately 13% Rossington

up to 9%

1200

Significant housing growth could be sustainably
accommodated at the Potential Growth
Towns as part of economic developments of
regional/national significance, which provide
opportunities for major new infrastructure
provision and job creation. Therefore, housing
growth will be supported subject to the coordinated delivery of jobs and infrastructure and
tied to housing renewal and improvements to
services.

Stainforth and
Hatfield (including
Dunscroft and
Dunsville)

1200

Denaby

up to a total of
1660

In Renewal Towns the priority will be regeneration
and housing renewal rather than market-led
growth. The housing allocation is across the four
Renewal Towns.

Infill only

In Conservation Towns the priority will be
conservation and enhancement, with only quality
infill within existing settlement boundaries being
supported.

Edlington
Carcroft/Skellow
Moorends
Conservation Towns

up to 1%

Tickhill
Bawtry

Defined Villages

Up to 1%

Larger villages

Infill only

Defined villages will be conserved and
enhanced. Quality infill will be permitted.
Existing village boundaries will be amended
only if necessary to establish new defensible
boundaries and, within the Green Belt, where
there are exceptional circumstances.

Undefined Villages

0

Smaller villages

N/A

In undefined villages development will be
confined to that which is appropriate in the
Green Belt or Countryside Protection Policy Area.

B)
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Employment opportunities will be located as set out below to support the Settlement
Hierarchy, attract a range of businesses (including higher skilled jobs) and ensure good
sustainable transport links to the settlement network exist or can be provided.
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Table 2: Broad Locations for Employment
Sector

Broad Locations

Approximate Land Requirements (net)

Office

Predominantly Doncaster Town Centre

140,000 square metres additional office floorspace

Retail, leisure and
catering including
tourism

In accordance with the Retail Hierarchy
(see Policy CS7: Retail and Town Centres)

Within existing centres, with potential expansion of
Doncaster, Thorne and Mexborough centres

Distribution warehousing M18/M180 corridor at junctions close
to Armthorpe, Stainforth/Hatfield and/
or Thorne and the Strategic Rail Freight
Interchange at Rossington (including
improvements to M18 Junction 3)

Additional 290 hectares

Businesses related to
the airport

Robin Hood Airport and its business parks

34 hectares of existing land, plus an additional 10 hectares
to the west of the airport for longer term expansion of the
business parks and training facilities, plus additional land for
freight cargo and maintenance repair and overhaul facilities
at the southern end of the runway

Light industry and
manufacturing

In accordance with the Settlement
Hierarchy, including replacing current sites
which are unsuitable for modern business
needs

Additional 190 hectares (taking account of previous take up
rates and potential for growth)

Green industries

Will be partly included within other sectors and a range of sites such as Hatfield Power Park. For waste
developments refer to the Barnsley, Doncaster and Rotherham Joint Waste Plan.

Health, education and
other services

None specified as businesses and services are located on non-employment land (e.g. a hospital) in line
with the settlement hierarchy

C)

A range of transport schemes will be developed and managed to support the settlement
hierarchy and improve access to jobs and opportunities across the borough.

D)

Distinctive and vibrant communities will be supported through:

1. provision of local facilities and improved access to these by creating walkable
neighbourhoods;
2. physical regeneration including housing renewal and environmental improvement
schemes;
3. preservation and enhancement of the distinctive local character of the historic built
and natural environment, a commitment to high quality design; and;
4. protection and enhancement of the green infrastructure network (including key green
wedges).
E)

The exact location and timing of growth and regeneration will be subject to the delivery of
any necessary physical, social and green infrastructure, and in particular the priorities set out
within the Infrastructure Delivery Schedule (Chapter 8, Table 8).

Definitions
Doncaster Main Urban Area includes Doncaster Town Centre, Balby, Hexthorpe, Wheatley, Intake, Bessacarr, Cantley, Edenthorpe, Kirk
Sandall, Bentley, Scawthorpe, Scawsby, Richmond Hill.
The Larger Defined Villages are: Adwick-upon-Dearne, Arksey, Auckley, Austerfield, Barnburgh, Barnby Dun, Blaxton, Braithwaite,
Braithwell, Branton, Brodsworth, Burghwallis, Cadeby, Campsall, Clayton, Clifton, Fenwick, Finningley, Fishlake, Hampole, Harlington,
Hatfield Woodhouse, Hayfield Green, Hickleton, Highfields, High Melton, Hooton Pagnell, Kirk Bramwith, Lindholme, Loversall,
Marr, Micklebring, Moss, Norton, Old Cantley, Old Denaby, Old Edlington, Owston, Pickburn,Skelbrooke, Sprotbrough, Stainton, Sutton,
Sykehouse, Thorpe in Balne, Toll Bar, Wadworth and Warmsworth.
The land requirements for employment are net, see Policy CS5: Employment Strategy
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Map 3: Growth and Regeneration Strategy
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Explanation
3.8

National policy seeks to build prosperous and sustainable communities by improving the economic
performance of towns and cities, promoting regeneration and tackling deprivation. It seeks to focus
development in existing centres accessible to public transport, jobs, key services and infrastructure
so as to promote their vitality and viability, support town centre regeneration and minimise the need
to travel. Land should be used efficiently and priority given to re-using well located brownfield land;
natural resources, built and natural heritage should be conserved. The location of housing should
support sustainable communities. Existing and expanding business sectors should be supported. The
countryside should be protected; releases from the Green Belt require exceptional circumstances. Flood
risk should be considered alongside other spatial planning issues.

3.9

At the sub-regional level, the Sheffield City Region Local Enterprise Partnership has been established,
whose vision is, “for the Sheffield City Region to make a greater contribution to the UK economy by
having a local economy less dependent on the public sector, providing conditions for business to grow
and by giving the nation its prime centre for advanced manufacturing and materials and low carbon
industries. We will offer people a great place in which to live, work, invest, and visit”. The partnership
proposal highlights various themes where action needs to be taken. These include issues such as
creating more jobs, raising skill levels, unlocking the economic potential of key development areas,
improving transport links, improving the housing offer and creating attractive city and town centres.

3.10 The South Yorkshire sub-regional centres (e.g. Doncaster) play an important part in driving economic
growth but their ability to do this is hampered by a dispersed settlement pattern and unless this issue
is resolved South Yorkshire will not be able to transform its economy and environment and address the
problems of social disadvantage and exclusion. However, a balance must be achieved between this
focus and the need to provide for growth and regeneration in the main outlying towns and recognition
that there are some important opportunities for inward investment more closely associated with modern
transport infrastructure than with historic settlement pattern. Therefore, an urban centric growth and
urban transformation strategy is set out, with top priority to be the sub regional centres followed by
the Principal Towns. Other settlements will need to meet locally generated needs for both market and
affordable housing. Robin Hood Airport is a Regionally Significant Investment Priority, and is important to
Doncaster’s, and the wider Sheffield City Region’s, growing logistics sector.
3.11 The South Yorkshire Settlement Study defined the extent of Doncaster’s Main Urban Area and assessed
its neighbourhoods and the outlying settlements in terms of their existing functional hierarchy, their
potential for sustainable change and in terms of the benefits of accommodating sustainable growth
and/or qualitative change (the key findings are summarised in Appendix 4). The Study took account
of environmental constraints (including flooding), development opportunities, existing and proposed
physical and social infrastructure and recognised that the most sustainable locations for growth
would not in all cases reflect the existing functional hierarchy. The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment and Employment Land Review demonstrate that there is sufficient land that is developable
and attractive to the market to deliver the proposed Growth and Regeneration Strategy (see Policies
CS10 Housing, Requirement, Land Supply and Phasing and CS5: Employment Strategy for further
information).
3.12 The policy seeks to distribute growth and regeneration where it would do most good in terms of
supporting prosperous and sustainable communities by improving the economic performance of towns,
promoting regeneration and tackling deprivation. It seeks to achieve a balance between a focus on
Doncaster and sufficient growth and regeneration of the outlying towns. It proposes a growth distribution
that does not always follow the existing functional hierarchy (notably the Potential Growth Towns and the
Conservation Towns) and it supports important development opportunities associated with Doncaster’s
significant transport infrastructure which will have benefits for the whole of Doncaster and the wider subregion.
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3.13 The majority of housing growth (80-85%) will be directed to the Main Urban Area and Principal Towns.
Significant growth will also be directed to the Potential Growth Towns, tied to delivery of proposed key
infrastructure and significant local jobs creation. Elsewhere housing growth will be modest in order to
achieve the urban concentration approach. In the Renewal Towns both the scale and timing of growth
will be designed to support regeneration and housing renewal, whilst in the Conservation Towns and
Larger Villages growth will be confined to infilling. The housing numbers will form the basis for identifying
site allocations to accommodate 18,450 net additional homes (see Policy CS10: Housing, Requirement,
Land Supply and Phasing).
3.14 Employment allocations will support the settlement hierarchy but must also take account of deliverability
issues (i.e. the needs of business) and Doncaster’s Economic Strategy; employment sites cannot always
be located next to the communities they serve. The Local Economic Assessment stresses the need for
Doncaster to concentrate on using its assets that give it comparative advantage to enable the economy
to catch up with regional averages. This means exploiting the transport connectivity in Doncaster and its
developable land alongside. However, priority will be given to sites within or adjacent to the Main Urban
Area, Principal Towns and Potential Growth Towns where infrastructure can be brought forward; transport
connectivity will be a priority to ensure there is access to jobs for all communities (see Policy CS5:
Employment Strategy). Further development of the Airport and its business park is supported (see Policy
CS6: Robin Hood Airport and Business Park) to support economic growth in the urban area and across
all the borough and into the Sheffield City Region, including improved links to the strategic transport
network.
3.15 Main town centre uses will be directed to the main centres in the retail hierarchy (see Policy CS7: Retail
and Town Centres and CS8: Doncaster Town Centre). The centres and other service locations (e.g.
hospitals, schools) will continue to provide a high proportion of jobs that will not have specific land
allocations. The accessibility policies will ensure that such employment locations will be supported by
public transport. Some limited service jobs will be permitted on employment allocations without detriment
to their main function.
3.16 It is important that distinctive and vibrant local communities are maintained, and this will be achieved
through improved services and improved access to services and by protecting the character of different
parts of the borough. Local heritage assets will be protected and enhanced through the managed
promotion of appropriate tourism, repair and restoration, high quality design and green infrastructure.
Potential conflict with flood risk, Green Belt and other environmental constraints will be minimised as far
as this is compatible with the strategy. Scenario testing work has been undertaken to ensure that the
implications, particularly in relation to flood risk and Green Belt, are understood. This work indicates that
whilst there is considerable urban potential in the Main Urban Area (mostly on brownfield sites that are
well located and considered sustainable), much of this land is in Flood Zones 2/3. The alternative of not
using these brownfield urban sites would require either large scale greenfield urban extensions (including
land in Green Belt), or an allocation at the lower end of the growth range and a greater percentage of
housing within the Principal Towns. Whilst at Armthorpe there is capacity to meet the upper-end of the
growth range without using land in Green Belt or Flood Zones 2/3, this is in marked contrast to the other 5
Principal Towns where new urban extensions would require land in Green Belt and/or Flood Zone 2/3.
Main Urban Area
3.17 The Main Urban Area will be the main focus for growth and regeneration, with the quality and range of
housing, employment and services improved for the benefit of the borough as a whole. This is well
connected to national transport networks, including London, via the East Coast Main Line. It is the focus
for much of the borough’s employment opportunities and higher order services. The Town Centre is a
shopping centre of regional significance and has seen a number of recent investments, including the
Frenchgate Centre extension and Interchange.
3.18 The housing growth range recognises that too small an allocation would undermine the overall approach
of locating development in sustainable locations and maximising the use of well located brownfield
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sites, whilst too large a housing allocation within the Main Urban Area would undermine the potential
for growth and regeneration in other towns. There are major urban development opportunities notably
those at Waterfront, Marshgate, Waterdale, Lakeside, Wheatley Hall Road, Hexthorpe and Edenthorpe;
urban extensions are already planned at Manor Farm, Bessacarr and Woodfield Plantation, Balby. It is
likely that there will need to be additional urban extensions (particularly if growth is at the top end of the
growth range) with the main potential issues being Green Belt (west of the East Coast Main Line), flood
risk (particularly along the River corridor and in Bentley), settlement coalescence (with Armthorpe), lack of
brownfield opportunities and loss of countryside. Urban extensions are constrained elsewhere by Sites
of Special Scientific Interest and important landscapes (including Potteric Carr, Sandall Beat Wood and
Doncaster Common) and by physical barriers including the River Don and canal, railway lines and M18
and A1(M) motorways.
3.19 Doncaster Town Centre will also be the main location for retail and other key town centre uses, supported
by the Local Retail Centres at Bentley, Intake, Balby, Edenthorpe and Woodfield Plantation. Furthermore,
focussing office development on the town centre will aid clustering of a vibrant office sector, have a
positive effect on town centre vibrancy and reduce car travel to less central locations. There are a number
of sites close to or within the town centre that provide opportunities to meet the projected high quality
office demand including Doncaster Waterfront, St Sepulchre Gate West, Civic and Cultural Quarter and
Marshgate. It is also envisaged that the following sites will be retained for employment uses: Wheatley
Hall Road (as part of mixed-use scheme); Shaw Lane; Kirk Sandall Industrial Estate; Doncaster and Balby
Carr (including Lakeside).
3.20 Accessibility will be improved to existing and new jobs and the town centre from the rest of the borough
with improved public transport and appropriate management of the type and amount of parking
provision. Priorities include White Rose Way, M18, Woodfield Link Road, FARRRS, the Great Streets
Scheme, St Sepulchre Gate West, Waterfront, Balby Island, Hyde Park and Lower Wheatley (see Policy
CS9: Travel Choice and Table 8: Infrastructure Delivery Schedule).

The Principal Towns
3.21 These are proposed having regard to the Settlement Study, the Borough Strategy (and its objective of
improving quality of life across the whole borough), urban development opportunities (including the four
former collieries reclaimed as development platforms) and the distribution of environmental constraints to
outward growth of towns (notably Green Belt and flood risk).
3.22 All currently function as high-middle order settlements. The market towns of Thorne and Mexborough
have the largest town centres outside Doncaster and are important service centres for local catchments.
The other four (former colliery) towns are reasonably self-sufficient in terms of day-to-day services
and serve limited catchments (Askern is particularly important to its large rural catchment). All six
Principal Towns would derive high potential benefits from growth and qualitative change; all have good
opportunities for sustainable development. All except Armthorpe are the subject of current housing
renewal initiatives. All but Armthorpe and Askern have rail stations; Askern will require improvements to
bus services tied to new development opportunities.
3.23 The Principal Towns housing growth range will support market-led housing growth and service
improvements provided a minimum requirement consistent with the lower end of the range is allocated
to each town. Urban extensions will be necessary to accommodate the proposed growth (even at the
lower end of the growth range) at Adwick, Armthorpe, Askern and Thorne but may not be necessary at
Mexborough and Conisbrough (where more brownfield urban sites exist) unless the allocations for these
towns are towards the top end of the growth range. Any urban extensions at Adwick, Mexborough and
Conisbrough would require loss of Green Belt, whilst any extensions at Thorne will require land in Flood
Zone 3. Thorne and Mexborough Town Centres and Adwick, Armthorpe, Askern, Conisbrough District
centres will be protected and enhanced. Locally appropriate town centre uses will be supported primarily
in Thorne and Mexborough town centres but District Centre proposals must be of an appropriate nature
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and scale. Locally appropriate office uses will be supported in Thorne and Mexborough and are unlikely
to be appropriate in the District Centres.
3.24 The plan provides for the retention and creation of a range of employment sites across the borough to
support business growth and maximise local communities’ employment opportunities (see Policy CS5:
Employment Strategy). It is envisaged that these will include existing sites at Carcroft Common, close to
Askern, Adwick and Bentley and at Redhouse, within the A1(M) corridor. Whilst an extension to Carcroft
Common could be accommodated without loss of Green Belt (on the existing Bentley Moor Lane Unitary
Development Plan allocation), it is acknowledged that there may need to be some loss of Green Belt at
Adwick to accommodate local opportunities (see Policy CS3: Countryside). Within the M18/M180 corridor
a number of opportunities exist associated with the strategic transport network at the junctions near to
Armthorpe and Thorne. Improvements to public transport connectivity to the Main Urban Area and wider
opportunities will be supported, as will improvements to access for pedestrians and cyclists. In addition,
the transport policies will support improving accessibility to employment sites from across the borough.

The Potential Growth Towns
3.25 These are large colliery/former colliery settlements in need of physical and economic regeneration.
They function as low-middle order settlements but have been identified as having high potential
benefits from change. Whilst housing renewal and physical regeneration of the Local Retail Centres is
important, successful regeneration will also require significant growth. Both lie alongside the M18 but
have poor access to it and presently derive little or no benefit from ongoing and planned investment
along this corridor. However, major economic investment site opportunities have been identified (tied in
part to proposed improved access to the M18) that would transform the economic prospects of these
towns and require new housing to serve the new jobs. At Stainforth/Hatfield this is the DN7 project,
which involves a mix of uses based around the Hatfield Colliery and the Planning Permissions for: the
development of a Power Park, including a new Power Station; the delivery of a new Link Road to the M18;
new employment uses, including (potentially rail served) distribution facilities; the creation of a new Marina
and associated public open space and managed nature conservation. The use of engineered colliery
spoil has the potential to facilitate this large-scale mix of uses, including the potential for associated
housing growth, through the creation of development platforms and the mitigation of flood risk. At
Rossington, a Strategic Rail Freight Interchange is proposed along with the FARRRS and the reclamation
of the former colliery for housing.
3.26 In both settlements, the retention of existing employment opportunities (at Bankwood Lane, Rossington
and Bootham Lane, Hatfield) will also be supported. The existing Local Retail Centres of Rossington,
Hatfield, Stainforth and Dunscroft will be protected and enhanced, and the provision of an improved
range and quality of retail and community facilities will be supported. At Stainforth/Hatfield the provision of
new community facilities will be supported within or adjoining the new housing to provide benefits for all
four settlements.
3.27 Subsequent Development Plan Documents (and/or Supplementary Planning Documents) will set out
detail on the principles and site specific criteria for these developments. However it is envisaged that at
Rossington housing growth will be subject to the co-ordinated delivery of:
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•

FARRRS;

•

Rossington Strategic Rail Freight interchange; and

•

improvements to existing housing areas and the Local Retail Centre.
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Similarly, it is envisaged that at Stainforth/ Hatfield housing growth will be co-ordinated/phased with the
delivery of:

•

jobs and infrastructure including Hatfield Power Park and power station and M18 link road;

•

improvements to existing housing areas and Local Retail Centres;

•

refurbishment of the railway station and the creation of a rail/bus/park and ride interchange; and;

•

suitable flood risk mitigation.

In both cases there are also opportunities within the existing settlement boundaries including those arising
from housing renewal/urban remodelling which may provide improved or additional housing.
3.28 The principle and timing of the housing will be dependent upon delivery of the proposed infrastructure and
jobs, and should these not happen then housing growth on the scale proposed may not be supported.
However, it is envisaged that these will be able to proceed together in a co-ordinated way within a clearly
deliverable framework (such as a Neighbourhood Plan and/or a planning application(s) subject to phasing
conditions, legal agreement and funding contributions plan). Within this context, 1200 housing units for
each of the Potential Growth Towns is a credible plan period allocation, and it is recognised that the projects
in each of these settlements could continue to deliver further housing and economic growth beyond the
plan period, consistent with their eventual re-designation as Principal Towns through a review of the Core
Strategy.

The Renewal Towns
3.29 These are all Local Retail Centres. Carcroft/Skellow and Edlington function as middle-high order settlements
but are served by Adwick and Mexborough/ Doncaster respectively. Denaby and Moorends function as
low-middle order settlements and are served by Mexborough/Conisbrough and Thorne respectively as
well as by Doncaster. The potential benefits from change identified are low for Carcroft/Skellow and high
for the others but with an emphasis in all four towns on qualitative change (housing renewal, improvements
to district retail centres etc.) rather than outward growth. Edlington and Denaby lie within Pathfinder where
master-planned renewal schemes including some urban remodelling are under way or programmed.
Carcroft/Skellow lies within the Green Corridor housing renewal initiative. The need for housing renewal and
regeneration has also been identified in Moorends.
3.30 Renewal is therefore the priority in all four towns and this could be undermined (particularly in the shortmedium term) by large urban extensions whilst more sustainable opportunities for market-led growth have
been identified elsewhere in the borough. For these reasons the scale of the overall allocation (up to 9%)
and the distribution of this between the towns (unspecified) are flexible so that it can be informed by site
sustainability considerations. The Local Retail Centres of Edlington, Moorends and Carcroft will be protected
and enhanced.
3.31 Existing business estates such as Broomhouse Lane, Warmsworth Holt and Denaby Lane will be retained
and, where appropriate, expanded (although in some cases, such as at Denaby, this may require the
release of smaller Green Belt sites). However, as new sectors are attracted elsewhere, improved transport
links will be a priority between the Renewal Towns and strategic employment areas and Doncaster urban
centre.
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The Conservation Towns
3.32 These function as high-middle order settlements but have been identified as having low benefits from
change. They are both attractive market towns with high quality historic (conservation area) centres
containing a good range of services that serve wider catchments. Both, however, are also surrounded
by extensive suburban developments and are constrained from further outward growth by Green Belt
and, in the case of Bawtry, by the East Coast Main Line and a Site of Special Scientific Interest. New
development on the edge of these towns would further erode their historic character, increase car
journeys into their centres and increase outward commuting; the towns are relatively poor in terms of
public transport accessibility. New housing will therefore be limited to quality infill within existing settlement
boundaries. The District Centres of Bawtry and Tickhill will be protected and enhanced and appropriate
employment opportunities will be within existing employment sites and town centres and through
transport links to urban areas.

The Larger (Defined) Villages
3.33 These are mostly attractive and popular places to live. However, they are relatively unsustainable locations
for future housing growth. All function as low order settlements except Barnby Dun (low-middle order)
and none are identified as having any potential benefits from change. Therefore, only quality infill within
existing settlement boundaries, including affordable housing will be supported. Small-scale affordable
housing in accordance with the rural exceptions policy will also be supported. Proposals involving the
loss of existing shops, pubs or other local services, will be required to demonstrate that all reasonable
attempts have been made to retain the service or to secure an alternative local facility in its place. Job
opportunities will be provided through transport links to urban areas in the surrounding rural economy and
in appropriate small scale business premises. Public transport accessibility criteria will be met, including
supporting connectivity to service centres.

The Smaller (Undefined) Villages
3.34 These comprise loosely defined villages and hamlets that have been historically washed over by what
is currently Green Belt or Countryside Policy Area designations and this will be continued (with the latter
becoming Countryside Protection Policy Area - see Policy CS3). They are unsustainable locations for
new housing, and so new dwellings will be confined to agricultural dwellings, replacement dwellings and,
exceptionally, conversions of suitable rural buildings. However, appropriate rural diversification schemes
will be supported (see Policy CS3).
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Policy CS3: Countryside
Doncaster’s countryside will be protected and enhanced, having regard to the principles set out
below.
A)

The general extent of the Green Belt will be retained (as indicated on the Key Diagram). The
key considerations for land within this area are:

1. national policy will be applied, including a presumption against inappropriate
development other than in very special circumstances; and;
2. land will only be taken out of the Green Belt for development allocations in exceptional
circumstances for example where necessary to sustainably deliver the Growth and
Regeneration Strategy.
B)

The countryside in the east of the borough will continue to be protected through a Countryside
Protection Policy Area (as indicated on the Key Diagram). The key considerations for land
within this area are:

1. new urban extension development allocations will be confined to those necessary to
deliver the Growth and Regeneration Strategy;
2. minor amendments to settlement boundaries will be supported where existing boundaries
are indefensible;
3. proposals will be supported where they would be appropriate to a countryside location
and would protect and enhance the countryside for the sake of its intrinsic character
and beauty, the diversity of its landscapes, heritage and wildlife, the wealth of its natural
resources and to ensure it may be enjoyed by all; and;
4. proposals that would generally be acceptable include agriculture, forestry, outdoor sport
and recreation, habitat creation, flood storage and management, essential infrastructure,
mineral extraction, some forms of stand alone renewable energy, suitable farm
diversification schemes, limited extension, alteration or replacement of existing dwellings
and re-use of suitable buildings for uses appropriate in the countryside.
C)

Proposals which are outside development allocations will only be supported where they
would:

1. protect and enhance the countryside, including the retention and improvement of key
green wedges where areas of countryside fulfil a variety of key functions;
2. not be visually detrimental by reason of siting, materials or design;
3. not create or aggravate highway or amenity problems; and;
4. preserve the openness of the Green Belt and Countryside Protection Policy Area and not
conflict with the purposes of including land within them.
D)

Although not required to deliver the Growth and Regeneration Strategy set out in Policy CS2,
the extent of the Green Belt will be reviewed to inform future versions of the Core Strategy.
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Explanation
3.35 National policy states that once the general extent of a Green Belt has been established it should be
altered only in exceptional circumstances; similarly detailed boundaries defined in earlier plans such
as the Unitary Development Plan should be altered only exceptionally. The general policies controlling
development in the countryside apply with equal force in the Green Belt but there is in addition a
general presumption against inappropriate development within them and such proposals should not be
approved except in very special circumstances. The countryside has the potential to provide a variety
of functions, including preventing the merging of settlements as well as wider environmental and leisure
benefits (as set out in more detail in Policy CS17 - Green Infrastructure).
3.36 As shown on the Key Diagram, Doncaster’s countryside in the western ‘half’ of the borough forms part
of the South Yorkshire Green Belt the purpose of which is to prevent the merging of large neighbouring
metropolitan urban areas (Doncaster, Rotherham, Barnsley, Wakefield); its detailed boundaries
were established through the Unitary Development Plan in 1998 and will continue to be protected in
accordance with national planning policy. The countryside in the eastern ‘half’ of Doncaster does not
meet the purposes of the South Yorkshire Green Belt but is otherwise just as valuable and this is reflected
in the Countryside Protection Policy Area designation and the development management policies, which
apply here.
3.37 The Growth and Regeneration Strategy can be delivered without altering the general extent of the Green
Belt within Doncaster as development allocations involving Green Belt are expected to be very limited.
However, it is possible that Green Belt sites may be more sustainable than non-Green Belt alternatives
but the consideration of alterative sites will be across the Main Doncaster Urban Area and all the Principal
Towns so that precise allocations to each town within the growth ranges can address a number of
objectives including minimising the loss of Green Belt. This conforms with current regional policy, which
states that the general extent of the South Yorkshire Green Belt should not be changed but that localised
reviews of Green Belt boundaries may be necessary in some places to deliver the core approach and
sub area policies.
3.38 The outer boundaries of existing built up areas where they adjoin countryside are under constant
pressure for often minor but cumulatively significant adjustments, usually to facilitate small scale housing
developments. It is important to ensure that the countryside is not eroded in this way. This sort of
amendment will therefore be exceptional in nature and will only be made where the existing boundary is
no longer defensible. However, if the ambitious Growth and Regeneration Strategy set out within Policy
CS2 is realised, it may mean that future versions of the Core Strategy are faced with different issues,
challenges and opportunities (including the possible re-designation of Hatfield/Stainforth and Rossington
as Principal Towns). It is therefore considered appropriate for a full review of the Green Belt to inform the
next version of the Core Strategy.
3.39 Urban extensions on land previously designated Countryside Policy Area, will be required to meet
the borough’s housing and employment requirement, but these will be minimised through a strategy
promoting urban sites.
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Policy CS4: Flooding and Drainage
Large areas of Doncaster are at risk of flooding. However, many of these areas already benefit
from defences and are otherwise sustainable locations for growth. A pro-active approach will
therefore be adopted which manages flood risk, to support borough-wide regeneration, based on
the principles set out below.
A)

Development will be directed to areas of lowest flood risk (from all sources) within the overall
framework of the Growth and Regeneration Strategy and its emphasis on deliverable urban
brownfield sites (as set out in Policies CS2, CS5, CS7 and CS10). Where this results in
development within flood zones 2 and 3, priority will be given to sites which:

1. already benefit from an acceptable standard and condition of defences; or;
2. have existing defences which will be improved as a result of the proposal to an
acceptable standard and condition; or;
3. do not have existing defences, if it can be shown that there are no appropriate sites
already benefiting from defences, and the development can be made safe through the
creation of new defences which would also benefit existing communities.
B)

Developments within flood risk areas will be supported where they pass the Sequential
and/or Exception Tests (if they are required). Proposals which are in accordance with both
allocations and any other Local Development Framework policies will normally be deemed to
have passed the Sequential Test.

C)

All development over 1 hectare, and any development within flood risk areas, will be
supported where it:

1. provides a fit-for-purpose site specific Flood Risk Assessment;
2. will be safe from all forms of flooding, without increasing the level of flood risk to
surrounding properties and/or land for the lifetime of the development;
3. provides adequate means of foul sewage disposal and achieves a reduction in surface
water run off on brownfield sites and no increase from existing rates on greenfield sites;
4. makes use of Sustainable Drainage Schemes, where appropriate;
5. is designed to be resilient to any flooding which may occur (including making provision
for circumstances in which existing flood defences fail);
6. facilitates the maintenance of flooding and drainage infrastructure; and;
7. ensures that mitigation measures (including Sustainable Drainage Schemes) can
be maintained over the long term and will not have an adverse impact on the water
environment, including ground water aquifers, flood water capacity and nature
conservation interests.
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Explanation
3.40 Climate change from extreme weather events, rising sea levels and surface water run off from future
development will exacerbate the threat of flooding on people, land and property in the borough (much of
which lies below sea-level) over the coming years. Under the Flood and Water Management Act 2010,
Doncaster Council will be the designated Lead Local Flood Authority for the borough, and so develop,
maintain, apply and monitor a strategy for local flood risk management within the local area. The council
is committed to continued partnership working with bodies such as the Environment Agency, Internal
Drainage Boards and water companies, as part of a multi-agency response to managing flooding issues
across the borough.
3.41 There are four types of flood zone for river and coastal flooding, as summarised below. Zones 1 - 3a are
identified on the Environment Agency’s flood zone maps, whilst 3b is identified by the Local Authority in
consultation with the Environment Agency.

•

Zone 1:  low probability of flooding (less than a 1 in 1000 year / 0.1% risk of flooding).

•

Zone 2:  medium probability (between 1 in 100 year / 1.0% chance and 1 in 1000 year / 0.1%
chance of flooding).

•

Zone 3a: high probability (greater than 1 in 100 year / 1.0% or greater chance of flooding.

•

Zone 3b: functional floodplain.

3.42 These zones are based on probability not risk - with risk being the combination of the probability of
flooding with the potential impact of any flood event (e.g. what might be flooded, the depth of flooding
etc.). Furthermore, there are other forms of flooding which these maps do not show - for example surface
water and groundwater flooding. It is important that the planning process considers the overall risk from
all sources of flooding. Therefore, for the purposes of this policy, flood risk areas include flood zones 2
and 3, areas with known surface water drainage difficulties and areas with known groundwater flooding
Issues.
3.43 National policy requires a sequential approach to steer development away from flood risk areas and to
manage and reduce overall flood risk. This means that where proposals (either site allocations within the
Local Development Framework or individual planning applications) are proposed within flood risk areas,
evidence must be provided to demonstrate that these proposals could not take place in areas which
are at lower risk. In Doncaster, flooding comes from a number of sources, including the rivers Don and
Dearne in the west and the rivers Torne and Trent in the south and the watercourses that feed to them,
plus tidal flooding within the low lying Humberhead Levels. As Map 4 shows, the flood risk areas are
extensive.
3.44 The Growth and Regeneration Strategy set out in Policy CS2 proposes growth that will require significant
development within flood risk areas, particularly along the M18 motorway corridor, Thorne, Hatfield/
Stainforth and parts of Doncaster Main Urban Area, where there are significant regeneration and
redevelopment opportunities. This is to ensure that we achieve borough-wide regeneration and take
account of wider national policy which seeks to direct growth to urban areas, deliver sufficient housing
and jobs and to address issues of deprivation. The challenge is therefore to provide sufficient growth
and opportunities to regenerate deprived communities, including those within flood risk areas, without
undermining efforts to combat climate change and flood risk.
3.45 The policy indicates that development will be directed to areas at lowest risk within the overall framework
of the Growth and Regeneration Strategy set out in Policy CS2. In making site allocations, the sequential
test will therefore be applied within this wider policy context. Sites which are allocated within the Proposals
Map will not then require a sequential test at the planning application stage (although the layout should
have regard to different levels of flood risk across the site and take a sequential approach to layout).
Proposals on sites which are not included within the Proposals Map will normally need to carry out a
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sequential test at the planning application stage, in accordance with national policy and Doncaster’s
Development and Flood Risk Supplementary Planning Document (see paragraph 3.44), and this should
have regard to the need to provide sufficient land to meet local needs in line with the wider policy
framework.
3.46 The policy also sets out how appropriate provisions will be put in place to manage and reduce flood
risks associated with both new and existing development within flood risk areas. It is important that
new developments are made safe (including, where appropriate, resilient to any flooding which may
occur and that the residual risk of breach and/or overtopping of any defences does not pose significant
danger to people and/or property) and that they do not increase the likelihood or impact of flooding on
surrounding properties. As part of this, proposals on brownfield sites will be supported which achieve a
reduction in surface water run off. We will look for a reduction of 30% on brownfield sites, but will consider
each case on its merits having regard to what is practical. The policy supports sustainable drainage
schemes (SuDS), although careful consideration of the various techniques will be required in order
to take account of potential land contamination or groundwater sensitivities. The policy also requires
proposals to facilitate the maintenance of flooding and drainage infrastructure. This includes such
measures as retaining appropriate buffer strips to all watercourses (excluding canals), to ensure that flood
defences and access can be maintained, and avoiding the culverting or building over of watercourses
(unless it is essential to facilitate access). Canals are not part of flood defence infrastructure and levels
are carefully regulated by weirs, sluices and other infrastructure which are maintained from the canal itself,
or towpath, and as such they do not require a buffer strip to be retained for flood defence maintenance
and access.
3.47 The policy seeks to protect and increase the capacity of the functional floodplain (otherwise known as
washland) to store water during times of flood and thus protect other areas from flooding and habitats. In
the functional flood plain, only water compatible uses (e.g. open space and outdoor recreation facilities,
wetland habitat creation schemes etc.) essential transport or utility infrastructure can take place provided
they pass the exception test. It will be necessary to consider the issue of bird strike in the interests of air
safety within the vicinity of Robin Hood Airport. Advice regarding bird strike and airports (currently CAP772
Civil Aviation Authority 2007) indicates that bird strike hazard in the vicinity of the airport should be taken to
be land or water within 13 kilometres of the airfield and the airport authority is consulted on any proposals
for wetland creation within this area.
3.48 The council has adopted a Development and Flood Risk Supplementary Planning Document which
provides more detailed guidance for developers submitting planning applications in relation to flood risk
and drainage. It sets out the forms of development which will be considered to automatically pass the
sequential test, the requirements in terms of windfall sites and also advises on the type of information
to be included within individual Flood Risk Assessments (which should reference the most up-to-date
information as well as Doncaster’s Strategic Flood Risk Assessment). Furthermore, any flood and
drainage works within the vicinity of Thorne and Hatfield Moors will need to ensure that they do not
adversely impact on the water levels within the site (and so consider the need for a Habitats Regulation
Assessment).
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Map 4: Flooding
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CHAPTERfour

Employment, Town Centres & Transport

CHAPTER 4: EMPLOYMENT, TOWN CENTRES AND TRANSPORT
4.1

The policies in this chapter set out how the Core Strategy will support the growth of Doncaster’s
economy and the provision of opportunities for all of Doncaster’s communities. The first policy outlines
how much additional employment land will be needed, in which sectors and what other interventions
are required to ensure that jobs are created. Other policies provide detail on town centres and shopping
areas, including the role of the main town centre in Doncaster. A specific policy sets out how the Core
Strategy will support transport improvements to ensure people have a choice of transport options.

4.2

National policy seeks to create sustainable economic growth through building prosperous communities
by improving the economic performance of both urban and rural areas, promoting regeneration, tackling
deprivation and promoting and supporting existing and new business sectors. The plan should be
positive and proactively encourage sustainable economic growth, support existing business sectors
and identify emerging sectors and plan positively for knowledge driven and high technology clusters.
Previously developed land should be prioritised and allocated land should reflect the locational
requirements of businesses. It is important that growth, choice and competition are provided for
especially where businesses are changing and that unsuitable existing employment land is re-allocated.
There is also a requirement to reduce the need to travel through measures such as using previously
developed land, travel planning and promoting the vitality and viability of the town centres which are
already well serviced by public transport. The rural economy and communities should be enhanced and
the open countryside should be protected.

4.3

The evidence base for Doncaster’s Local Economic Assessment (2010) identifies that Doncaster had an
output gap of £415 million between the actual Gross Value Added (the value added created through the
production of goods and services) of Doncaster’s economy, and its potential output in comparison with
the Yorkshire and Humber Region in 2008. This is made up of the following components set out below.

Table 3: Doncaster’s Output Gap with the Yorkshire and Humber Region (2008)
Component

Imapct

Description

A

Employment rate

-£143
million

Negative Impact – Higher levels of worklessness reduce Doncaster’s output. A smaller
percentage of people of working age are working.

B

Productivity sectoral
Mix

-£135
million

Negative Impact – Employment in Doncaster is generally skewed to lower productivity
sectors.

C

Productivity output

-£131
million

Negative Impact – Doncaster’s output per employee across the employment sectors is
lower. Doncaster’s workers are less productive because of lower skill levels, low levels of
innovation and lower levels of capital investment.

D

Sectoral mix AND
productivity

-£272
million

Overall Negative Impact – The combination of the sectoral mix and productivity impacts
increases the overall impact of the two individual components.

-£415
million

Output gap between Doncaster and the Yorkshire and Humber Region.

Total (A+D)

Data sources: Employment Rate – Office for National Statistics, Productivity data – Regional Econometric Model
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It is therefore important that Doncaster encourages innovation, attracts more capital investment, raises
skill and education levels, improves graduate retention and reduces deprivation. The Doncaster
Economic Strategy and the Doncaster Work and Skills Plan are key strategies for addressing these
issues. Links to places within the Sheffield City Region, such as Rotherham, Bassetlaw and Sheffield,
need to be strengthened, as do links to locations outside the Sheffield City Region, such as Hull and
York.
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Policy CS5: Employment Strategy
Doncaster’s economy will be supported, in accordance with the principles set out below to enable
improved levels of economic output and increase access to opportunities.
A)

Sufficient employment land will be allocated to take into account:

1. the identified potential for the creation of 36,000 jobs in the sectors set out below;
2. Doncaster’s wider aspirations for economic growth, as set out in the Economic Strategy;
3. historic take-up rates of employment land; and;
4. the need for a range of sites to provide flexibility.
B)

The retention of existing employment sites and the location and amount of new employment
sites is set out in the Growth and Regeneration Strategy (Policy CS2). In releasing new land for
strategic warehousing, priority will be given to the proposed Strategic Rail Freight Interchange
at Rossington which will be served by rail freight and will operate as an intermodal terminal.

C)

Major employment sites will be retained for employment uses which may include some small
scale supporting uses. Local employment sites will generally be retained for employment
purposes with alternative uses being supported where the use is appropriate in terms of scale,
design and location, will not adversely affect the efficient operation of adjacent employment
land or uses and meets one of the following criteria:

1. it supports the employment uses located on the employment allocation;
2. is a specialist use which is appropriate to an employment site and cannot be located
elsewhere; or;
3. has a mix of commercial and/or community uses that provides clear additional benefits.
Table 4: Employment Strategy
Sector

‘Soft’ Interventions required to assist job delivery

Potential jobs
from pipeline
projects

Office

Marketing and promotion and branding; training plans; Waterfront Strategy; Town Centre
Masterplan; Town Charter; Work and Skills Plan; training including graduate retention; travel
plans (for new and existing developments) that ensure accessible and sustainable transport
links to the City Region economy

2,300

Retail, leisure and
catering including
tourism

Marketing, promotion and branding; training plans; Waterfront Strategy; Town Centre
Masterplan; Town Charter, tourism strategies

3,800

Distribution
warehousing
(logistics sector)

Travel plans (for new and existing developments) that ensure accessible and sustainable
transport links; Logistics strategy; Work and Skills Plan; Links to Further and Higher
Education; training and recruitment

7,700

Businesses related
to the airport

Surface Access Strategy; Airport Master Plan; Aviation Strategy, Design Quality Framework;
Work and Skills Plan; Directions Finningley; Marketing and promotion e.g. Take off at the
Airport; links to the City Region economy and beyond

9,300

Light industry and
manufacturing

Links to the City Region economy; marketing and promotion; links to further and higher
education; Work and Skills Plan; training including graduate retention, Travel Plans (for new
and existing developments) that ensure accessible and sustainable transport links

2,400

Environmental,
renewable energy,
low carbon, waste
(green jobs).

Work and Skills Plan; training including graduate retention; links to the City Region economy; Included within
links to further and higher education; marketing and branding
other sectors

Health, education
and other services

Range of interventions depending upon individual opportunities for growth

10,300

Note: The table shows ‘soft’ interventions, whilst the Infrastructure Delivery Schedule includes details of the physical infrastructure being planned to help deliver these jobs.
The potential jobs from transformational pipe-line projects are based on the economic forecasts as summarised in the explanatory text that follows.
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Explanation
4.5

Jobs forecasting has been carried out taking into account the Economic Strategy and projects that
are being planned in Doncaster. Pipeline projects include schemes at an advanced stage, normally
with planning permission, and other projects which are at an earlier stage of development. Due to
the inclusion of the latter, the projects are not used to identify which sites should be allocated but,
cumulatively, provide a useful indication of current known market demand in different sectors. It is
based on a best case scenario in which all of these emerging projects are successful and provides
an indication of the likely change in number of total jobs by broad sectors. These forecasts reflect the
changing nature of the economy for example Robin Hood Airport, the attraction of the logistics sector to
Doncaster but also takes account of the wider economy including recessional impacts and results in the
prospect of a potential additional 36,000 net full time equivalent jobs during the 17 year plan period of
2011-2028.

4.6

These forecasts, together with the Economic Strategy (informed by the Local Economic Assessment),
information on previous take up rates and allowances for flexibility (including churn and choice factors),
inform the calculations for how much land should be provided in the plan period, as set out in Policy
CS2: Growth and Regeneration Strategy. This will ensure Doncaster’s potential for economic growth is
not impeded due to a lack of suitable sites.

4.7

It should be noted that the figures set out in Policy CS2 are based on a typical site layout including
operational buildings, access roads, parking and landscaping. Therefore, in assessing how much of
a site allocation or planning permission contributes towards meeting the requirement, parts of the site
may be discounted where they are used to address site specific issues (such as balancing ponds or
significant green infrastructure provision or mitigation). Where a site is likely to contain a mix of uses,
for example both distribution warehousing and general industrial, the relevant portion of the site will be
separated and counted towards the relevant targets.

4.8

The Core Strategy’s role is to ensure that one of the key issues (land supply of the right amount, type
and locations) is addressed. The performance of this policy will be measured through other indicators as
set out in Chapter 8. However, to make progress towards this figure it is important to acknowledge that
land allocations alone cannot deliver the amount of required jobs. Therefore this policy has links to other
policies and strategies which can help deliver jobs and a workforce with higher skill levels and sectors
which will have a beneficial impact on the Doncaster economy. Current strategies and requirements are
identified which will enable the successful delivery of each sector.

4.9

The Infrastructure Delivery Schedule contains detail on what physical infrastructure is required across
the borough such as White Rose Way and the Finningley and Rossington Regeneration Route Scheme
(FARRRS) to help deliver the potential of these sectors. All new employment sites (where appropriate) will
need to be accessed from across the borough to enable residents to travel to the new jobs, especially
from communities where jobs have been lost. Therefore, the approach set out in Policy CS9: Providing
Travel Choice will be instrumental to supporting the successful growth of Doncaster’s economy.

4.10 Policy CS2: Growth and regeneration Strategy, indicates that an additional 290 hectares (net)of additional
distribution warehousing will be allocated, with the broad locations being the M18/M180 corridor at
junctions close to Armthorpe, Stainforth/Hatfield and/or Thorne and the Strategic Rail Freight \Interchange
at Rossington. Policy CS5 gives priority to sites at the proposed Strategic Rail Freight Interchange at
Rossington which it is envisaged will provide approximately 166 hectares. We will therefore phase the
release of the remaining 124 hectares of land and ensure that a maximum of 50% (62 hectares) will be
developed within 5 years from the adoption of the Core Strategy. This figure includes those sites with
planning permission.
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4.11 The manufacturing sector is forecast to decline but a high land provision is used to take account of an
increased interest in manufacturing, previous rates of employment land take up and the priorities set out
in the Economic Strategy. The established and steadily growing Creative and Digital Industry category
has not been included within the land requirements as many of the jobs can be grouped in sectors
such as retail and leisure, therefore this would result in job figures being duplicated. Furthermore, with
assets such as Robin Hood Airport, the Racecourse and Thorne and Hatfield Moors, Doncaster has
some potential for the growth of both leisure and business tourism, which could bring additional jobs and
opportunities. However given the nature of these opportunities, no specific land requirements have been
set out in Policy CS2.
4.12 Subsequent Development Plan Documents (and the Proposals Map) will identify ‘Major Employment
Sites’ and ‘Local Employment Sites’. Major Employment Sites are the larger sites which are required to
support certain sectors and maximise the benefit from our comparative advantages. These advantages
are identified through the Local Economic Assessment and include the airport and our rail and motorway
links. It is envisaged that these will include new employment allocations within the M18 corridor and
the following existing employment sites: Airport Business Park, Hatfield Power Park, Redhouse Park,
Westmoor Park, Nimbus Park and Carcroft Common. The Major Employment Site allocations will take
account of relevant operational needs, and identified market demand, for certain sectors. However, to
provide flexibility and avoid stifling investment, it is envisaged that in most cases the policies will avoid
prescribing specific employment uses and sectors on the sites. Alternative uses on these sites will not
be supported.
4.13 Local Employment Sites are the smaller sites which provide a range of employment sites across the
borough to support business growth and maximise local communities’ employment opportunities.
Proposals for alternative uses on these sites may be acceptable, provided they meet the requirements of
Part C of the policy. These alternative uses could include specialist retail uses (such as car showrooms),
training facilities that may normally be found on employment sites and some leisure/community facilities.
This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant Local Development Framework policies, in
particular those relating to Town Centres (Core Strategy Policies CS7 and CS8).
4.14 In the production of subsequent Development Plan Documents (and the proposals map) existing
employment sites and allocations will be assessed to determine if they are more appropriate for
either housing or mixed use developments. Therefore, it is not envisaged that housing or mixed use
developments will be supported in the short-term on any Local Development Framework employment
allocations (including existing sites which are retained). However, in the longer term there may be limited
circumstances in which mixed use development of Local Employment Sites would be supported where
this leads to the delivery of job creation on a proportion of a site which has otherwise proved to be
undeliverable.
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Policy CS6: Robin Hood Airport and Business Park
Growth and investment at Robin Hood Airport will be supported in accordance with the principles
set out below.
A)

The airport is a multi modal transport interchange offering improved international air
passenger and freight services to the region with a range of connected sites to provide for
business development related to the airport incorporating training facilities.

B)

There is improved access to the airport, including FARRRS and a railway station, to enable
easy access from the borough, Sheffield City Region and the wider region.

C)

Westward expansion of the business parks alongside the airport access road, and airfreight
and maintenance repair operation facilities, will be supported around the southern end of the
runway.

D)

Proposals will be supported where:

1. environmental impacts are adequately mitigated, including improved landscaping and
tree planting, and a Quiet Operations Policy;
2. there will be no detrimental impacts on the conservation objectives of Thorne and Hatfield
Moors, particularly the lowland raised mire habitat and nightjar populations;
3. a surface access strategy is developed to make best use of surface access infrastructure
including access to neighbouring districts, mainline rail services and providing a wide
choice of travel modes to the services and jobs at the airport;
4. there are training and recruitment plans that will assist delivery of improved skills and
economic development, particularly for local people;
5. on site car parking provision is sufficient to avoid the need for offsite car parks;
6. Safeguarding Areas and Public Safety Zones are maintained to enable the airport to
operate safely;
7. buildings, layout and landscaping are of high quality; and;
8. uses are required to support air services passengers and businesses at the airport e.g.
hotel.
Explanation
4.15 National policy supports the development of regional airports to increase air passengers and freight,
reducing reliance on London airports and improve economic performance of regions and recognises
that airports attract businesses around them. They can provide a focal point for clusters of businesses
especially for logistics and importantly provide an impetus to regeneration and a focus for new
commercial and industrial development. Within Yorkshire and Humber there is a reliance on airports
outside of the region which results in more journeys, mainly by car, to non local airports. The success of
Robin Hood Airport, is therefore of importance to the wider Sheffield City Region, and to maximise this
benefit as a key economic driver, improved access to the M18 is required. Furthermore, Doncaster has
excellent strategic transport links and a growing logistics hub. It will be important that the airport connects
into these transport networks as well as other logistics facilities in the area and improves its connectivity to
the rail system through a new rail station and in longer term through rail links into the site.
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4.16 The airport masterplan identifies a range of future growth levels depending on its commercial success
and opening of FARRRS and forecasts up to 10.76 million passengers a year by 2030. Overall, it
identifies the possibility of up to 14,100 jobs at the airport and business parks by 2030. Forecasts based
on airport catchment areas undertaken on behalf of the council to inform the FARRRS business case
estimate a throughput of 4.19 million passengers per year by 2016 and 6.39 million passengers per year
by 2030. The policy supports the employment and transport proposals set out in the airport masterplan
plan. Planning permission for the housing element of the masterplan (at Hayfield Green) has already
been granted, in light of the specific circumstances which apply to the airport, and not as an indication of
policy direction. Therefore, as set out in Policy CS10: Housing Requirement, Land Supply and Phasing,
these 750 units will provide an additional source of housing to the allocations set out in Policy CS2:
Growth and Regeneration Strategy, and any further housing growth at Hayfield Green would not be in
accordance with this Core Strategy.
4.17 The Doncaster Aviation Strategy identified that the airport has several key strengths that will enable it
to develop aviation sector activity such as a long runway; suitable sites for appropriate development;
educational support; pro-active and supportive public sector and the success of Directions Finningley.
The strategy supports a range of issues including ‘soft’ measures to promote and jointly market the
airport and business parks. The strategy stresses that the need to improve the external connectivity of
the airport is vital and the development of FARRRS is a significant opportunity to enhance its competitive
position. The outcomes of the strategy have, where possible, been included in the Core Strategy.
4.18 Very significantly, a range of training facilities have been attracted to the airport supporting the aim of
improving skills levels and regeneration and in particular it has been successful in attracting airside uses.
The council remains committed to supporting improvements in skill levels, including initiatives related to
the airport.
4.19 However, any growth of the airport (including the business park) or increase in flight numbers will
need to address impacts such as noise, health and pollution. Because Thorne and Hatfield Moors
are internationally important nature conservation sites and vulnerable to changes in air quality, detailed
consideration of the air quality impacts of any future increases to the number of flights will be required.
Improved landscaping will be needed to shield new buildings that may locate outside the current
built core of the airport. The public safety zones and safeguarding areas are to be designated in line
with government guidance and reduce the risks to the public, surrounding buildings and assist safe
operation of the airport. The site should exploit its potential for rail accessibility that should be developed
as the airport grows but it is unlikely that this will be achieved until at least the end of the plan period.
Aviation contributes to emissions affecting global change and it will be important that these impacts are
reduced where possible by adopting sustainable practices such as the Strategy Towards Sustainable
Development of UK Aviation and adopting high modal transport targets for access to the airport. The
airport’s location and assets does reduce reliance on more distant airports that will become increasingly
congested.
4.20 Offices that locate at the airport should be airport related or ancillary to the range of uses that will cluster
around the aviation activities and should always be in scale and the business relationship explicitly
justified. Priority should be given to developing well located brownfield areas (where this is practicable) in
advance of using greenfield sites. Any westwards expansion of the airport business park will need to take
account of these issues, and also have regard to the rate of development on the existing business park.
4.21 As a gateway site to the region it is important that designs of buildings and landscaping are of high
quality especially where visible from public vistas and taking account of the Design and Sustainable
Construction Policy (Policy CS14).
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4.22 The FARRRS will improve accessibility and marketability of the airport which will support the growth of the
Sheffield City Region and improve the number, range and quality of jobs in Doncaster. Should FARRRS
not go ahead the expansion of the airport and its business parks would be limited to the transport
constraints of the capacity of the existing transport network and a weaker market appeal to attract inward
investment, air services and direct connectivity to other modal freight facilities. If FARRRS does not
progress it is likely that:

•

fewer high skilled jobs would be attracted to Doncaster, limiting its opportunity to improve its
economic performance;

•

other land would need to be brought forward elsewhere in the borough to provide the jobs need for
Doncaster;

•

economic opportunities will be lost to the region, including an opportunity to locate different types of
freight transport facilities near to each other; and

•

greater reliance will have to be made on more distant airports.

4.23 In addition to support access at the airport the Airport Surface Access Strategy (ASAS) will continue to be
developed with the Air Transport Forum and all new development at the airport site should be included
in this strategy and it continues to evolve. The ASAS should ensure effective travel planning, traffic
management and public transport for the airport area. The long term master plan and existing planning
permission supports the implementation of a rail station at the airport on the Doncaster to Lincoln Line
and in the longer term the need for rail links into the airport site should continue to be kept under review.
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Policy CS7: Retail and Town Centres
Town centre uses will be located according to the Retail Hierarchy as set out below, in order to
promote choice, competition and innovation:

•

Sub-Regional Centre: Doncaster Town Centre

•

Town Centres: Thorne, Mexborough

•

District Centres: Adwick, Armthorpe, Askern, Bawtry, Conisbrough, Tickhill

•

Local Centres: Woodfield Plantation, Rossington, Carcroft, Skellow, Bentley, Hatfield,
Dunscroft, Intake, Balby, Moorends, Edlington, Stainforth, Edenthorpe, Denaby Main

•

Neighbourhood Shopping Parades

A)

Doncaster town centre will remain the largest centre in the borough. Proposals for major town
centre uses will be directed sequentially to the Primary Shopping Area but then to the wider
town centre. After Doncaster, priority will be given to improving retail facilities in Mexborough
and Thorne.

B)

The vitality and viability of all the borough’s centres will be maintained and enhanced, as will
their existing range of uses, including local markets. This will involve widening the range of
uses and encouraging convenient and accessible shopping, service and employment facilities
to meet the day-to-day needs of residents.

C)

On large new urban extension sites, which are not within easy walking distance of existing
shops and services, new local centres will be established or existing retail functions adapted to
serve the needs of the residents. Such centres should be of a scale appropriate to the site and
should not undermine the role or function of other centres within the retail hierarchy.

D)

Retail and other uses (including leisure, entertainment, cultural and tourist uses as well as
other mixed-uses) that would support the vitality and viability of the centres in the hierarchy
below Doncaster town centre will be directed sequentially to these centres provided they:

1. are of a scale and nature that is appropriate to the size and function of the centre, and;
2. would not lead to unsustainable trip generation from outside their catchments.
E)

Outside these centres, the following types of retail provision will be supported:

1. bulky-goods non-food retail development within existing retail warehouse parks so long
as any increase in floorspace does not have an unacceptable impact on town centres and
the proposal is in accordance with the sequential test as set out in National Policy;
2. specialist shops (including car showrooms) and trade centre developments within nonstrategic employment sites;
3. small-scale ancillary retail uses within employment sites (including showrooms) subject to
them occupying no more than 10% of the total floor area of the building;
4. changes of use to retail and other local services within existing neighbourhood centres;
and;
5. small shops within residential areas to serve the local area.
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Explanation
4.24 National policy requires that the vitality and viability of existing centres is sustained and enhanced and
that local authorities wherever possible plan for new development within them having regard to the role
and needs of their catchments and their place in the defined network and hierarchy of centres. Policies
need to be flexible to respond to changing economic circumstances and to seek to remedy deficiencies
in areas with poor access to facilities. To ensure that the hierarchy of centres is supported and the retail
needs of the local population are met, the council will wish to assess applications for the range of uses
set out in the policy against the tests required in national policy, where appropriate, particularly those
which propose major retail uses outside of centres or retail warehouse parks.
4.25 The Doncaster Retail Study 2010 advises that although there is no real short-term need for significant
retail expansion in the borough, the council should seek to locate any such subsequent demand into
town centres to fulfil the ‘town centres first’ approach and thereby strengthen their role in the hierarchy of
centres. The Doncaster Retail Study 2010 assesses that there will be capacity for an additional 12,308
square metres of convenience goods floorspace in the borough up to 2026 and an additional 46,532
square metres of comparison goods floorspace over the same period. These estimates at Table 9.1
in the Retail Study 2010, based upon survey material gathered up to 2010, set out the general scale
of capacity envisaged for the borough as a whole for Doncaster town centre and for the defined town
centres of Mexborough and Thorne up to 2026 based on current market shares. These estimates will be
refined as the council prepares its subsequent Development Plan Documents (including the Proposal
Map) in the light of such considerations as planning approvals since 2010, emerging National Policy and
more up to date survey material.
4.26 The Doncaster Retail Hierarchy Study 2009 assesses the level of facilities in each of the District and Local
Centres and confirms their place in the hierarchy. The role and function of the higher order centres of
Doncaster, Mexborough and Thorne are dealt with in the Doncaster Retail Study 2010.
4.27 The hierarchy of centres identifies five levels of centre. It is not possible to prescribe a minimum level
either of floorspace or number of units to each type within the hierarchy. A centre’s position within the
hierarchy will be determined by a number of factors, including floorspace, number, size and type of
shops, the provision of non-retail facilities, characteristics of the centre, catchment area and proximity to
other centres. Mexborough and Thorne are both important service centres, which provide a wide range
of facilities for large catchment areas. The district centres identified provide retail and non-retail services,
such as banks and restaurants and all have a library. The local centres include a smaller range of shops
and services. Residential as part of mixed-use developments in centres is welcomed but not at the
expense of ground floor retail.
4.28 The Core Strategy solidifies our town centre first approach with all new major retail developments being
directed towards Doncaster, Mexborough and Thorne, with Doncaster being the preferred destination.
The 2010 Retail Study identifies sites within Doncaster town centre which are sufficiently large enough to
accommodate all of the comparison goods capacity. The detail of where this will specifically be directed
will be set out in subsequent Development Plan Documents (including the Proposals Map). To direct
town centre uses away from town centres would be to undermine their role and existing provision, during
a time of increasingly tough trading. It would also exacerbate unsustainable trip patterns.
4.29 It is not envisaged that additional space will be allocated within Doncaster’s other district and local
centres. However, if proposals come forward which seek to improve the town centre offer, these
proposals will be supported, provided that the development is of the appropriate scale to the centre
it is proposed in. Furthermore, this hierarchy is flexible and it is anticipated that with the culmination of
proposed developments, the service centres of Woodfield Plantation, Rossington and the DN7 Growth
Area may be afforded District Centre status in future plans. It may also be appropriate for future plans to
afford Local or District Centre status to other schemes, such as large mixed-use sites. Such areas will be
assessed once developments are completed and having regard to the relevant definitions as set out in
national planning policy.
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4.30 All Town Centre boundaries, Primary Shopping Policy Areas, Primary and Secondary Shopping Frontages
will be defined within subsequent Development Plan Documents (including the Proposals Map), as well
as the range of uses that will be supported within them.
4.31 There are some retail uses that can complement town and district centre facilities rather than directly
compete; they comprise either bulky goods, which are not conveniently accommodated within town
centres, or specialist retail facilities that require car access or which are ancillary to employment sites. It is
important however, that such uses do not result in the loss of too much employment land or exceed the
purpose for which they are permitted.
4.32 Doncaster has a good distribution and comprehensive range of out-of-town food and convenience
stores and there is capacity for additional floorspace over the plan period although new space should
be directed towards the town centre. Capacity for additional comparison goods floorspace has also
been identified, again with a requirement to locate in the town centre and on retail warehouse parks as
appropriate. There may also be a need for smaller ’corner‘ shops to meet identified local need particularly
in large residential areas and estates; such facilities can be highly sustainable provided they can be
accommodated without adversely affecting residential amenity.
4.33 The commitment of this policy to focus new development into existing centres based on scale and
appropriateness will be monitored by means of annual health checks. Developers will be expected to
demonstrate that the ‘sequential test’ has been passed and no significant adverse impacts on existing
centres have been identified before out-of-centre locations are chosen.
4.34 The council acknowledges the potential threat of special forms of trading to its town centres (online,
mail order and tele-shopping). Their effect is hard to judge, especially during a 17 year plan period.
Nevertheless, the council considers that for this reason alone it is important to emphasise its policies of
town centre regeneration and enhancement and to promote their centres as attractive destinations for
shopping, leisure and cultural purposes. A visit to a town centre should be a fulfilling experience. It is in
this context that pedestrian priority schemes, the enhancement of Conservation Areas and investment in
Listed Buildings are given the highest priority funding consistent with available funding.
4.35 The successful implementation of this policy will result in a strengthened hierarchy of centres which are
capable of serving the relevant needs of their particular catchment areas, reducing the need to travel and
providing the opportunity for people to benefit from linked trips to access services and facilities.
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Policy CS8: Doncaster Town Centre
Doncaster town centre will continue to be developed as a thriving and accessible retail, office and
leisure destination of regional importance with a range of high quality services and businesses,
homes and excellent cultural and further education facilities. As an economic driver for the borough,
a focal point for investment and an exemplar for borough-wide urban regeneration, this change and
growth will result in a place characterised by vibrant, safe, successful and attractive buildings,
streets and spaces, based on the principles set out below.
A)

Key town centre uses that would enhance the vitality and viability of Doncaster Town Centre
(including retail, key leisure and entertainment uses and arts, cultural and tourism uses) will
be directed sequentially to the Doncaster Town Centre Primary Shopping Area as shown on
the diagram, and then to the wider town centre. This will be defined precisely on the Proposals
Map.

B)

Other town centre uses, which would support growth and deliver facilities and services
associated with a successful regional town (including hotels, non-key leisure uses, civic,
cultural, education, health and residential uses) will be acceptable in principle within the wider
Doncaster Town Centre shown on the diagram and defined on the Proposals Map.

C)

Specifically, the council and partners will help deliver this regeneration by:

1. coordinating investment to ensure that Doncaster Market has a long-term future;
2. focussing major development opportunities as set out in (B) above toward Waterfront,
Marshgate, Civic and Cultural Quarter and St Sepulchre Gate West areas;
3. designating primary and secondary shopping frontages to maintain the character and
intensity of retail uses within the main shopping areas;
4. improving the quality and appearance of the town centre by providing specific urban
design and architectural guidance for new development, especially tall and landmark
buildings;
5. working with partners and the development sector to plan and promote high quality
development opportunities, where necessary, utilising the council’s powers of compulsory
acquisition.
D)

Proposals will be supported which, where relevant:

1. revitalise the Waterdale Shopping Centre area as a mixed-use development
complementary to the existing retail provision in the town centre
2. provide better opportunities for the independent retail and commercial sectors particularly
around the market and in the Lower Wheatley area;
3. promote and diversify the education, leisure, cultural facilities and night-time and evening
economy with special emphasis on supporting tourism;
4. bring about environmental improvement and economic regeneration especially at Hall
Gate Triangle, Copley Road/Netherhall Road, Spring Gardens/Duke Street and the Minster
Quarter;
5. improve places for pedestrians, cyclists and the disabled by enhancing public transport
accessibility, car parking, signage and streets, with special emphasis on reducing the
severance caused by the Trafford Way/Church Way corridor and improving the links to
Balby Island, St Sepulchre Gate West, Waterfront, Hyde Park and Lower Wheatley; and;
6. create high-quality public spaces, particularly at Waterfront, Waterdale, Doncaster Market,
Doncaster Minster, St Sepulchre Gate West, railway station and recognise the need to
provide more greenspace.
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Explanation
4.36 Policy CS8 is framed to promote the aspiration of continuing to achieve economic growth and
environmental quality for the centre and expresses the council’s commitment to engage actively to deliver
meaningful change. Policy CS7 assists this aim by applying a sequential approach to town centre uses.
4.37 The reasoning for this policy approach is supported by three key studies:

•

The Doncaster Economic Strategy calls for a major revival of the town centre to support job creation
and as a place of urban quality.

•

The Doncaster Town Charter and Town Centre Masterplan propose a long-term urban design and
development strategy which was prepared by the local community and stakeholders and which has
already formed a successful basis for development decision-making.

•

Doncaster Retail Study 2010 considers the town centre to be generally healthy and performing
well in a number of vitality indicators but with the need to rebalance the centre by focussing
development in the markets and Waterdale areas and continuing to improve overall environmental
conditions in secondary areas.

4.38 The core themes of the policy are based around urban quality, the achievement of an intense and
vibrant mix of uses and partnership working to make the town centre a better place for all users. We
are not starting with a blank canvass – the council and its partners have consistently worked to achieve
meaningful and quality change either through its own initiatives or its positive and constructive response
to development proposals. The council works within the overall framework set out in the Town Centre
Masterplan 2003 which expresses a 25 year vision for regeneration and this is considered to be an
effective vehicle for implementation and monitoring.
4.39 Through the implementation of this policy and underpinned by the monitoring effects of regular town
centre health checks and adherence to the masterplan framework, the council is confident that over
the lifetime of this Plan, the town centre will improve to contain a coherent urban pattern of streets and
spaces framed with high quality buildings providing an intense mix of uses consistent with a successful
sub-regional town.
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Policy CS9: Providing Travel Choice
Travel choice (including connectivity and affordability) will be improved within the borough, to the
wider Sheffield City Region, and beyond. Proposals will therefore be supported which make an
overall contribution to the improvement of travel choice and the transport network, having regard to:
the nature of the proposal and its potential impact on the transport network; the schemes and
delivery mechanisms set out in the Infrastructure Delivery Schedule (Chapter 8, Table 8), any wider
opportunities and priorities; and; the detailed principles set out below.
A)

Proposals will be supported which improve the efficiency of, and key connections to, the
internal road, strategic road and motorway networks, including:

1. A6182 White Rose Way improvement;
2. M18 between junctions 2-3 and junction 5 the Hatfield Spur;
3. FARRRS; and;
4. investigations and works to improve accessibility in North Doncaster, particularly for links
between the A1(M), A19 and M18.
B)

Proposals will be supported which improve rail transport, including:

1. where feasible, new, expanded or re-opened lines and stations including a new station at
Robin Hood Airport.
2. upgrading of the East-Coast mainline (Leeds and York) and the Trans Pennine links
(Manchester, Sheffield and Hull); and;
3. the aspiration for new high speed rail opportunities and the Barnsley-Doncaster Rail Link.
C)

Parking in Doncaster’s retail and town centres will be appropriately managed to support their
vitality and viability and to reflect local priorities.

D)

Proposals will be supported which improve the efficiency of freight transport, and provide
opportunities for alternatives to road transport where possible, including:

1. protection and promotion of the navigation and wharf facilities;
2. facilities for lorry parking and roadside service areas, where appropriate, and;
3. increased aviation and rail freight movements including at Robin Hood Airport, the
existing Rail Port at White Rose Way and Rossington Strategic Rail Freight Interchange.
E)

Proposals will be supported which improve bus transport, including:

1. expanding and/or upgrading key bus routes; and;
2. the provision of additional and/or improved park & ride facilities.
F)

Proposals will be supported which improve the number and quality of opportunities for walking
and cycling both as part of the highway and as part of the wider green infrastructure network.

G)

New developments will provide, as appropriate, transport assessments and travel plans to
ensure the delivery of travel choice and sustainable opportunities for travel.
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Explanation
4.40 National policy indicates that access to jobs, shopping and leisure facilities should be available by all
modes of travel, with an emphasis on public transport and other sustainable modes. It sets out an overall
approach to addressing the needs of motorists, other road and public transport users, and business by
addressing congestion and pollution and achieving better access to development and facilities.
4.41 The Sheffield City Region Transport Strategy sets out an overarching Vision to offer people a great place
in which to live, work, invest and visit over the next 15 years. The goals of the strategy are to support the
economic growth of the Sheffield City Region whilst enhancing social inclusion and health, reducing
emissions from vehicles and maximising safety to keep people and commerce moving efficiently. The
Core Strategy will support the Transport Strategy by implementing new road infrastructure (where required
to support economic objectives), improving public transport access and options for walking and cyclists
and improving air quality and the environment. The long term Transport Strategy will be supported
by short term Implementation Plans, which will inform, and be informed by, the Local Development
Framework.
4.42 This Core Strategy policy aims to alleviate existing transport issues, and deliver new opportunities,
to unlock areas for growth and regeneration and facilitate sustainable travel choices. Whilst the Core
Strategy should be read as a whole, transport proposals are strongly linked to housing and employment
(including retail) proposals, particularly where there are existing network constraints. Therefore, this policy
should be read in conjunction with the overall approach to the location and timing of development as
set out in Policy CS2 (Growth and Regeneration Strategy). Furthermore, Policies CS7 (Retail and Town
Centres) and CS8 (Doncaster Town Centre) will inform the management of parking provision and related
measures. Cycling and walking forms an intrinsic part of the green infrastructure network, as set out in
Policy CS17 (Green Infrastructure). When considering transport issues, consideration should also be
given of impacts and opportunities in terms of air quality and green-house gas emissions, and the broad
approach to these set out in Policy CS18 (Air, Water and Agricultural Land).
4.43 Detail on infrastructure requirements is set out in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan, with key projects
highlighted in the Infrastructure Delivery Schedule (Chapter 8, Table 8). Within this context, the policy sets
out the broad approach and key schemes for each transport mode. This detail is not exhaustive, and
there are a number of other emerging schemes, for example potential Park and Ride sites for White Rose
Way and Edenthorpe, Balby Smart Route and Woodfield Link Scheme and improvements to the A635
(including Dearne Quality Bus Corridor).
4.44 Proposals will need to demonstrate appropriate technical assessment of the transport impacts of the
development, using the most up-to-date guidance, policy and best practice. Measures to mitigate
any impacts should then be set out, including travel plans and provisions for appropriate monitoring.
It is important that as part of this process, opportunities to support wider aspirations as set out above
are explored. Proposals which impact on the transport network, require new projects or benefit from
completed projects, will be expected to make a proportionate financial contribution - this may include
retrospective contributions to infrastructure which has been provided in advance of the development, to
unlock an area’s development potential.
4.45 Furthermore, for each transport type proposals will need to consider not only how they could support
future improvements, but also how they could help to safeguard opportunities. This may include retaining
former railway lines for other uses, protecting land for future expansion of Park and Ride Schemes, or
protecting land for new or re-opened rail lines and stations.
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4.46 Further detail will be set out in subsequent documents including measures required to ensure Disability
Discrimination Act compliance, standards for public transport, accessibility for new developments,
transport assessments and travel plans, monitoring and mitigating the impact of new development,
parking policy and standards (including at the airport) and strategic infrastructure (including the strategic
road network).
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Map 6: Key Transport Schemes
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Homes & Communities
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CHAPTER 5: HOMES AND COMMUNITIES
5.1

The policies in this chapter set out how the Core Strategy will ensure that enough houses are built within
Doncaster, of the right type and in the right place. This is essential to improving Doncaster’s economy, by
retaining and attracting entrepreneurs, skilled workers and graduates, and meeting the aspirations of local
communities. The first policy deals with overall requirement, supply and phasing. Other policies focus on
housing regeneration, ensuring the supply of affordable housing and an adequate supply of appropriate
Gypsy and Traveller sites.

5.2

National policy seeks to significantly increase the overall quantity and quality of housing, including
affordable housing, and to ensure that they are built in sustainable locations. Despite the 2008/9
economic recession and its continuing impact on the housing market (nationally and locally) there is
a continuing growth in households and an ever increasing need to deliver more housing. Prior to the
recession Doncaster was experiencing significant economic growth; insufficient housing choice and
quality will inhibit Doncaster’s chances of further economic growth as it emerges out of the recession.
Affordability is a pressing issue exacerbated by reduced credit availability; the delivery of more affordable
housing will be crucial. Because a significant proportion of UK carbon emissions derive from housing
and commuting it is essential that housing growth is sustainable and dovetails with housing renewal
programmes designed to enable currently less sustainable housing areas to better meet the needs of the
population.

5.3

The Local Development Framework therefore needs to allocate sufficient land to meet Doncaster’s
housing requirement; ensure that houses are constructed and distributed so as to support sustainability
objectives; ensure the delivery of better quality housing and a more diverse range of house type, tenure
and affordability; and support housing renewal programmes. The Local Development Framework will
support and work alongside the council’s Housing Strategy to bring existing housing (council and private)
up to Decent Homes standard; reduce the number of empty properties; deliver more housing and
affordable housing on council-owned land and through a range of national and local housing delivery
initiatives; and ensure that vulnerable people have access to suitable housing and support services so
they can live independently within their communities.

Policy CS10: Housing Requirement, Land Supply and Phasing
Sufficient land will be provided to deliver a net addition of 1230 new homes each year 2011-2028
(20,910 in total), with allocated sites sufficient to deliver 15 years’ supply (18,450 in total)
based on the principles set out below.
A)

New allocations will be distributed according to the Growth and Regeneration Strategy (Policy
CS2). Within each town, allocation priority will be afforded well located brownfield urban sites
followed by other well located urban sites followed by sustainable urban extension sites.

B)

Housing allocations will be phased as set out in Table 5. Allocations will normally be released
in accordance with this phasing subject to infrastructure delivery and maintaining a 5-year
supply of deliverable sites. Phase 2/3 urban allocations will be released earlier if delivery
constraints can be satisfactorily addressed. Phase 2/3 urban extension allocations will be
released sooner where proposals for their development are accompanied by proposals that
would help deliver one or more urban brownfield sites (housing or mixed-use allocations)
within an agreed timescale.
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Table 5: Housing Phases
Phasing

Sites

No phasing

A. Housing renewal sites B. Sites with permission (unless phasing is part of the
permission)

Phase 1- 2011
onwards

C. Existing housing/mixed use allocations (except where flood-risk or other
delivery issues cannot be resolved) D. New urban allocations in all settlements
(except where unlikely to be delivered in Phase 1; these will be assigned to
Phases 2 and 3)

Phase 2 – 2016
onwards

E. New urban extension allocations to the Main Urban Area and Principal
Towns that are identified as the most sustainable and deliverable alternatives
necessary to meet the Phase 2 requirement F. New urban extension
allocations to the Potential Growth Towns (but only in accordance with Policy
CS2 and so could be in Phase 1 or Phase 3)

Phase 3 – 2021
onwards

G. Other urban extensions to the Main Urban Area and Principal Towns
necessary to meet the Phase 3 requirement H. New urban extension
allocations to the Renewal Towns (provided suitable sites can be identified)

Explanation
5.4

National planning policy requires a sufficient quantity of houses (based on evidence of need and
demand) and a flexible, responsive supply of suitable and sustainable sites to enable this to be delivered
in accordance with the principles of ‘Plan, Monitor and Manage’. It also requires a five year supply of
deliverable housing land to be maintained at all times.

5.5

In light of recent evidence on likely household formation over the plan period (Communities and Local
Government Household Formation Projection 2010) and past housing completion rates (both before
and since the downturn in the housing market) the housing target of 1230 is likely to be ambitious. A
housing land allocation to accommodate this level of housing is therefore likely to provide a considerable
level of choice for the housing market. For this reason, once new allocations are adopted (the Proposals
Map) the housing land allocation will not make an allowance for the shortfall in completions against the
Regional Spatial Strategy target up to 2011 and the 5 year deliverable housing land requirement will
be calculated using average completion rates over the plan period rather than the annual target. For
example, if completions over the first three years of the plan period (2011-14) average 1230 then the
5 year requirement for the period 2014-2019 will be 5 multiplied by 1230 (6150); if they average 1000
or 1400 per annum then the 5 year requirement would be 5000 or 7000 respectively and so on. Any
increase in the national requirement confirmed through changes to national planning policy would be
calculated in the same way.

5.6

Appendix 5 contains an illustrative phasing table; it sets out existing commitments and what could come
forward as new allocations in accordance with phasing policy and based on the assumptions set out;
decisions will be taken as part of the Sites and Policies Development Plan Document process in respect
of the precise allocation within growth ranges; Unitary Development Plan allocations to be rolled forward
or de-allocated; and the proportion of permissions to be included within the allocated land supply. The
greater the de-allocation of Unitary Development Plan allocations or permissions discounting, the greater
will be the scale of new allocations required including urban extensions.
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5.7

The Borough Strategy sets out the importance of protecting the countryside, therefore a key aspect of
the Core Strategy approach is to prioritise the use of well located brownfield sites to reduce pressure on
greenfield sites. However, it is important to achieve an overall pattern of growth that takes accounts of the
needs of all Doncaster’s communities, supports the role of the market and the priority given to economic
engagement, and, deliverability issues. Therefore it will not be possible to deliver all of Doncaster’s
future housing on brownfield sites. However, after determining the distribution of development between
towns (see Policy CS2), sites for new housing will normally be allocated with first priority to well located
brownfield urban sites in that town followed by other well located urban sites and then urban extensions
to that town.

5.8

The Doncaster Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 2008 (updated 2011) identifies a
greater than 15 year supply of land on deliverable and developable sites that would support the Growth
and Regeneration Strategy set out in Policy CS2. These sites are not without constraints however.
Many otherwise sustainable urban sites (especially in the Main Urban Area) are in flood zones 2 and
3 (but benefiting from flood defences). Releases from the Green Belt may not be necessary to deliver
the proposed housing growth for the Main Urban Area or five of the six Principal Towns, although
some release of land will definitely be required at Adwick/Woodlands (see Policies CS2: Growth and
Regeneration Strategy and CS3: Countryside).

5.9

The Strategic Housing Market Assessment for Doncaster published 2008 (before the recession)
confirmed Doncaster borough as a single housing market. It predicted high levels of economic and
housing growth and stated that despite areas of market weakness, the housing stock did not contain
a significant imbalance of types or tenures; that housing renewal activity will bring about significant
improvements to the housing market; that choices over location and type will be critical in determining
the extent to which new housing will compete against housing in regeneration areas and in adjacent
boroughs and that phasing may be critical. It concluded that Doncaster had significant land opportunities
for housing growth but its release must be appropriately managed and affordable housing needs must
be met. Government guidance is that Strategic Housing Market Assessments should be reviewed every
4-5 years and so whilst the existing 2008 Strategic Housing Market Assessment is within date a new
Strategic Housing Market Assessment is in preparation and is expected to be published 2011/12. The
Communities and Local Government 2010 household projections, which will form part of the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment evidence base, projects a household growth for Doncaster of 14,000
households 2008 to 2026 or 778 per annum although this is ‘policy-off’ (i.e. does not take into account
any policy interventions that may increase or decrease the formation rate).

5.10 Specific sites will be allocated to provide for a net additional 18,450 homes, however, this figure is not a
ceiling to housing development due to the considerations set out below. For this reason and because the
plan does not need to allocate more than 10 years’ supply of land, and because the regional plan period
extends only to 2026, it is not proposed to specifically allocate sites to meet the housing requirement for
the final two years of the plan (2027/2028).
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•

In accordance with Government guidance windfall sites (sites that are not allocated for new homes)
will be an additional supply. Windfalls comprised 72% of all housing completions 2004-2010 and
are likely therefore to provide significant flexibility to accommodate the requirement (at an estimated
average of 200 per annum, or 3400 over a 17 year plan period).

•

Extant planning permissions on smaller sites (9 or less units) across the borough are unlikely to form
site allocations and so would be provide an additional supply to the allocated sites (such sites had
a capacity of approximately 900 as at 31/3/2011).

•

There are some extant planning permission on sites of 10 or more units that may not be counted
towards the allocation because they do not accord with the Core Strategy distribution (such sites
have a capacity of approximately 1100 units if Hayfield Green is included).

•

It is also proposed to reduce the estimated delivery on some sites with permission that will
be allocated to take account of likely reduced density and viability issues (this may equate to
approximately 1000 units in total).
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•

There are other urban sites recognised by Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment as
having potential for housing and large enough to be allocations but where doubts about delivery
are too great for them to be sensibly included as an allocation (but which may be washed over by
Residential Policy Area).

5.11 Housing allocations will be selected in accordance with Policy CS2, the priority afforded to well located
brownfield and other well located urban sites, and in accordance with the findings of Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment and the Housing Options: Site Selection Methodology (2005) which will
be amended in response to consultation and reissued as part of developing the Proposals Map. To
achieve regeneration objectives, prioritise brownfield development where it is well located, minimise loss
of countryside and take advantage of sustainable locations in urban areas it will be necessary to develop
housing sites in flood zones 2 and 3 where these benefit from existing defences and flood risk can be
mitigated. Priority is therefore afforded to brownfield and other well located urban sites in accordance
with national and regional sustainability objectives rather than simply directing development to flood zone
1 areas in less sustainable locations as this would contribute less to sustainable development/travel
patterns and increase carbon emissions. Allocations will not be made however, where existing defences
and/or mitigation cannot address flood risk satisfactorily.
5.12 It is not proposed to allocate housing land through this Core Strategy because the interim housing
land supply can meet the interim requirement and it is important that the relative sustainability merits of
alternative sites (particularly greenfield urban extensions) can be assessed in detail through the process
of developing the Proposals Map (developed as part of subsequent Development Plan Documents). The
interim requirement refers to the period up to the adoption of new site allocations (the Proposals Map).
The interim housing land supply means a 5 year deliverable land supply addressing this period and
comprising 5 times the target of 1230, and any shortfall against this target annualised over the remainder
of the plan period. As at 31/3/2011 there were 432 sites with planning permission for housing with a total
capacity of 7,758 dwellings. These comprised:

•

360 sites of 1-9 units and a total capacity of 893;

•

56 sites 0f 10-99 units and a total capacity of 1602; and

•

16 sites of 100+ units and a total capacity of 5,263.

In addition there were approvals subject to legal agreements on three significant sites with a combined
capacity of 3,150
5.13 The release of allocations will be managed to support sustainable settlement strategy, housing renewal,
infrastructure provision and other Core Strategy objectives and to maintain five year supply. Sites with
permission, housing renewal sites and Phase 1 sites will together provide for potentially far more than
the first five years’ requirement even though it is likely that completions will take some years to match the
requirement; it is important that the housing land supply does not constrain housing growth. The overall
scale of the Phase 2 and 3 allocations will be accordingly smaller. Some Phase 2/3 allocations may need
to be brought forward (through the monitoring of the Local Development Framework) to maintain five year
supply if some earlier Phase allocations cannot be delivered. In addition, and in recognition of the need
to go further to support the housing market in difficult economic conditions, flexibility is provided to allow
Phase 2/3 sites to come forward sooner where such proposals are part of a package approach that
would also assist in the delivery of one or more urban brownfield housing or mixed-use allocations. This
can comprise support for enabling development such as infrastructure or community benefits to assist
delivery of brownfield sites or a proposal that would deliver one or more brownfield sites (as appropriate)
alongside the development of a Phase 2/3 site.
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5.14 There are a number of unused Unitary Development Plan housing allocations (urban and urban extension
sites) in sustainable locations that support the Growth and Regeneration Strategy and do not require land
in what is currently Green Belt or Countryside Policy Area (the latter to become Countryside Protection
Policy Area – see Policy CS3). These unused allocations are required as part of the interim supply and
many may be developed or have planning permission before new site allocations are adopted. Some
lie within flood zones 2/3 and will require sequential testing through planning applications. Some existing
allocations are likely to be de-allocated because flood risk or other issues cannot be satisfactorily
resolved. Remaining Unitary Development Plan allocations without permission (and excluding those
with planning permission subject to the signing of a legal agreement) have a total capacity of 3,333,
comprising:

•

35 greenfield sites with a capacity of 2,954; and

•

12 brownfield sites with a capacity of 379.

5.15 Housing land release at the Potential Growth Towns will be tied to the necessary conditions for this growth
set out in Policy CS2. In the Renewal Towns any new urban extensions (beyond Unitary Development
Plan allocations) will be assigned to Phase 3 in accordance with this policy so as not to undermine
renewal and to prioritise more sustainable sites elsewhere.
Policy CS11: Housing Renewal and Regeneration
The provision of high quality new housing will be required to support housing renewal programmes,
the use of brownfield and other urban sites, mixed-use development, and the re-use of empty
housing through the measures set out below.
A)

Existing renewal programmes will be implemented and new priorities identified for the
replacement and refurbishment of poor housing stock.

B)

In accordance with Policy CS10 the selection and phasing of allocations will prioritise well
located brownfield land and Renewal sites will not be phased; other housing sites will be
required to support renewal programmes through phasing and housing mix.

C)

Major brownfield sites in council ownership will be considered for /mixed-use regeneration
schemes in the Main Urban Area.

D)

Mixed-use development will be supported in town and district centres where it would support
the retail centre and on surplus employment allocations in urban areas where it would secure
new or existing jobs.

Explanation
5.16 National policy emphasises: sustainability and good design; urban regeneration, including locating
new housing in existing centres accessible to jobs, public transport, key services and infrastructure;
minimising the need to travel; and using land efficiently through appropriate densities, mixed-use and
prioritising brownfield sites. The national brownfield target is 60%. A sequential risk-based approach
to considering development in flood risk areas should be used but flood risk should be considered
alongside other spatial planning issues.
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5.17 The Doncaster Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 2008 (updated 2009 and again in 2011)
identifies a large amount of brownfield urban land particularly in the Main Urban Area that is developable
in the plan period. A significant proportion of this is within flood zones 2 or 3 but much of it benefits
from existing flood defences. The Employment Land Review 2009 has identified some sites that are
potentially surplus and which could be redeveloped for housing or mixed employment/housing. Major
council-owned sites that are being delivered as major mixed-use regeneration sites include Waterdale
Civic and Cultural Quarter, Doncaster Waterfront, and Doncaster Lakeside. Across the borough a larger
number of smaller council-owned sites are being brought forward for housing through the council’s
initiatives to deliver increased affordable housing numbers.
5.18 Mexborough, Conisbrough, Denaby, and Edlington lie within the South Yorkshire Pathfinder Housing
Market Renewal Scheme. Doncaster, Barnsley and Wakefield Councils are delivering the Green Corridor
Housing Renewal initiative which includes Adwick/Woodlands, Askern, and Carcroft/Skellow. The council
(and St Leger Homes) has identified a number of other priorities for housing renewal where the existing
stock is considered to be unsustainable or likely to become so in five to ten years and is currently
progressing renewal schemes at Six Streets (Hyde Park), Thorne and Stainforth.
5.19 There are strong associations between poor housing and low incomes, crime, educational
underachievement and ill health. Doncaster’s housing renewal areas have great potential to better meet
the needs of the population since demand is considered to be potentially healthy and constrained
only by poor quality stock; provided the necessary groundwork is carried out properly, e.g. dealing with
empty properties, poor environment, community safety and infrastructure. Housing renewal programmes
will deliver improvements in quality and choice and assist regeneration and so it is important therefore
that they are properly integrated with growth plans so that local oversupply or the wrong mix of house
tenure and type is avoided. Housing renewal programmes will deliver significant refurbishment and
replacement over the next few years. Renewal sites are brownfield sites even if temporarily greened over
and are not phased so that redevelopment proposals can be expedited.
5.20 The council is committed to maximising the brownfield rate subject to meeting overall housing
requirement and sustainability objectives. This was reflected in the council’s greenfield moratorium
(2002-2008) that increased the brownfield rate from 44% to 97% whilst maintaining completions above
the previous regional requirement. Consequently there is now significant capacity on greenfield Unitary
Development Plan allocations to address the interim period and (where still suitable) contribute to plan
period supply. The Growth and Regeneration Strategy affords priority to brownfield urban sites in terms
of allocation and phasing; a local brownfield target will be developed through subsequent documents
(developed either alongside the Proposals Map or as a Supplementary Planning Document) in light of
the approved Core Strategy, any amended housing requirement and in the context of the site allocations
selection process. It is estimated that the brownfield/greenfield split in the allocated land supply to meet
the 18,450 target will be around 50/50.
5.21 Mixed-use developments can support sustainable linkages between different uses, create more
vibrant places and more efficient use of land. A successful regeneration of Doncaster town centre will
almost certainly require the development of its key sites for a mixture of urban living opportunities and
commercial uses. Some older urban employment sites are under pressure for housing redevelopment
but mixed-use redevelopment securing existing, or creating new, employment opportunities alongside
new housing can be a more sustainable solution. Working from home or from small-scale business
premises within residential areas is likely to be increasingly significant over the plan period and will be
supported through policies in subsequent documents (developed either alongside the Proposals Map
or as a Supplementary Planning Document).
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Policy CS12: Housing Mix and Affordable Housing
New housing developments will be required to include a mix of house size, type, price and tenure
to address identified needs and market demand and to support mixed communities, based on the
principles set out below.
A)

Affordable housing will be delivered through the following measures:

1. housing sites of 15 or more houses will normally include affordable houses on-site
with the proportion, type and tenure split reflecting the latest Strategic Housing Market
Assessment except where a developer can justify an alternative scheme in the interests of
viability;
2. commuted sums will be considered where this would assist the viability of a development
and deliver more affordable homes (including the re-use of empty houses as affordable
homes) than on-site provision;
3. affordable housing proposals on suitable developments of less than 15 units will be
supported;
4. the 15+ site limit will be lowered in some areas if viable and supported by a future
Strategic Housing Market Assessment; and;
5. the council will work with partners to deliver affordable housing and a mix of houses to
meet local needs through use of its own land and other initiatives.
B)

Where a local affordable housing need is identified in a defined village (and cannot be met
through infill) small-scale 100% affordable housing schemes will be supported as a small
extension to the village (on land designated Green Belt or Countryside Protection Policy Area)
where:

1. the need is identified in the local housing assessment, is specific to that village and would
not be more appropriately accommodated in the nearest town;
2. the proposed development is proportionate in size with the identified need and would
deliver long-term affordable housing;
3. development would be physically well integrated into the village; and;
4. the site is otherwise suitable for housing and its development would not conflict with other
development plan policies (including those for Green Belt, flooding, conservation, design,
biodiversity and landscape).
C)

Proposals for sheltered accommodation and other specialist need accommodation will be
supported where they are:

1. consistent and commensurate with identified need;
2. on sites suitable for other housing; and;
3. have good access to local services by means other than the car.
D)
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Specialist student accommodation will be supported on sites within walking distance or with
good quality public transport access to Doncaster College or close to other training facilities
as appropriate.
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Explanation
5.22 National policy seeks to ‘create sustainable, inclusive, mixed communities in all areas’ and ‘to achieve
a wide choice of high quality homes, both affordable and market housing to address the requirements
of the community’. Mixed communities require a variety of housing in terms of tenure, price and size.
Market housing should include low cost market housing. Quality affordable housing should be provided
for people who are unable to access or afford market housing. Plan-wide targets for affordable housing
should reflect an assessment of the likely economic viability of land for housing locally.
5.23 Doncaster’s 2008 Strategic Housing Market Assessment states that despite areas of market weakness,
the housing stock does not contain a significant imbalance of types or tenures; the majority are semidetached but there is also a sizeable stock of terraced houses whilst detached houses and flats are
under-represented. Around 70% of households are owner-occupiers and 21% are social-rented. The
private rented sector is relatively undeveloped (6.6% of households compared to the regional average of
9.1%).
5.24 Aspirations are generally traditional with strong preferences for two and three bedroom houses and
bungalows and aspirations towards flats/apartments particularly two bedroom. The need for more
‘executive housing’ to support the borough’s economic aspirations is also important, and Doncaster’s
ageing population is likely to be reflected in the type of properties being sought. As priorities will almost
certainly vary over the life of the plan, developers will be expected to respond to these changes identified
through reviews of the SHMA (a 2011update is being prepared).
5.25 Doncaster’s Local Housing Assessment 2007 identified the need for 224 affordable houses each year to
2012 (equating to 26% of the then draft regional housing requirement) of which approximately 74% should
be social rented and 26% intermediate. The main need is for smaller houses (and there is more recent
evidence post credit crunch that this may include 1 bedroom flats) but there is evidence also of a need
for larger three or more bedroom properties. The 2011 SHMA update will update the affordable housing
requirements. The 2007 viability report (by GVA Grimley) ‘Affordable Housing: Implications and Impact’
considered that Doncaster’s proposed affordable housing target is unlikely to render developments
unviable across the borough but identified some areas of weaker demand/ lower than average land
values where developers may find it difficult to agree realistic site values as private land owners hold out
for optimum values.
5.26 The policy draws upon the above studies, the Government’s definition of affordable housing and
the national site-size threshold. Whilst the housing target has increased since the 2007 Assessment,
completion rates have fallen and clearance programmes have increased need whilst some houses
will be delivered on sites below the site-size threshold. Until the adoption of a replacement Strategic
Housing Market Assessment in 2011/12 (incorporating new local needs assessment) the affordable
housing requirement is 26% with a 74%/26% social rented/intermediate tenure split; social rented includes
affordable rent. In balancing need with viability the council will continue to consider evidence of viability
on a case-by-case and up-to-date basis so that affordable housing can be phased, deferred or reduced
as necessary to ensure viability. The council will prepare a Supplementary Planning Document setting out
the requirements from the 2011/12 Strategic Housing Market Assessment and detailing the information
required in support of viability testing.
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5.27 Affordable housing will generally be on-site to support mixed communities but commuted sums may
sometimes be necessary and can offer greater flexibility including purchasing houses from the existing
stock or re-using empty houses. Commuted sums are likely to be more appropriate in adverse housing
market conditions where they can be used instead of, or alongside a reduced, on-site provision to assist
viability of the housing development and deliver more affordable housing than may be possible with
on-site new build. The council is supportive of other initiatives to increase the proportion of affordable
housing elsewhere for example requiring affordable housing proportions above the usual requirement
on council-owned sites delivered through, for example, its Developer Panel initiative; it is also actively
promoting a better mix of housing types and tenures through this and its housing renewal schemes and
is working with Government agencies and other partners to deliver affordable housing through a variety of
national and local initiatives.
5.28 The Growth and Regeneration Strategy and current site-size threshold may result in need in some areas
(notably rural areas) not being met. If viable, and backed by a new assessment, the site-size threshold
may be lowered. Lack of development opportunities in villages is likely however to also require affordable
housing to be provided as an exception to normal countryside restraint policies; such exceptions should
therefore be supported by robust evidence of a need in that village that cannot be satisfactorily met in the
nearest town and should conserve village character and countryside setting. On Green Belt sites it must
be demonstrated that there are no reasonable non-Green Belt alternatives so as to demonstrate very
special circumstances.
5.29 Achieving inclusion and access is an important cross-cutting activity requiring effective working across
council services and other agencies and will be supported through policies for housing growth,
affordable housing, housing renewal etc. Strategies are in place or being developed for vulnerable
groups to maximise their access to housing and support including for homeless people, older
persons, young people, people with disabilities, economic migrants, ex-offenders and black and ethnic
minorities including Gypsies and Travellers. Some relatively small areas of need may be best met by
specialist types of accommodation (notably for old people and students). Such provision should be
commensurate with need so as not to undermine mixed-communities objectives. The provision of
bespoke student accommodation to accommodate expected increases in student numbers over the
plan period will help reduce the pressure on existing housing stock. Gypsies and Travellers require
specialist site provision and this is addressed below.
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Policy CS13: Gypsies and Travellers
The council will carry out regular assessments of the needs of the Gypsy and Traveller communities.
Where up-to-date studies indicate an unmet need for new pitches and/or yards, the council will
continue to work with the travelling communities and other stakeholders to address this, based
upon the principles set out below, and so reduce and avoid unauthorised encampments on
unsuitable sites.
A)

We will work with the other three South Yorkshire authorities to address issues at a subregional level, where appropriate,

B)

We will investigate the scope for extending existing well-run sites and authorising some
unauthorised developments of 10 or more years’ duration where these are environmentally
acceptable and would contribute to addressing an identified unmet need.

C)

Proposals will be supported within towns and villages on sites suitable for other homes and, in
the case of travelling show people, for storage of their equipment.

D)

Within the Countryside Protection Policy Area, planning permission will not be granted for sites
or yards unless there is a clearly demonstrated unmet need, and the site:

1. is located close to (and/or has good public transport access to) a good range of services
including schools and medical facilities; and
2. will accommodate 10 or more pitches/yards (or is a smaller extension to an existing well
managed site); and;
3. could be successfully integrated into the landscape.
E)

Within the Green Belt there will be a presumption against proposed pitches or yards; very
special circumstances will not exist unless the harm, by the reason of inappropriateness and
any other harm, is clearly outweighed by other considerations; these considerations might
include the provision of small scale extensions to a well managed site to meet a need arising
from that site, in which case an occupancy condition would normally be attached to the
planning permission.

F)

In all cases proposals will be required to show that there would be:

1. no significant harm to the built or natural heritage including trees, hedgerows, and
biodiversity;
2. no significant harm to local amenity, infrastructure or agriculture;
3. safe and convenient access to the highway network;
4. good access to community services by non-car modes;
5. sufficient space for the planned number of caravans, commercial vehicles, play space,
amenity blocks and the safe circulation of vehicles;
6. good existing screening of the site and/or the carrying out of landscaping with appropriate
trees and shrubs;
7. no development within areas with a high probability of flooding.
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Explanation
5.30 National policy recognises that gypsies and travellers have the same rights and responsibilities as other
citizens and supports their traditional travelling way of life. It requires needs assessments to be carried
out to establish unmet need and requires sites to be provided to address this. Sites on the outskirts of
built-up areas, in rural or semi-rural settings may be appropriate but access to services is important and
sites are inappropriate in the Green Belt and should not be permitted in flood zone 3. Where unmet need
is being addressed proposals that do not meet planning policies can be refused.
5.31 There are three Accommodation Needs Assessments: the 2007 South Yorkshire Gypsies and Travellers
Assessment; the 2008 Doncaster update to this; and the 2008 Doncaster Travelling Show People’s
Assessment. These reveal that Doncaster has amongst the largest UK traveller populations, that there
is significant existing provision of council-run and private sites but that there is an unmet need for Gypsy
pitches and for Show people’s yards. Subsequent permissions for new and extended gypsy and traveller
sites and travelling show peoples’ sites together with extensive work in 2010 to authorise a number of
unauthorised sites have made a significant contribution to meeting unmet need.
5.32 This policy provides the basis for determining planning applications and if necessary, identifying site
allocations on the Proposals Map so as to address current and future unmet need on suitable sites. The
council will expand the capacity of council-run sites where possible and will continue to review its land
holdings to establish whether there is surplus suitable land that could be allocated and that would deliver
new pitches. Assessments of need will be kept up-to-date. Delivery issues mean that most proposals
are likely to be in the countryside where residential development is generally inappropriate; for this reason
unmet need should here be met through sites of 10-12 pitches so as to minimise overall environmental
impact; when there is no current unmet need new sites will not normally be permitted in the Countryside
Protection Policy Area but extensions to sites to accommodate family members will be considered on
their merits and if necessary subject to occupancy conditions.
5.33 It is the intention to meet current unmet need as quickly as possible on suitable sites and to reduce
unauthorised encampments on unsuitable sites; it is possible that current unmet need will be addressed
through permissions in the interim and that new site allocations may not be necessary. To this end the
council is investigating the scope for extending existing well-run sites and authorising some unauthorised
developments of 10+ years’ duration where these are environmentally acceptable and would contribute
to meeting unmet need. The council will continue to work with both communities to identify suitable and
deliverable sites and with the other three South Yorkshire authorities to address issues at a sub-regional
level.
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CHAPTERsix

Attractive, Safe &
Healthy Places

CHAPTER 6: ATTRACTIVE, SAFE AND HEALTHY PLACES
6.1

The policies in this chapter set out how the Core Strategy will ensure that all of Doncaster’s towns,
villages and neighbourhoods are attractive, safe and healthy places. This is essential to improving
Doncaster’s economy, as it will make Doncaster somewhere which people want to invest, work and
live in. Specific policies deal with design, valuing our natural and built heritage, and ensuring the green
infrastructure network (paths, parks, nature reserves etc.) are looked after.

Policy CS14: Design and Sustainable Construction
All proposals in Doncaster must be of high quality design that contributes to local distinctiveness,
reinforces the character of local landscapes and building traditions, responds positively to existing
site features and integrates well with its immediate and surrounding local area. Imaginative design
solutions, including innovative and contemporary architecture, are welcome where they meet these
objectives. New development should also have no unacceptable negative effects upon the amenity
of neighbouring land uses or the environment. This will be achieved through the design principles
and quality standards set out below.
A)

The components of development, including use mix, layout (movement patterns, townscape,
landscape, open space and public realm), density (intensity of development) and form (scale,
height, massing; and architectural details of buildings), will be assessed to ensure that the
development proposed is robustly designed, works functionally, is attractive, and will make a
positive contribution to achieving the following qualities of a successful place:

1. character – an attractive, welcoming place with its own identity appropriate to the area;
2. continuity and enclosure of streets and spaces by buildings;
3. quality, stability, safety and security of private property, public areas and the highway;
4. permeability – ease of pedestrian movement with good access to local facilities and public
transport services;
5. legibility – a development that is easy to navigate;
6. adaptability – flexible buildings capable of changing over time;
7. inclusive – accessible development that meets the needs of as much of the population as
possible;
8. vitality – creating vibrant, busy places with a mix of uses where appropriate; and;
9. sustainability – proposals are environmentally responsible and well managed.
B)

New housing developments will be expected to meet relevant Building for Life criteria
(14/20 criteria for developments of more than ten dwellings). An agreed proportion of new
homes should be designed to Lifetime Homes standards, subject to design and viability
considerations.

C)

The design and layout of development must also be designed to adapt to a changing climate,
whilst helping reduce the causes of climate change, by using energy, water and materials in
the most efficient way as possible. In order to help achieve this, proposals will be supported
which meet or exceed the following minimum standards:
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1. all new housing must meet all criteria to achieve Code for Sustainable Homes of at least
Level 3 and new non-domestic buildings must meet the BREEAM rating of at least ‘Very
Good’. This should be supported by preliminary assessments at planning application
stage; and;
2. all new developments must secure at least 10% of their total regulated energy from
decentralised and renewable or low carbon sources.
Explanation
6.2

National policy highlights the importance of good design in creating attractive and sustainable buildings
and places for people that stand the test of time. There are now well established principles of good
design which are reflected within national guidance. Whilst the quality of Doncaster’s built environment
has improved over recent years and continues to be regenerated, the design quality of new buildings,
public spaces and neighbourhoods must continually evolve to address the needs of the community
and the wider environment as is recognised in the Borough Strategy. A recent housing design audit
undertaken by the council and Transform South Yorkshire suggested that whilst there are some notable
exceptions, the general quality of new development built in the borough over the past 10 years has not
been as good as it could be. Similarly, there is an urgent need to improve the overall sustainability of all
types of development to help combat climate change and its effects.

6.3

The council will ensure design requirements are delivered by providing support and guidance for
developers where appropriate. This may include new and updated Supplementary Planning Documents
and/or area based masterplans and design guidance. Applicants must demonstrate how they have
met the design requirements through their submitted Design and Access Statements. The analysis of
Doncaster’s historic built environment character undertaken by the South Yorkshire Archaeology Service
provides a useful starting point that can be considered as part of the design process.

6.4

New proposals should seek to use land efficiently, but to be acceptable, higher density developments
must also be well designed. Building for Life (BFL) is the national standard for residential design
quality that encompasses good design objectives. Residential proposals for more than ten homes
will be expected to achieve Building for Life ‘good’ (meet at least 14 criteria or equivalent if the criteria
change in the future). Smaller schemes will be expected to meet the criteria that are relevant. By
following the design principles set out in this policy and others in the Core Strategy, most major housing
developments should be able to achieve this standard. Similarly new developments will be required
to meet the sustainable construction standards set out in the policy which address a wide range of
environmental issues.

6.5

Building new Lifetime Homes will ensure a more adaptable and sustainable housing stock that caters
for a wider range of needs, particularly those of an ageing population. We will encourage new homes
to be built to Lifetime Homes standards on council and public owned land. This may include smaller
two bed properties to discourage under-occupation of the wider housing stock and support a more
sustainable turnover of family properties through down-sizing. Due to the current economic conditions,
prior to 2014 the council will seek to develop an agreed proportion of new homes to meet Lifetime
Homes, particularly on key sites which support the ‘Lifetime Neighbourhood’ concept, or where there is
an identified need. From 2014 the council will seek to negotiate up to 20% of all new homes on a site to
be Lifetime Homes having regard to design and viability considerations. From 2016 it is anticipated that
the standard will become mandatory on all homes through changes to the Building Regulations / Code
for Sustainable Homes.

6.6

The council may also require Secured by Design accreditation depending upon the location, scale
of development proposed and level of crime in the local area. National Policy recognises that safety
and security are essential in creating successful development. Developers must have regard to the
attributes in the ‘Safer Places - The Planning System and Crime Prevention’ document, which provides
information on ‘designing out crime’.
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6.7

Using these nationally recognised standards as design benchmarks provides a flexible way for proposals
to reduce their environmental impact and provides certainty to investors and developers. Often good
design principles can be met simply by using a good designer, and there are many overlaps between
the standards and other planning requirements e.g. surface water management, so they should
not represent additional burdens for developers. Studies undertaken for the council and elsewhere
demonstrate that if considered early enough, meeting the standards will not impinge upon investment
in the borough, and will bring about many longer term community benefits (e.g. encourage investment,
less crime, better health, and lower energy or maintenance bills) as well as adding economic value to
proposals.

6.8

Renewable energy will form an important component of Doncaster’s future energy needs, however it is
recognised that viability and cost effectiveness is directly influenced by the site location and the specific
energy demand of the development in question. New development will be expected to incorporate on
site renewable energy technology to meet a proportion of its future energy demands such as, solar
panels, ground source heat pumps, solar water heating, as well as biomass space heating. Where
renewables are required, a feasibility analysis should be undertaken and information provided to the
council as part of the sustainability / energy statement. Where the use of renewable energy is not
practicable or viable, applicants must present robust evidence to demonstrate this is the case, and
show how they have attempted to secure or exceed an equal equivalent reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions (over the current Building Regulations Target Emission Rates) through other measures such as
passive architectural design techniques or efficiency improvements to the building fabric. Where national
standards and changes to the Building Regulations exceed the carbon dioxide reduction requirements
and Code for Sustainable Homes/BREEAM levels set out above within the plan period, those standards
will take precedence.

6.9

For significant greenfield sites, urban extensions, and other major proposals, (which are important by
virtue of their proposed use, scale or location) the council may seek higher sustainability levels, using
BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) and the Code for
Sustainable Homes levels as flexible benchmarks to be met. For these proposals, the council may
request applicants submit a Sustainability Statement at pre-application stage to help ascertain the
highest standards of sustainable design and construction whilst not compromising the viability of the
development. This request could include a feasibility analysis of various low-carbon or renewable energy
technologies e.g. solar panels or Combined Heat and Power.

6.10 Better quality design (including consideration of adverts) will contribute to a safe, attractive and healthy
borough comprised of interesting and environmentally friendly buildings which are sympathetic to
Doncaster’s character and which improve the quality of local neighbourhoods for the benefit of the
community and environment.
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Policy CS15: Valuing Our Historic Environment
Doncaster’s historic environment will be preserved, protected or enhanced in accordance with the
principles set out below.
A)

Proposals and initiatives will be supported which preserve and, where appropriate, enhance
the heritage significance and setting of the borough’s heritage assets, especially those
elements which contribute to the distinct identity of the borough. These include:

1. the nationally-important waterlogged archaeological remains at Sutton Common, Thorne
Moor, and Hatfield Moor;
2. the Roman camps and settlements, motte and bailey castles, historic houses, historic
parks and gardens and villages, with special regard to those along the Southern
Magnesian Limestone Ridge;
3. the Georgian townscape and the railway and racing heritage of Doncaster, its historic
grain, including its street layouts and plot sizes;
4. the borough’s historic market towns such as Thorne, Hatfield, Bawtry, and Tickhill; and;
5. early twentieth century suburban developments, including planned colliery villages.
B)

Proposals will be supported which protect or enhance the heritage significance and setting
of locally identified heritage assets such as buildings of local architectural or historic interest,
locally important archaeological sites and parks and gardens of local interest.

C)

Proposals will be supported which respect and enhance key views and vistas, especially of the
spires and towers of Doncaster’s historic churches, particularly St George’s Minster and Christ
Church in Doncaster town centre.

Explanation
6.11 The historic environment is important for its own sake. It is also central to the character and identity of the
borough. It is a source of immense local pride, as well as being a valuable educational and economic
resource. The historic environment should also act as a stimulus and inspiration to place making in all
parts of the borough so that it can reinforce local identity and play a part in increasing the appeal of the
area as a place to live, work, visit and invest in.
6.12 National planning policy on the historic environment provides guidance on the identification, significance,
and protection of heritage assets. These assets include listed buildings, conservation areas, historic
parks and gardens and archaeological remains. National policy expects that the contribution of such
heritage assets to local character and sense of place is recognised and valued and the policy will
reinforce this.
6.13 Doncaster’s distinctive heritage assets are richly diverse, including evidence of early settlements,
castles, country houses and estates, nationally significant parks and gardens, historic market towns and
villages, ecclesiastical, agricultural, civic and industrial buildings, railway and canal structures, twentiethcentury suburbs and planned colliery settlements. The geology of the district gives rise to an interesting
variety of vernacular building materials including sandstone to the west, through limestone, to brick and
timber-framing to the east. Stone slate, Welsh slate, clay pantile and clay plaintile roofs are distinctive
characteristics of parts of the borough. National policy requires local authorities to ensure that they
have evidence about the historic environment and heritage assets in their area and that this is publicly
documented.
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6.14 The borough has around 800 listed buildings, designated nationally. In addition, we have 4 nationally
registered parks and gardens of special historic interest and 51 nationally designated scheduled
ancient monuments. These are detailed in national lists and registers, copies of which are made publicly
available by the council. Listed buildings and scheduled monuments are afforded protection through
national planning legislation and policy. The heritage significance of registered parks and gardens of
special historic interest is a material consideration in the determination of planning applications.
6.15 English Heritage in consultation with the council produces an annual ‘Heritage at Risk Register’ which
provides details of all the designated assets at risk within the borough (with the exception of Grade II
Listed Buildings). The council has also prepared a list of Grade II Listed Buildings At Risk. Strategies
and initiatives to reduce the number of buildings and areas at risk are being supported and developed.
As part of this, should a historic building (designated or undesignated) become vacant, under-used,
or derelict, the council will, where appropriate, encourage its owner to promote its re-use, or its more
efficient existing use where this preserves or enhances its heritage significance. The borough’s 46
conservation areas also have some protection through national planning legislation and policy but are
designated locally. The key characteristics of each of the borough’s conservation areas are described
in conservation area character summaries on the council’s website. Conservation area appraisals and
management proposals will be used to identify and assess local character and promote enhancement.
6.16 There are also 13 locally designated parks and gardens of local interest as well as significant numbers of
undesignated historic buildings which we may in the future consider for designation as buildings of local
architectural and historic interest. These heritage assets contribute to the distinctive local character of the
borough but are not afforded the same legislative protection. National policy on the historic environment
recognises that some of these local heritage assets have lesser significance but expects that decisions
are based on the nature, extent, and level of that significance, which is a material consideration in the
determination of planning applications. We will review the existing parks and gardens of local historic
interest and consider the designation of buildings of local architectural and historic interest. The policy will
ensure that what contributes to making them special can be assessed and is given due consideration
in planning decisions. Archaeological sites of national and local importance are identified in South
Yorkshire’s Sites and Monuments Record.
6.17 This policy seeks to ensure that heritage assets are safeguarded or enhanced for the future, both for
their own heritage merits and for the wider benefits they bring. The benefits should include improvement
in the quality of the historic built and landscaped environment, stimulation of high architectural quality
in new buildings, creation of a stronger local identity and sense of place, increased sustainability,
encouragement of local building craft skills, greater opportunities for use of the historic environment in
education and increased levels of investment and tourism.
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Policy CS16: Valuing our Natural Environment
Doncaster’s natural environment will be protected and enhanced, in accordance with the principles
set out below.
A)

Proposals will be supported which enhance the borough’s Ecological Networks by:

1. including measures that are of an appropriate size, scale and type and have regard to
both the nature of the development and its impact on existing or potential networks;
2. maintaining, strengthening and bridging gaps in existing habitat networks; and;
3. using native species and delivering local and national Biodiversity Action Plan targets,
especially in the following regionally important biodiversity opportunity areas: the
Humberhead Levels, the South Yorkshire Magnesian Limestone Ridge, the River Don
Corridor and the Dearne Valley.
B)

Nationally and internationally important habitats, sites and species will be given the highest
level of protection in accordance with the relevant legislation and policy. Proposals which may
impact on Local Sites and Non Designated Sites will only be supported where:

1. they protect, restore, enhance and provide appropriate buffers around wildlife and
geological features;
2. harm is avoided where possible, and any unavoidable harm is appropriately mitigated and
compensated;
3. they produce and deliver appropriate long term management plans for local wildlife and
geological sites; and;
4. they can demonstrate that the need for a proposal outweighs the value of any features to
be lost.
C)

Proposals located within 3km of Thorne and Hatfield Moors Special Protection Area will be
supported where they deliver a net gain in nightjar foraging habitat.

D)

Proposals will be supported which enhance the borough’s landscape and trees by:

1. being appropriate to the landscape’s character, sensitivity and capacity;
2. including measures to mitigate any negative impacts on the landscape;
3. ensuring designs are of high quality, include appropriate hard and soft landscaping, a
long term maintenance plan and enhance landscape character while protecting its local
distinctiveness; and;
4. retaining and protecting appropriate trees and hedgerows, and incorporating new tree,
woodland and hedgerow planting.
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Explanation
6.18 Doncaster has an extensive network of locally important wildlife and geological sites and a range
of valuable landscapes that this policy seeks to protect. National policies and legislation protects
international sites, such as Thorne and Hatfield Moors Special Area of Conservation and Special
Protection Area, as well as Doncaster’s 15 Sites of Special Scientific Interest. National policies also expect
the natural environment should function as an integrated network of habitats and so the Core Strategy
incorporates policies to achieve this goal. The United Kingdom recognises the need to protect, manage
and plan all landscapes, both outstanding and ordinary, that determine the quality of peoples living
environment. In accordance with national policy the council has recently undertaken landscape character
and capacity studies and conservation area appraisals. National policy seeks to protect and enhance
the quality, character and amenity value of the countryside and urban area as a whole, recognises the
limits of the environment to accept further development without irreversible damage, and encourages
sustainable development. The planning authority also has a duty to ensure the planting and protection of
trees in development and is developing a tree strategy for the borough.
6.19 The Local Biodiversity Action Plan and Geodiversity Action Plan describe Doncaster’s biodiversity and
geodiversity resource and set targets to focus their conservation. The Proposals Map will show the
national and international wildlife sites present in Doncaster. The Local Sites Supplementary Planning
Document defines how, and why, areas will be designated as a local wildlife or geological site and
contains a list and maps of all the areas meeting the criteria, based on information present in the
local records centre database. Together these resources tell us where many of Doncaster’s important
habitats and species are located. At the regional level maps and targets have been produced that
set out a conservation program to identify and protect priority habitats and ecological networks. They
also represent areas where conservation efforts should be focused as they are expected to deliver the
greatest benefit. The Landscape Character and Capacity studies in Doncaster describe variations in
the landscape, which make one area distinctive from another, and assess landscape sensitivity and the
capacity of the landscape to accommodate various types of development without adverse effects. These
will be used as key pieces of evidence when determining development plan allocations and planning
applications.
6.20 The policy will help protect, enhance and restore our environmental assets by designing existing
biodiversity and ecological networks into proposals and seeking appropriate opportunities to incorporate
new features. Enhancement measures will be guided by current conservation targets, with the greatest
emphasis on delivery being in priority areas (as shown on Map 7). This will involve the creation and
expansion of habitats such as woodlands, wetlands, heathlands and grasslands and will help species
adapt to possible future changes in climate by allowing them to move over larger areas. Specifically
within 3km of Thorne and Hatfield Moors there will be a net gain in nightjar habitat. Developments that
do not result in a loss of, or damage to, nightjar foraging habitat would not trigger part C of the policy
and therefore would not be required to create new nightjar foraging habitat. However, by avoiding losses
of existing habitat and creating new habitat where appropriate this policy will help to conserve this
internationally important species. Further detail to support this policy will be included within subsequent
Development Plan Documents and the Proposals Map, including the identification of local Biodiversity
Opportunity Areas, within the context of the regional priority areas.
6.21 Doncaster is a large borough with approximately 350 local wildlife and geological sites, many of which
are in private ownership. Ensuring these sites are managed appropriately for the features for which
they are designated is a significant challenge if we are to protect our natural environment for future
generations. Proposals often affect land surrounding, or neighbouring, local sites. Where necessary
we will seek planning obligations to help to bring a greater number of Doncaster’s local sites into good
management and secure their long term sustainability.
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Map 7: Priority Landscape-Scale Project Areas
(Extract from ‘Priority Landscape-Scale Project Areas’ - Yorkshire and Humber Regional 		
Biodiversity Delivery Plan 2010-2015)
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6.22 The term landscape is often used to mean countryside, however landscape is everywhere and may
comprise historic landscapes, rural landscapes, urban landscapes or townscapes and the urban
fringe. The policy will help protect and enhance the borough’s landscapes by ensuring proposals are
designed to be appropriate for a given setting. Designs will be inclusive, of high quality and incorporate
comprehensive landscape proposals that take account of the character and the quality of the
surrounding landscape. Together these actions will help to ensure that proposals respect the different
landscapes and trees across the borough.
6.23 Our natural environment provides many valuable services to the people of Doncaster. This policy will
help to achieve several of the goals within the Borough Strategy, creating a high quality environment in
which people can enjoy living and working. It will also help to guide the restoration of mineral sites and
promote natural flood defences along Doncaster’s rivers. Ecosystem services such as tourism, air quality
and people’s health and mental wellbeing will all benefit from protection and investment in our natural
environment, making Doncaster a great place to be, as illustrated by Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Ecosystems Services
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Policy CS17: Providing Green Infrastructure
Doncaster’s green infrastructure network (including key green wedges) will be protected,
maintained, enhanced and, where possible, extended, based on the principles set out below.
A)

Proposals will be supported which make an overall contribution to the green infrastructure
network by:

1. including measures, either on or off site, that are of an appropriate size, shape, scale and
type and that have regard to the nature of the proposal and its potential impact;
2. contributing to the delivery of identified opportunities and priorities;
3. providing for appropriate long term maintenance and management; and:
4. avoiding damage to or loss of green infrastructure assets or, where loss is unavoidable
and the benefits of the development outweigh the loss, including appropriate
compensation measures.
B)

Proposals will be supported which reduce, and help people and wildlife adapt to, the impacts
of climate change; for example by promoting more naturalised forms of flood storage along
the regionally important rivers Don and Dearne and locally important watercourses; or
incorporating tree planting within developments.

C)

Proposals will be supported which contribute to an attractive and connected environment by:

1. creating and/or enhancing green corridors (potentially including footpaths) that link urban
areas to the wider countryside and the public footpath and bridleway network;
2. creating and/or enhancing links from areas of growth (as identified under the Growth and
Regeneration Strategy - Policy CS2) to greenspaces and assets within existing urban
areas;
3. incorporating assets that define and soften the edges of settlements to provide a
high quality transition between urban and rural areas particularly at urban greenfield
extensions; and;
4. preventing fragmentation of habitats, creating linkages and enabling wildlife to move
around the ecological network.
D)

Proposals will be supported which have regard to local standards and opportunities, and help
to address deficiencies, by making an appropriate contribution to sport, recreation and related
community uses, including:

1. providing well designed and accessible, sport, recreation and open space facilities
(including children’s play space and parks) that meet the needs of the proposal and the
wider community; and;
2. providing suitable and appropriate, on-site open space (or an equivalent contribution
towards off-site provision).
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Explanation
6.24 Green infrastructure is a network of multi-purpose spaces that provide the opportunity for the coordination and delivery of environmental improvements, to support investment and improve quality of life.
A successful network helps to create a safe and accessible environment, mitigate climate change (by
reducing surface water run-off and providing urban cooling), reduce traffic noise and exhaust pollution,
provide opportunities for sport and recreation and protects and enhances our historic and natural
environment. The various assets which make up the network can be in public or private ownership, and
in urban and rural areas. They include:

•

elements of the built environment, such as road verges and street trees, private gardens and
amenity space, and parts of buildings (e.g. green/brown roofs, bird/bat boxes);

•

individual sites, such as heritage and biodiversity sites, and managed and natural green spaces
(e.g. parks, formal and informal open space, allotments and publicly accessible nature conservation
sites);

•

linear features, such as footpaths, greenways, bridleways and cycle paths, cycle lanes within the
road network, disused railway lines, towing paths and waterways; and;

•

aspects of the wider landscape and countryside, such as agricultural land, wildlife habitat and
flood plain.

6.25 National policies require an approach that ensures new development protects, restores, maintains,
creates, enhances and extends green infrastructure and improves the connectivity within the network.
Within this broad approach, the policy will help implement and deliver the standards and targets set out in
various strategies, including our Greenspace Strategy, Rights of Way Improvement Plan and Biodiversity
and Geodiversity Action Plans. The policy should also be read in conjunction with other relevant
Local Development Framework policies, in particular those relating to valuing our historic and natural
environment (Core Strategy Policies CS15 and CS16) and the countryside (Core Strategy Policy CS3), as
these other policies will provide a higher level of protection to particular green infrastructure assets.
6.26 It is therefore important that green infrastructure provision is considered at the outset, and designed as an
integral part of new development. Proposals will need to take account of both their impact on the existing
network, and future opportunities, having regard to local issues and strategic priorities. As part of this,
proposed maintenance arrangements should be set out. For public areas this will usually be in the form
of a management company or a third party agreement between the developer and the council to secure
the long term costs of green infrastructure.
6.27 As a first step, a hierarchy of green infrastructure corridors has been identified within the borough (see
Map 8). The policy seeks to increase the quality, number and connectivity of assets within these corridors
and the wider green infrastructure network. To complement these green infrastructure corridors, and
to reinforce the protection of the countryside (see Policy CS3), green wedges will be identified where
development allocations need to be sensitive to strategic rural gaps between settlements. It is envisaged
that these will include the following (as shown indicatively on Map 9):

•

land to the East of the borough (between Thorne and Moorends, Barnby Dun and Kirk Sandall,
Armthorpe and Edenthorpe and Armthorpe and Bessacarr/Cantley); and;

•

land to the West of the borough (between Adwick and Carcroft/Skellow and Adwick and Scawsby/
Scawthorpe).
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6.28 Green wedges will overlay Countryside Protection Policy Area /Green Belt designation and areas
identified for development. Thus the identification of an area as being within a green wedge would not in
itself exempt it from development (although Green Belt/Countryside Protection Policy Area designation
would). However, where the green wedge overlays development allocations there will be an expectation
that the development must deliver an extensive buffer and an exceptionally high standard of landscaping
(to prevent the complete merging of settlements and enhance the amenity and visual appearance of
settlement edges), as well as improving access to the countryside etc. They will thus function as a type
of green infrastructure corridor with a focus on landscape and amenity.
6.29 The Proposals Map will provide further detail of the green infrastructure network, including identifying
the location of key green wedges and reflecting other designations made through separate processes
(such as Conservation Areas and Local Wildlife and Geological Sites). To facilitate the implementation
of this policy, the council will develop a green infrastructure strategy (and/or Supplementary Planning
Document) to highlight green infrastructure opportunities across the borough, provide further detail on
local standards (including the quality, quantity and type of public open space) and inform sub-regional
projects and strategies. Other relevant strategies will also be kept under review and updated as required.
Together these will establish linkages and coordinate the delivery of green infrastructure at various spatial
scales across the wider region from neighbourhood and site specific level through to cross boundary
programmes.
6.30 Not all green infrastructure assets will be publicly accessible. For example, there are a large number of
privately owned local wildlife sites which contribute toward green infrastructure, but are not open to the
public. The council welcomes and encourages access to publicly owned (and some privately owned)
open spaces and countryside sites, but environmental sensitivity is a consideration and some sites may
be managed primarily for the benefit of local wildlife (especially protected species) or alleviate the effects
of climate change.
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Map 8: Green Infrastructure Corridors
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Map 9: Green Wedges
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CHAPTERseven

Efficient use of
resources

8

The Humberhead levels in the east of the borough is one of the most productive cropping areas in the UK
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CHAPTER 7: EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES
7.1

The policies in this chapter set out how the Core Strategy will ensure that we make best use of our limited
natural resources for the benefit of the whole borough, to help tackle climate change and to ensure that
we maximise the potential contribution of green industries to Doncaster’s economy. Specific policies deal
with air, water and agricultural land, renewable energy and minerals. It should be noted that Doncaster’s
Core Strategy sets the policy context for all planning issues except waste management and recycling.
These issues will be addressed in a separate document called the Joint Waste Plan. Doncaster, Barnsley
and Rotherham Councils have jointly prepared the Joint Waste Plan, which will provide a detailed
planning framework to manage all types of waste in the three boroughs, including: municipal, commercial
and industrial waste, construction, demolition and excavation waste, hazardous waste and agricultural
waste. It has the status of a core strategy in the context of government guidance as part of each
borough’s Local Development Framework.

Policy CS18: Air, Water and Agricultural Land
Doncaster’s air, water and land resources will be conserved, protected and enhanced, both in terms
of quantity and quality, based on the principles set out below:
A)

Proposals will be supported which contribute to improvements in air quality, including by:

1. being designed, managed and, as far as is consistent with the Growth and Regeneration
Strategy (Policy CS2), located, to reduce congestion/air pollution and promote more
sustainable transport options;
2. within or adjoining Air Quality Management Areas (especially within Doncaster
town centre and along the M180, A1 and M18 motorway corridors) and other areas
experiencing air pollution, demonstrating how any effects on air quality will be mitigated,
especially in relation to sensitive uses or areas (e.g. nature conservation sites) and having
regard to the targets of the Doncaster Air Quality Action Plan; and;
3. where relevant, incorporating low emission technologies and cleaner transport fuels to
minimise the adverse effects of road and air travel.
B)

The Growth and Regeneration Strategy (Policy CS2) emphasises deliverable urban brown field
sites. However, where any risks to ground conditions arising from contamination or previous
land uses are identified, proposals will need to incorporate measures to prevent, control and
reduce air and water pollution, mitigate any ground instability and enhance the quality of these
resources.

C)

Proposals will be supported which facilitate the efficient use of Doncaster’s significant
agricultural land and soil resources, including proposals which:

1. protect high quality agricultural land (grades 1, 2 and 3a) in so far as this is consistent
with the Growth and Regeneration Strategy (as set out in Policy CS2);
2. facilitate working with landowners to support the primary purpose of food production,
whilst maximising opportunities for recreation and wildlife; and;
3. support suitable alternative uses of lower quality agricultural land, such as flood storage
or biomass production.
D)
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Proposals will be supported which contribute to the protection and enhancement of
Doncaster’s water resources, including proposals which:
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1. minimise abstraction requirements;
2. provide water storage areas to irrigate farmland and ensure that habitats do not dry out
(where this is practicable); and;
3. demonstrate that pollution risks can be mitigated, both during the construction and
operation phases.
Explanation
7.2

National policy and legislation seeks to protect, maintain and enhance the quality and quantity of air,
water and land resources and reduce emissions arising from these activities as well as our reliance
on these resources. Doncaster contains significant land, water and soil resources, including nationally
important aquifers (e.g. Sherwood Sandstone) and arable farmland (e.g. the low lying Humberhead levels
- which is one of the most productive cropping areas in the UK. Yet these resources are coming under
increasing pressure from a variety of sources, especially flooding from rivers and surface water run off
from new development, air pollution, wildlife fragmentation and land intensification. This in turn can affect
human health and quality of life.

Air quality
7.3

As with most other parts of the UK, Doncaster has generally low levels of air pollution. However, certain
areas of the borough (including parts of Doncaster town centre and along M180, A1 and M18 motorway
corridors) have been formally declared Air Quality Management Areas due to nitrogen dioxide emissions
from road traffic. Air quality emissions are regularly monitored in these areas and in the vicinity of the
airport to make sure appropriate safeguards are in place to avoid nitrogen dioxide breaches and new
areas will be declared where appropriate. The policy will be used alongside other policies to deliver long
term improvements in the air quality of these areas and mitigate any pollution risks, especially within
sensitive uses or areas, such as housing, community facilities and sites of conservation interest.

7.4

As shown on Map 10, significant growth and development will take place within or adjacent these areas
during the plan period. This poses a challenge to improve air quality and reduce emissions. In these
areas, development will be monitored and appropriate measures (e.g. parking controls, low emission
zones, park and ride facilities and bus/cycle priority schemes) will be put in place to improve local
air quality and mitigate their effects especially along major road corridors and nodes, such as public
transport corridors and green infrastructure networks. In these areas, development proposals will be
expected to contribute towards the provision of these measures to tackle congestion and reduce
emissions.

7.5

Whilst the Core Strategy should be read as a whole, this policy should be read in conjunction with Policy
CS14 (Design and Sustainable Construction). Policy CS2 (Growth and Regeneration Strategy) is also
relevant as it supports developments within existing urban locations, where possible, which will maximise
access to local services and public transport. Policy CS9 (Providing Travel Choice) also establishes
an approach to supporting more sustainable transport modes, including public transport, walking and
cycling. Policy CS18 compliments these policies by highlighting the link to air quality, and also the role of
low emission strategies/cleaner transport fuels. The latter could include making use of new technology
and demand management measures to reduce energy consumption such as electric or hydrogen gas
fuelled vehicles, refuelling stations at existing or proposed petrol stations and electric charging points
within travel intensive developments. These measures should complement other plans and mitigation
options such as green travel plans, monitoring and the provision of public transport infrastructure.
Consideration of air quality impacts will need to include any potential impacts on the borough’s natural
environment (see Policy CS16: Valuing our Natural Environment).
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Land and resources
7.6

While much of the borough has been restored and reclaimed through the derelict land programme, there
are still pockets of vacant, derelict and under used land in both urban and rural locations owing to past
activities such as mining, quarrying and heavy industrial processes, notably in the Dearne Valley and
former colliery areas. The above policy seeks to mitigate adverse ground conditions arising from previous
land uses and contamination such as natural gas mitigation and unstable land. Ground conditions will
require investigation to determine the nature of the contamination or unstable surfaces and assess the
risk to human health and resources. If these investigations show that ground conditions would pose a risk
to health, safety or the environment, new development will be expected to incorporate suitable remedial
measures to mitigate their effects.

Agricultural land
7.7

Arable farming is the predominant agricultural land use making up nearly 50% of the total land area in
the borough. Where the loss of agricultural land to built development is required to deliver the Growth
and Regeneration Strategy (Policy CS2), poorer quality land should be used in preference to higher
quality land to the extent that this is practicable. The above policy also seeks to ensure that agricultural
land is available for food production, whilst encouraging compatible land management practices such
as extending field margins to encourage wildlife creation and recreation in these areas. Proposals for
other uses of agricultural land for purposes such as flood storage and biomass planting schemes (e.g.
reedbed creation), will be supported where they avoid the loss of high quality agricultural land.

Protecting and improving water quality
7.8

Doncaster borough overlies two principal aquifers: Sherwood Sandstone (from which drinking water
is obtained) and the Magnesian Limestone (from which drinking water can be obtained). Sherwood
Sandstone is the second most important source of ground water in the UK. However, ground water
supplies within both aquifers are relatively low due to over abstraction. Aquifers replenish over time
through percolating rainwater so they are also at risk from changing weather patterns due to climate
change. The quality of groundwater is at risk from nitrate pollution, particularly within the vicinity of
Thorne and Hatfield Moors. So, it is important that new development does not impact on water quantity
or harm water quality within the Sherwood Sandstone aquifer either from increased abstraction or
increased pollution. Doncaster has a number of source protection zones including at Hatfield, Dunscroft,
Edenthorpe, Cantley, Rossington, Bessacarr and Austerfield where development might cause pollution or
undermine ground water sources, such as wells and springs. In these areas, we will only allow proposals
where they can demonstrate that any pollution risks can be mitigated during its construction and
operation. The Environment Agency will generally refuse new abstraction licenses in these areas.

7.9

Proposals which may affect the integrity of the internationally designated Thorne and Hatfield Moors will
be expected to demonstrate that they will have no significant adverse impact on water quality, hydrology
and nature conservation interests. The onus will be on the applicant/developer to screen potential
impacts, provide appropriate mitigation measures and deliver biodiversity gain.

7.10 In order to comply with Part D of this policy, and the requirements of policies CS4 (Flooding and
Drainage) and CS14 (Design and Sustainable Construction), applicants and developers must
demonstrate there is adequate water, surface water, foul drainage and sewerage treatment capacity and
connections from both on and off the site to serve the proposed development so as to avoid adverse
effects (e.g. sewage flooding) on residential and commercial property, pollution of land and watercourses
and water shortages with associated low pressure water supply problems. In areas where resources are
under pressure, development should include measures that support water neutrality and produce water
cycle studies to assess their effects on the water cycle where major growth or housing is proposed. Part
D2 of the policy reflects the fact that, in the face of climate change, there is also a need to store flood
water within the landscape to irrigate farmland during dry summers and ensure that wetland habitats do
not dry out. This will bring opportunities to restore or create wetland habitat and reduce the risk of flooding
which may also contribute to the delivery of policies CS16 (Valuing our Natural Environment) and CS17
(Green Infrastructure).
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Policy CS19: Renewable Energy
Doncaster will generate at least 37 mega watts of grid-connected renewable energy by 2021 in
accordance with the principles set out below.
A)

Proposals will be supported which give priority to:

1. biomass and energy crop schemes especially to the north and south east of the main
urban area (e.g. mixed woodland, single species short rotation forestry and large-scale
forestry) outside of areas of high quality arable farmland;
2. small-scale wind power schemes within industrial locations or existing wind farms which
are sited away from the Thorne and Hatfield Moors, the River Don limestone gorge and
other sensitive uses such as housing and the airport;
3. power generation from water, waste and heat sources;
4. landfill and sewage gas energy generation schemes; or;
5. micro-renewable energy technologies and systems within new development.
B)

Proposals for stand-alone renewable energy schemes will be directed towards areas with
highest relative landscape capacity (as indicated in the landscape character and capacity
studies) which are practicable for the development proposed.

C)

In all cases, stand-alone renewable energy proposals will only be supported which:

1. demonstrate how they will deliver environmental, social and economic benefits;
2. protect local amenity and include appropriate stand-off distances between technologies
such as wind turbines and sensitive receptors, such as residential areas;
3. allow the continued safe and efficient operation and growth of Robin Hood Airport;
4. have no significant adverse impacts, including cumulative impacts, on the built and
natural environment (including landscape character, and historic and nature conservation
assets, such as Thorne and Hatfield Moors);
5. reclaim the site to a suitable and safe condition and use (such as agriculture or nature
conservation) should the development cease to be operational; and;
6. take opportunities to provide links to combined heat and power and community heating
networks.
Explanation
7.11 National policy requires us to plan for renewable energy provision. Renewable energy offers a viable
alternative to fossil fuels and nuclear sources and includes the energy generated from wind turbines,
hydro (e.g. rivers), solar power, biomass, energy crops, waste facilities, landfill sites and sewage
gas. Renewable and low carbon sources of energy are central to achieving our commitments on
both reducing carbon emissions and combating the effects of climate change. This is in line with our
aspirations to become a low carbon borough. However, the potential negative effects of these sources
need to be carefully assessed and managed on a case by case basis. This policy seeks to balance the
need to provide a continuous supply of grid connected renewable energy whilst protecting the interests
of local communities, historical, cultural and environmental assets.
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7.12 Regional renewable energy assessments suggest Doncaster has the potential to produce at least 37
mega watts of electricity from renewable energy by 2021. The borough is already set to exceed this target
with approval being given to a number of large-scale renewable energy projects. However, national policy
indicates that meeting our target is no reason to not grant further proposals – the target set out above is
therefore a minimum figure and will be periodically reviewed. We are developing the evidence base to
inform future energy targets and help determine where renewable and decentralised renewable energy
generation may be appropriate, such as energy master-planning studies at the regional and sub-regional
level.
7.13 The Landscape Character Assessment highlights potential areas of moderate landscape sensitivity
where wind power schemes may be more suitable (e.g. southern parts of the limestone plateau) as well
as the areas that will be sensitive to such development, particularly parts of the Green Belt in the west and
the airport in the east and the internationally important Thorne and Hatfield Moors. Whilst there was some
potential for small-scale renewable energy generation in individual developments, energy targets are only
likely to be met through large-scale stand alone renewable energy schemes. Notwithstanding this, it is
expected that small-scale renewable energy proposals will make a contribution through the requirements
of Policy CS14.
7.14 The above policy sets out the main criteria that will be used to assess renewable energy proposals.
Whilst the policy is not specific on which renewable energy technologies will be acceptable, it highlights
key opportunities and challenges and explains how renewable energy projects can support wider policy
aspirations. In addition, there are opportunities to accommodate biomass planting schemes within
lower lying areas and existing woodland areas and establish new decentralised energy networks (e.g.
combined heat and power schemes). The history of coal mining in the borough also increases the
potential to generate coal mine methane from former mines. A number of urban areas in the borough
generate high energy loads in terms of electricity and heat due to the intensity of development and the
range of uses, particularly at Robin Hood Airport and Doncaster town centre. In other locations, largescale developments that will benefit from decentralised energy systems due to their anticipated heat and
power loads. Where appropriate, we will seek a contribution towards off site carbon reduction schemes.
7.15 The type of technology proposed will influence the potential impacts on the built and natural environment
which need to be considered. For example, wind turbines will need to demonstrate how they will not
cause an unacceptable impact in terms of birdstrike, whereas biomass combustion facilities will need to
consider their potential emissions to air. Stand-alone renewable energy schemes within the vicinity of the
Thorne and Hatfield Moors Special Protection Area and Special Area of Conservation will be required to
consider the need for a Habitat Regulations Assessment to assess their potential effects on the integrity
of these areas.
7.16 For stand0alone renewable energy proposals, developers will be expected to consult with members of
the local community and statutory agencies (e.g. the aviation and highway authorities, and the operator
of Robin Hood Airport in the case of wind farms) on their potential benefits and adverse effects. However,
the viability of renewable energy schemes (especially wind power) will not only depend on economic
and environmental factors such as the sensitivity of the landscape but also the availability of suitable
infrastructure, such as power lines and heat networks. In the Green Belt or Countryside Protection Policy
Area, some forms of stand-alone renewable energy may be acceptable, but proposals will be carefully
assessed in accordance with Policy CS3 (Countryside).
7.17 The policy also seeks to safeguard and extend the capacity of heat and power networks and facilitate
connection to decentralised heat and power sources wherever feasible. Energy from waste proposals will
be considered against the policies set out in the Joint Waste Plan.
.
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Map 11: Landscape Capacity for Stand-Alone Renewable Energy
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Policy CS20: Minerals
Doncaster has substantial mineral resources, including industrial and energy minerals and
aggregates, of which we provide the majority of South Yorkshire’s supply. The delivery of adequate
minerals during and beyond the plan period (2011-2028) will be ensured based on the principles set
out below.
A)

The use of secondary and recycled aggregates will be maximised, whilst also reducing the
reliance on primary aggregates, by:

1. requiring development, including land reclamation schemes, to contribute toward
providing or using recycled material and/or secondary minerals;
2. where possible, maintaining a landbank of permitted reserves for at least seven years for
sand and gravel and with Rotherham Council at least ten years for aggregate limestone;
3. monitoring and reviewing the permitted reserves of sand and gravel, and aggregate
limestone;
4. identifying appropriate mineral extraction areas to contribute toward the sub-regional
apportionment and directing aggregate mineral exploration and extraction toward ‘Areas
of Search’; and;
5. requiring proposals for sand and gravel to demonstrate that the mineral resource includes
a significant proportion (20% or more) of sharp sand and gravel.
B)

Sufficient industrial and energy minerals will be provided for by:

1. supporting proposals for unconventional gas on areas of derelict and degraded land or
within close proximity to existing infrastructure for example pipelines and existing gas
storage areas such as at Hatfield and Trumfleet;
2. supporting proposals for energy minerals, such as coal (and its by-products),
conventional oil and gas which balance economic and environmental benefits;
3. identifying land for colliery spoil disposal at Hatfield colliery; and
4. identifying land for the future supply of industrial dolomite, including allocating an
extension to Warmsworth quarry.
C)

In all cases, proposals for minerals related development will only be supported where:

1. it is accessible via appropriate transport infrastructure including the rail and canal network
where possible;
2. it minimises impacts on local amenity and is reclaimed to a suitable after-use; and;
3. minor schemes (such as fish ponds), retain and re-use extracted material on site, unless
wider benefits are justified.
D)

Minerals will be safeguarded during and beyond the plan period by:

1. defining ‘mineral safeguarding areas’ around all economically important deposits of
shallow coal, aggregate, industrial and building (including historic) limestone within the
Magnesian Limestone ridge between Barnsdale Bar in the north and Stainton in the south,
and the sharp sand and gravel between Fishlake and Bawtry; and;
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2. identifying and protecting wharves for the bulk transport of material (for example Cadeby
quarry).
E)

Proposals within Mineral Safeguarding Areas (including existing built-up areas), which are in
accordance with the development plan allocations, will be required to consider whether prior
extraction of any economically valuable minerals is feasible and environmentally acceptable.
Other proposals for non-mineral development within Mineral Safeguarding Areas will be
supported where:

1. the proposal incorporates the prior extraction of any minerals of economic value in an
environmentally acceptable way; or;
2. the mineral is of no economic value; or;
3. it is not possible to extract the mineral in an environmentally acceptable way; or;
4. the need for the development outweighs the need to safeguard the site for future; or;
5. the development is minor or temporary in nature.
Explanation
7.18 Doncaster’s minerals are important natural resources that make an essential contribution to prosperity
and quality of life both within South Yorkshire and the wider region. Doncaster’s growth agenda presents
an opportunity to use locally sourced resources to support infrastructure and construction projects,
particularly within Doncaster’s Main Urban Area, Principal Towns and Potential Growth Towns. The
challenge is therefore to ensure our remaining minerals are worked efficiently and sustainably and
encourage the use of suitable secondary aggregates and minerals therefore minimising the need for
primary extraction. We should also strive toward minimising the environmental impacts associated with
mineral extraction, but also ensure the industry can still contribute toward new developments, the local
economy and employment.
7.19 National policy advocates the need for sustainable mineral extraction and provides guidance on
defining and identifying mineral safeguarding areas, and existing and future mineral sites. It requires
Local Authorities to provide for an adequate and steady supply of construction aggregate for industry
by maintaining a landbank of mineral planning permissions (within the limitations of wider social,
environmental and economic issues). National policy also indicates the need for promoting the use of
secondary and recycled aggregates, and provision of a steady supply of all minerals, including allocating
sufficient land to meet the sub-regional share.
Aggregates
7.20 The policy will seek to reduce the reliance on primary aggregate by requiring developments at the
demolition phase to contribute toward recycling on site material and at the development phase
incorporate the use of recycled material or secondary minerals such as colliery spoil. Complementary
policies relating to the reuse and recycling of demolition and construction waste will be included within
the Joint Waste Plan. However, despite this, extraction of primary aggregates will still be required.
7.21 The amount of extraction that should be planned for is informed by the Yorkshire and Humber
Aggregates Working Party, who have identiﬁed appropriate sub-regional aggregate apportionments for
extraction, and annually reporting on supply and demand, as set out in the table below. The policy (and
detail in subsequent Development Plan Documents and the Proposals Map) will ensure that minerals
development is located in appropriate areas. The allocations process will be informed by work to assess
sites representations from industry. The representations put forward so far have been for extensions to
existing quarries (both sand and gravel and limestone), and have the potential to extend each quarry’s
lifespan, provide for additional aggregate mineral and contribute toward the local economy.
.
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Table 6: Doncaster’s Aggregates (limestone, sand and gravel)
Mineral

Sub-Regional
Apportionment for 17
year Plan Period

Estimated reserve
(2012)

Additional
requirement to cover
the plan period

Local Target (realistic
additional supply up
to 2028)

Undifferentiated
sand and gravel

13.77mt

7.61mt

6.16mt

(0.81 x 17)

(10.04 – 2.43)

(13.77 – 7.61)

1mt (sharp sand and
gravel)

Limestone

56.78mt

48.78mt

6 8mt

(3.34 x 17)

(58.8 – 10.02)

(56.78 – 48.78)

N/A

Notes:
•

The Sub-Regional Apportionment for 15 year period is the annual apportionment from the RSS multiplied by 17 (life of the
plan)

•

The Estimated Reserve at 31/12/2011 is the South Yorkshire Reserve as shown in the 2008 Y&HAWP figure minus 3 x the
annual apportionment from the Regional Spatial Strategy

•

The additional requirement is the second column minus the third column

•

South Yorkshire’s substantial resources of limestone only exist in Doncaster and Rotherham (although only one quarry
currently exists in Rotherham), whilst workable aggregate sand and gravel is only found in Doncaster.

7.22 For limestone, the local evidence base suggests that this apportionment is realistic and it will therefore
be retained. Although a small shortfall of aggregate limestone is identified, it is noted that this is due
to the reapportionment of approximately 25 million tonnes limestone aggregate (required to contribute
toward the landbank) to industrial mineral (which is not monitored), rather than a physical reduction
in the amount of material available. This suggests some flexibility is needed in meeting a perceived
shortfall and significant additional sites or extensions are probably not required during the plan period.
It is also noted that a small extension of Sutton Quarry has been identified as a possible allocation to
facilitate reclamation of the existing site as it can no longer be land-filled could provide a small amount of
additional aggregate. The council also acknowledges there may be an issue with the number of working
quarries during the plan period in terms of maintaining competition. Therefore, when considering planning
applications we will take into account the number of sites making up the landbank to ensure reasonable
competition is maintained.
7.23 For sand and gravel, the evidence indicates that it will be difficult to maintain a supply of sand and
gravel to meet the apportionment up to the end of the plan period, nor to maintain a 7 year landbank
beyond mid-2016. A 7 year landbank equates to 5.6 million tonnes (based on the current sub-regional
apportionment of 0.81 million tonnes annually). Monitoring information indicates that Doncaster’s
landbank at the end of 2008 was 10.04 million tonnes (made up of historic and current permissions now
containing predominantly soft sand), providing a reserve up to mid-2021 at an annual extraction rate of
0.81 million tonnes. The representations received to-date from mineral operators would yield just over 2
million tonnes (and of this 1.76 million tonnes has been put forward as potential sites for the plan period).
Therefore, even if all the site representations for the plan period were allocated and fully extracted during
the plan period, this would only provide the equivalent of just over an additional 2 years’ requirement (i.e.
up to 2023), leaving a shortfall of approximately 5 years to the end of the plan period.
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7.24 Furthermore, the evidence base indicates that within Doncaster both the existing sand and gravel
landbank and the remaining mineral deposits are made up of predominantly soft sand unsuitable for
concreting products. Therefore it is important that new proposals contain a significant proportion of
sharp sand and gravel. However, the ratio of sharp sand and gravel currently being extracted in the area
is also below the national norm. Recent applications demonstrate that sites are extracting an average of
approximately 22% sharp sand and gravel and so the target of 20% is considered to be a realistic as it
takes account of local circumstances and offers some flexibility. The council’s intention is to meet as far
as is practicable the sub-regional apportionment. Evidence at present suggests that this is unlikely and
hence Table 6 indicates what appears to be a reasonable indicative figure at present. Nevertheless the
council is not seeking to prevent the exploitation of any additional reserves, should they be identified,
subject to environmental considerations. We will also support proposals which take into account the
limited resource and look at incorporating reclaimed or recycled material into their products.
7.25 From the analysis of representations and the need to prioritise sites which can deliver material suitable for
concreting, we estimate an additional 1 million tonnes of sharp sand and gravel can be brought forward
during the plan period, and so this (rather than the regional apportionment) would form the basis for
identifying specific site extensions. This approach therefore gives a starting point for the preparation of
the subsequent Development Plan Documents (and the Proposals Map) to:

•

identify a realistic number of site allocations

•

identify ‘Areas of Search’ to give the flexibility for any as yet unidentified deposits to be brought
forward; and;

•

identify Mineral Safeguarding Areas.

Industrial and Energy Minerals
7.26 Section B of the policy accounts for flexible approach to supporting the provision of energy minerals,
including identifying ‘greener’ energy sources. In setting out this support it is accepted that associated
facilities and infrastructure may also be required. It is essential to reduce the reliance on imported fossil
fuels and the government acknowledges the need to explore for unconventional gas such as coal
mine methane, coal bed methane, shale gas and invest in clean coal technology. Coal mine methane
is a naturally occurring greenhouse gas twenty times more harmful than carbon dioxide. It is formed by
decaying organic matter and is absorbed within the coal. Methane associated with abandoned mines
escaping into the atmosphere is a health and safety issue and also contributes toward climate change.
Harnessing coal mine methane for energy production, therefore benefits both the economy and the
environment. Newer technologies such as coal gasification, and hydraulic fracturing of shale gas will
be assessed on their merits taking account of economic and environmental benefits and associated
Development Plan Document policies.
7.27 Surface and deep coal proposals will be assessed against national policy and planning policies within
the Core Strategy and associated Development Plan Documents. It is estimated that by 2020 clean coal
will provide around 14% of the nation’s energy. Doncaster has significant underlying reserves of deep
coal, some of which is currently being worked at Hatfield colliery and Maltby colliery (in Rotherham).
7.28 Hatfield colliery is significant at a European level, with local coal supplying an EU funded clean coal
power plant, to be developed on site. Electricity produced from clean coal power plants releases 90%
less carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. Land will also be allocated for colliery spoil, but consideration
must be given to the use of the spoil as a secondary aggregate for development proposals within
Doncaster and the wider Sheffield city region. The colliery is located near to a mineral line and a navigable
waterway which, with investment could be used to transport waste material.
7.29 The ‘British Geological Survey’ places considerable economic importance on industrial dolomite due
to its restricted distribution, with working quarries located in Durham, South Yorkshire (Doncaster) and
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Derbyshire. The British Geological Survey go on to say ‘Permian dolomites are the main source of
dolomite in the UK and are a resource of national and regional importance, ensuring supply during and
beyond the plan period is therefore of strategic importance’. Identifying the need to allocate land as an
extension to Warmsworth quarry will secure the supply of a strategically important mineral during the plan
period.
Managing Impacts
7.30 The policy will ensure that long-term detrimental effects on the environment are accounted for, with further
policies on reclamation and aftercare being accounted for through national policy, associated planning
policies within the Core Strategy and detail in subsequent documents (either developed alongside the
Proposals Map and/or as a Supplementary Planning Document). Doncaster has two unique issues
associated with sand and gravel extraction:

•  the proximity of sand and gravel resource to an international airport; and;
•  the minerals being on and within Doncaster’s primary aquifer (the source of our drinking water).
7.31 It is essential to note therefore, that certain restoration proposals, such as land-filling and pond creation
(attracting large birds such as Canada Geese) may not be suitable.
7.32 The policy accounts for the sustainable transportation of minerals along waterways but railheads are
limited in Doncaster and investment in railheads and wharves is costly. There are no proposals for further
investment in rail transport or wharves during the plan period and future consideration should be given
to dual use facilities accommodating the transfer of both goods and minerals. With a trend indicating a
decline in economically viable sharp sand and gravel it is anticipated that there will be no net increase in
vehicle movements (for aggregates extraction) during the plan period. Where the use of the road network
is the most viable option it is essential that the strategic road network is used in the first instance avoiding
urban areas and small country roads.
Safeguarding
7.33 Mineral resources are finite; therefore it is essential a sustainable approach is used to ensure sufficient
supply for the future. The policy ensures that minerals are safeguarded from inappropriate development
beyond the plan period. Doncaster’s mineral safeguarding areas have been developed by assessing
the best available geological and mineral resource information, against issues and constraints such
as sterilisation by existing and proposed development, proximity to nearby housing, and links to major
roads. Non-mineral development allocations, proposals and regeneration projects in urban areas
with known mineral resources will be required to consider realistic opportunities for extraction prior to
development. There is no presumption that the extraction of minerals in mineral safeguarding areas is, or
will be environmentally acceptable now or in the near future, but that a potential resource is accounted for
during and available beyond the plan period.
7.34 Peat is an economically important mineral resource and Thorne and Hatfield Moors are the largest
lowland peat resource in the country. These deposits however, occur within internationally designated
conservation areas (see Policy CS16, Chapter 6) and as such peat extraction (other than as part of on
site restoration) will not be supported in these areas. However, where peat is found in areas outside the
moors, pre-development extraction should be considered as part of the re-development / regeneration
project.
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CHAPTER 8: IMPLEMENTATION
8.1

This chapter contains the detail on how the Core Strategy will be measured and the key infrastructure that
is required for its implementation. It also sets out how the policies provide flexibility, and what remedial
action may be appropriate if targets are not met.

Policy Implementation
8.2

Core Strategy policies will be implemented primarily through the determination of planning applications,
based on the Core Strategy and other Local Development Framework documents (including the
Proposals Map) and having regard to other council and partner plans and strategies. However, the Core
Strategy also provides a framework for making wider decisions, such as where to target investment in
new infrastructure and to inform the development of softer measures, such as promoting skills, which will
be key to improving the borough’s economy. Some of the key strategies and partners are highlighted
in Table 7, although Policy CS5 also provides more detail especially on the soft interventions required
to support job creation in different sectors. Where appropriate, we will support local communities in
the production of neighbourhood plans, in line with national guidance, to add detail as to how the
strategic priorities set out in the Core Strategy will be implemented at a local level and take advantage
of opportunities for economic growth, improvements to quality of life and environmental enhancement.
The council also acknowledges the benefits of Community Infrastructure Levy and will consider its
appropriateness for the securing of funding for particular projects.

8.3

It is a legal requirement for the Local Development Framework to contain policies which mitigate the
impacts of climate change, and contribute to reducing the level of future climate change. Because these
are cross cutting issues, the Core Strategy does not contain a single climate change policy. Instead,
the issue of climate change is highlighted in Objective 10 and reflected in a number of the policies. The
need to travel, can generate significant emissions. Therefore, the Growth and Regeneration Strategy
(set out in Policy CS2), seeks to ensure that new development is located within existing settlements
and is accessible by sustainable transport, wherever possible. However, it is accepted that the realistic
opportunities to deliver our aspirations will mean that development in other areas (including the M18
corridor and airport business park) will be required. Policy CS9 (Providing Travel Choice) sets out an
approach to improving access to transport options, including more sustainable forms of transport.
Policies on design, renewable energy generation and air quality (policies CS14, CS18 and CS19)
will contribute to addressing the level of emissions from other sources (including energy production)
and promote low-emission strategies. Policies on flooding, design, the natural environment, green
infrastructure and agricultural land (Policies CS4, CS14, CS16, CS17 and CS18) will ensure that
development contributes to mitigating, and adapting to, the impacts of climate change.

8.4

It is important to note that while the Core Strategy policies provide a broad framework for what
development will be supported in principle, they do not provide overriding backing to plans or projects
that are shown to have an adverse impact on the integrity of a European Site. All developments which
could either individually or in-combination adversely impact European Sites, such as Thorne and Hatfield
Moors, Lower Derwent Valley or Humber Estuary, will need to comply with the requirements of the Habitat
Regulations.

8.5

The effectiveness of the Local Development Framework Policies (including those in the Core Strategy)
will be monitored, based on relevant indicators. The indicators used will be reviewed as required, to take
account of any changes to local or national data gathering and reporting requirements. Table 7 sets out
which Core Strategy Objective will be delivered by which policy, how it will be monitored and also some
of the key bodies who will contribute towards its delivery.
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Economic activity

Indices of Multiple Deprivation

Proportion of population qualified to at least
Level 2 or higher (NI 163)
SL 161-01 Information on National
Curriculum assessments and qualifications
taken by students (e.g. GCSEs or GCE A
Levels)
SL 159-02

Contextual Indicator

Contextual Indicator

Contextual Indicator

Contextual Indicator

Contextual Indicator

Number of Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) in favourable or recovering
condition
All

4,5

2,3,6,8,9

Contextual Indicator

Policy CS1: Quality of Life

Policy CS2: Growth and Regeneration
Strategy

PSF General Development Control
statistical returns (various stats)

SL 021-00

Area covered by Flood Zone 2 or 3

National land use database of previouslydeveloped brownfield land (NLUD-PDL)

SL 063-00

Contextual Indicator

Contextual Indicator

Prosperity gap

Contextual Indicator

Information on qualifications being studied
by, and success rates of, sixth form pupils.

Size of borough

Contextual Indicator

Indicator
Population size

Objectives
(Chapter 2 )

Contextual Indicator

Policy

Table 7: Monitoring and Delivery

Percentage of applications approved as departures
from the Local Development Framework should be
none - noting that policies are flexible)

N/A

Maintain or increase

Monitor

Reduce amount of Previously Developed land that
has been vacant or derelict for more than 5 years
(also provides context for indicators on amount of
development on previously developed land)

Increase number/percentage of pupils achieving 5 or
more GCSEs at grades A-C

Increase

Reduce proportion of Super Output area’s ranked within
the 20% most deprived in England

Reduce relative levels of deprivation between different
super-output areas within Doncaster

Increase percentage of working age population that are
economically active across all communities

To reduce the current deficit between what Doncaster’s
economy is producing and what it could be expected
to produce to match regional level.

Define

Monitor

Target/Direction of Travel

All

All

Biodiversity and
Geodiversity
Action Plans

N/A

Contaminated
Land Strategy

Various

Various

All

Doncaster Chamber

Economic
Engagement Test

All

All

Natural England

Environment Agency

Local Enterprise Partnership Investors,
Developers and Landowners

Individuals seeking work and training

Investors and employers (including
small/medium enterprises), including
at the Rossington Strategic Rail Freight
Interchange, Doncaster Airport and
Hatfield Powerpark

Doncaster Chamber and other training
providers

All

Individuals seeking work and training

Investors and employers (including
small/medium enterprises)

Local Enterprise Partnership

N/A

Key Delivery Partners

Economic Strategy

N/A

Other Relevant
Strategies
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2,3

Policy CS5: Employment Strategy
(jobs numbers, sectors and broad
locations)

Policy CS6: Robin Hood Airport and
Business Park (maximising its role as a
key economic driver)

9

9

Policy CS3: Countryside

Policy CS4: Flooding and Drainage

Objectives
(Chapter 2 )

Policy

Total amount of employment floorspace on
previously developed land - by type (AMR BD2)

SL 024-18

Total amount and type of completed
employment floorspace gross and net(AMR
- BD1)

SL 024-17

Business Register/Annual Business Inquiry
(ABI) Sector analysis

No target but seek to prioritise

Maximise

Increase in diversity of sectors. Monitor growth of target
sectors

Increase

Number of applications made to the SAB and
number of approved applications

Sheffield City
Region Transport
Strategy (Local
Transport Plan)

Homes and Communities Agency

Individuals seeking work and training

Investors, Landowners and employers
(including small/medium enterprises),
including at the Rossington Strategic
Rail Freight Interchange, Doncaster
Airport and Hatfield Powerpark

Doncaster College

Doncaster Chamber

Highways Agency
Economic
Engagement Test

Airport Masterplan

Local Enterprise Partnership

Water Companies

Internal Drainage Board

Environment Agency

Various

Key Delivery Partners

Economic Strategy

Preliminary Flood
Risk Assessment
and Management
Plan (Doncaster
Council)

Catchment Flood
Management
Plans
(Environment
Agency)

Housing Strategy

None (Following adoption of subsequent DPD’s and
the Proposals Map)

Reduce

Other Relevant
Strategies

Target/Direction of Travel

SL 080-02 Number of developments in flood
risk areas against Environment Agency advice
(number of units)

Amount of development in the Green Belt /
Countryside Protection Policy Area (excluding
rural exception sites for affordable housing
and development considered appropriate
within the Green Belt/ Countryside Policy
Protection Area as set out in National Policy
and Policy CS3: Countryside)

Indicator
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6,9

9

Policy CS12: Housing Mix and
Affordable Housing

2,3,5,7

Policy CS9: Providing Travel Choice

Policy CS11: Housing Renewal and
Regeneration

2,3,4

Policy CS8: Doncaster Town Centre

6,9,

2,3,4

Policy CS7: Retail and Town Centres

Policy CS10: Housing Requirement,
Land Supply and Phasing

Objectives
(Chapter 2 )

Policy

To increase non car modes entering Doncaster urban
centre

Mode split by Annual Cordon Counts

Gross affordable housing completions (AMR
- H5)

SL 024-08

Provision of affordable housing (HSSA Section
N)

To make progress against the identified need

Monitor - no target

Density of new housing developments

SL 004-11

Maximise percentage of development to be on
brownfield land

SL 024-06 New and converted dwellings - on
previously developed land (AMR - H3)

To make progress against the planned housing
provision and keep to the proposed phasing To
maintain a 5 year supply of deliverable housing sites

Monitor

Department of Transport Statistics: Ref
ACS0401 -Travel time, destination and origin
indicators to Employment centres by mode
of travel.

SL 024-01 to 024-05 Annual Monitoring
Reports: Core output indicators

Congestion – reduce average journey time per mile
during morning peak (0700–1000hrs)

Reduce

To meet targets set out in Policies CS5 and CS8

Target/Direction of Travel

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
on key routes

Percentage of vacancy Rates in Doncaster,
Thorne and Mexborough Town Centre

SL 024-20 Amount of floorspace for ‘town
centre uses’ (A1, A2, B1a, and D2.) within and
outside town centres (AMR - BD4)

Indicator

Local Investment
Plan

Housing Strategy

Airport Masterplan

Annual Delivery
Plan for Doncaster

Sheffield City
Region Transport
Strategy (Local
Transport Plan)

Various

Other Relevant
Strategies

Registered Social Landlords, the
Housing Corporation and District
Valuation Office

Housing and Property Developers of
all sizes

Home Builders Federation

Homes and Communities Agency

Freight Transport Association

British Waterways

Network Rail

South Yorkshire Passenger Transport
Executive

Highways Agency

Market Traders Federation

Town Centre Retail Forum

Chamber of Commerce

Key Delivery Partners
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4,5,10

5

5

Policy CS15: Valuing our Historic
Environment

Policy CS16: Valuing our Natural
Environment

1,4

Policy CS13: Gypsies and Travellers

Policy CS14: Design and Sustainable
Construction

Objectives
(Chapter 2 )

Policy

Increase

Net gain

Reduce

Increase

Increase

Meet identified need

Target/Direction of Travel

Additional monitoring arrangements (which include landscape Character Areas, Biodiversity Opportunity
Areas etc.) will be developed alongside the site allocations.

Proportion of Local Sites where positive
conservation management is being achieved.

SL 160-01

Change in areas of biodiversity importance
(AMR - E2)

SL 024-11

(b) Listed Buildings at Risk.

(a) Conservation Areas at Risk.

Numbers at risk within the following categories
of Heritage Assets:

Number of new developments meeting Code
for Sustainable Homes and BREEAM

Housing Quality - Building for Life
Assessments (AMR - H6)

SL 024-09

Net additional pitches (Gypsy and Traveller)
(AMR - H4)

SL 024-07

Indicator

Various

Biodiversity and
Geodiversity
Action Plans

Heritage at risk
strategy

Conservation
area appraisals
and management
proposals

Various

Housing Strategy

Other Relevant
Strategies

Various, including CPRE

Developers, Landowners and
Residents

Yorkshire Wildlife Trust

Natural England

Developers, Landowners and
Residents

South Yorkshire Building Preservation
Society

English Heritage

Homes and Communities Agency

Housing and Property Developers of
all sizes

Home Builders Federation

Doncaster Design Review Panel

Various, including Gypsy and Traveller
communities

Key Delivery Partners
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10

2,3,10

Policy CS18: Air, Water and Agricultural
Land

Policy CS19: Energy

2,3,10

5

Policy CS17: Providing Green
Infrastructure

Policy CS20: Minerals

Objectives
(Chapter 2 )

Policy

Decrease

Development that results in Groundwater
abstraction in Source Protection Zones

Production of secondary and recycled
aggregates by mineral planning authority
(AMR - M2)

SL 024-14

Production of primary land won aggregates by
mineral planning authority (AMR - M1)

SL 024-13

Renewable energy generation (AMR–E3)
Monitor annual report

To meet target set out in Policy CS19

Avoid

Number of developments on Best and most
Versatile Agricultural Land

SL 024-12

Reduce nitrogen oxide levels within Air Quality
Management Areas

Meet timescales in the Plan

Implementation of Public Rights Of Way
Improvement Plan

Air quality within Air Quality Management Areas

2.43 hectares (6 acres) per 1000 people

Target/Direction of Travel

Amount of public open space

Indicator

Various

Humber
River Basin
Management plan

Air Quality Action
Plan

Transport Strategy
(Local Transport
Plan)

Rights of Way
Improvement plan

Greenspace
Strategy

Other Relevant
Strategies

Mineral operators

Various

Environment Agency Investors,
Developers and Landowners

Various, including Natural England

Investors, Developers and Landowners

Transport bodies

Various

Key Delivery Partners
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Finningley and Rossington Regeneration Route
Scheme - FARRRS is a proposed new highway
that will improve the connections between
regionally important employment sites Robin
Hood Airport Doncaster Sheffield and the
proposed Strategic Rail Freight Interchange at
Rossington and junction3 of the M18 motorway
and the local highway network.

Doncaster Council with
private sector partners

Doncaster Council

A6182 White Rose Way Improvement Scheme
- White Rose Way (WRW) is the responsibility
of Doncaster Council in its capacity as the
local highway authority. It connects Doncaster
to the Strategic Road Network at Junction 3 of
the M18. It varies along its length from single
to dual carriageway and carries approximately
30,000 vehicles each day.

The scheme will upgrade the whole of the
road into a two-lane dual carriageway with
new signal controlled junctions together
with new pedestrian and cycling facilities. A
second highway bridge will be constructed
over the existing East Coast Main Line (ECML)
to accommodate the new southbound
carriageway and replace the existing level
crossing.

Lead delivery/
management agency

Major infrastructure scheme, brief
overview and strategic development
dependent on the scheme

Table 8: Infrastructure Delivery Schedule

Consequently, the scheme’s outputs have
been reviewed and, with private sector
involvement, a lower cost option has been
developed. This will still deliver a significant
proportion of the expected social and
economic benefits but at a lower cost than
the original 2005 scheme.
The proposed route to the north of
Rossington will run from junction 3 of the M18
to Hurst Lane/A638. However, the scheme

The planning application for FARRRS will
therefore need to include an assessment of
the potential impacts on motorway traffic flows
and mitigation measures, if necessary, will be
developed in consultation with the Highways
Agency.
Delivery of FARRRS is subject to the
completion of Phase 1 of the White Rose Way
Improvement Scheme.

Construction is expected to start in early
2012 subject to securing the necessary
funding and obtaining the necessary planning
approval, land and traffic orders. A new bridge
over the ECML is required and planning with
Network Rail has commenced. Completion
could potentially be by 2014.

The scheme was previously prioritised within
the Regional Funding Allocation (RFA) and a
business case was submitted to the DfT in
2005. However, following the October 2010
Spending Review, FARRRS is not currently
included in the DfT’s spending programme.

There are currently no gaps in the funding
plan. The Doncaster Council and SYLTP
contributions are secured, and ERDF funding
of £4.678m was approved for Phase 1 in May
2011. The funding for Phase 2 is through DfT,
further ERDF and SYLTP

Construction of the ECML bridge is a critical
activity and rail possessions have been
negotiated and agreed with Network Rail. In
order to meet the programme for the ECML
possession the scheme is currently expected
to be delivered in two phases.

Phase 1 (new bridge and in-bound dual
carriageway) is expected to be completed by
November 2012. Phase 2 (completion of dual
carriageway and junction improvements) is
expected to be completed by mid 2013.

The total remaining cost is £27m and is
expected to be funded by Doncaster Council,
South Yorkshire Local Transport Plan (SYLTP),
European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) and Department for Transport (DfT)
Major Scheme funding.

Costs, funding sources/ gaps and key
issues

Planning permission was granted in April
2008 and a Compulsory Purchase Order and
a Side Roads Order were confirmed by the
Secretary of State in June 2009. Advanced
site clearance and ecological mitigation works
were undertaken in 2010.

Delivery and phasing of development

The scheme will link the airport to the
motorway network to the benefit of the wider
city region. It will also open up development
opportunities in the wider area (e.g. new
jobs and investment) to support local
economic growth and the regeneration of
Rosslington. It will also ease congestion and
reduce journey times on the road network.

FARRRS is integral to the success of the
Gateway to the Sheffield City Region project.

The scheme will relieve congestion on the
strategic highway network as well as secure
the future delivery of major regeneration and
development proposals in areas around the
town centre, lakeside, airport and FARRRS

WRW does not have sufficient capacity to
accommodate existing traffic flows and at
peak times queues regularly extend onto
the M18. There is a lack of access from the
motorway network to the town centre and
destinations to the north and south of the
borough. This gateway also creates a poor
introduction to the town and suffers from
poor design, inadequate landscaping and
pedestrian/cycle access.

Reason for Delivery
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Strategic Road Network Route Management
- Doncaster is linked to the Strategic Road
Network (SRN) by the M18, A1(M) and M180.
The SRN is operated, managed and improved
by the Highways Agency on behalf of the
Secretary of State for Transport.

Major infrastructure scheme, brief
overview and strategic development
dependent on the scheme

Highways Agency

Lead delivery/
management agency

The Highways Agency will engage with
promoters of other schemes that may impact
on the SRN to assess any potential impacts
and to help to develop appropriate mitigation
measures.

Delivery and phasing of development

Scheme promoters will be expected to fund
the measures required to mitigate the impacts
of their individual schemes. Where cumulative
impacts occur that require major interventions
then promoters may be expected to
contribute proportionally to the cost of those
interventions.

Doncaster Council will ensure the level of
service on FARRRS will be protected and if
necessary improved by requiring reasonable
financial contributions from any new
development that will impact on its operation
which will then be used to pay for the
improvement of FARRRS and related transport
improvements in its vicinity.

Doncaster Council will recover through a
mechanism retrospective and reasonable
financial contributions from any new
development that derives a significant benefit
from FARRRS, but did not make an initial
financial contribution to its delivery. This
mechanism will include a provision enabling
Doncaster Council to make proportionate
payments from the collection of retrospective
contributions to the initial investors.

The scheme has secured an 18 million grant
from the government’s Regional Growth Fund.
Doncaster Council and the private sector will
contribute the remaining funding required to
design and construct the scheme.

will initially terminate at the junction with
the A638 at Parrotts Corner until further
investment can be justified and secured. It
may be possible for the full link through to
Hurst Lane to be completed within the plan
period if funding becomes available. This
may include developer funding, however any
developments brought forward to enable this
would need to be in accordance with Policy
CS2: Growth and Regeneration Strategy.

Costs, funding sources/ gaps and key
issues

Existing conditions on the SRN in Doncaster
are such that the Highways Agency is not
planning any major improvement works
within its current spending programme.

Reason for Delivery
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Developer Consortium

Homes and Communities
Agency

Doncaster Council

South Yorkshire Passenger
Transport Executive in
conjunction with Doncaster
Council

Vancouver Airport Services
and Peel Group

M18 Junction 5 – New link road to HatfieldStainforth and junction improvements to
facilitate growth and regeneration of the area
(DN7 Project).

Woodfield Link–Missing highway link between
Tesco Supermarket at Woodfield and B&Q
Warehouse at Balby Carr.

Junction Improvements for Doncaster
Waterfront–Holmes Market

Park and Ride, White Rose and Edenthorpe –

Rail Station at Robin Hood Airport Doncaster
Sheffield

N.B. The planning permission for the new
railway station at the airport included a
proposed park and ride

Lead delivery/
management agency

Major infrastructure scheme, brief
overview and strategic development
dependent on the scheme

The implementation of the rail station is
noted as a commitment through the airport
Section 106 Agreement, travel plan and
Airport Surface Access Strategy. The rail
station received planning permission in 2009
and is currently undergoing Guide to Railway
Investment Projects Assessment.

Delivery dates for the rail station will depend
on passenger growth. It is considered that a
minimum of 5 million passengers per annum
are required to deliver commercial viability of
an airport rail service.

Funding will be sought from relevant
public sector funding and private funding
opportunities will be sought where
appropriate.

Construction of scheme currently
programmed for completion September 2013
(subject to necessary funding being secured).

White Rose Way is required to implement the
Woodfield Link. Scheme is being progressed
through the Homes and Communities
Agency who are the delivery agency for the
Carr Lodge development site. A planning
application was approved in February 2011.

Planning permission for phase two of the
Hatfield Power Park was approved January
2009. Phase two permission requires that
the link road and junction improvements are
complete before any development can be
occupied.

Delivery and phasing of development

It is likely that, for the level of growth expected
to be needed to make a rail service viable,
FARRRS would also be required. There is no
official guidance to say at what point a rail
service is commercially viable.

Private sector contributions to support the
schemes will be pursued where appropriate
to the development location and impact. In
addition, and where appropriate, public sector
funding will be sought to support the delivery
of the schemes.

A preferred scheme is being taken forward
which incorporates the necessary traffic
management arrangements to give the
required capacity for the delivery of a 15ha
development at Waterfront. Funding is
currently being sought from various funding
sources including the European Regional
Development Fund.

As above

Scheme to be fully funded by developer
consortium. A mechanism will be put in place
to ensure that proportionate costs are paid by
developers along the M18 Corridor towards
the M18 improvements.

Costs, funding sources/ gaps and key
issues

There is currently no direct rail access to the
airport. The provision of a new rail station
will support the ongoing development of
the airport and business park (when viable
densities are reached) and improve public
transport access and interchange to other
services.

These schemes alongside other measures
(e.g. bus priority lanes and junction
improvements) will help relieve congestion
and encourage public transport use along
key strategic routes serving housing,
employment and leisure developments at
the Lakeside, Doncaster town centre and
airport.

Junction improvements are needed to
facilitate the redevelopment of a 15ha
brownfield site at Doncaster Waterfront

A new road link is required to unlock
development at Woodfield Plantation (Carr
Lodge) and improve public transport access
between the town centre and M18.

The provision of a link road from Hatfield/
Stainforth to junction 5 of the M18 will
improve access to the strategic highway
network, divert traffic from existing residential
areas and stimulate the regeneration of the
wider area.

Reason for Delivery
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Phase 1– Appropriate utility
company identified through
competitive tender Phase
2–Regional Electric Company
– Northern Power Grid

Electricity Substation Lakeside – Capacity
improvements to increase electricity supply
through new substation and new connection to
the National Grid.

Private Sector

900 MW Natural Gas and Clean Coal (IGCC)
Power Station at Hatfield Power Park.

Private Sector/National Grid.

Network Rail

North Doncaster Chord, Shaftholme Junction
– The construction of a new railway flyover over
the East Coast Main Line from the Skellow Line
to the Askern Line in the vicinity of Joan Croft
Level Crossing in Shaftholme. In addition, the
scheme includes closure of Joan Croft level
crossing and provision of a new road bridge
over the East Coast Main Line.

400KV Dual Circuit electricity pylons from
Hatfield Power Park to Thorpe Marsh Electricity
Sub Station.

Lead delivery/
management agency

Major infrastructure scheme, brief
overview and strategic development
dependent on the scheme

The 400KV lines/pylons will be funded and
delivered by the private sector in association
with National Grid.

The power station development will be
funded by a mix of private sector finance
in combination with grant aid, including EU
funding. Proportionate contributions to the
M18 Link Road will be sought to facilitate
the delivery of the Link Road and reduce the
impact of power station related traffic.

A £56m scheme funded by Network Rail
as part of an Office of Rail Regulation
determination for funding Control Period 4,
which runs from 2009/10 to 2013/14.

Costs, funding sources/ gaps and key
issues

Phase 1–new primary substation connected
to existing electrical network.

Phase 1 works are expected to cost in the
region of £5m. The size of the funding gap
will depend on the timing and commitment
that landowners are willing to make on
Phase 2–new connection to the National Grid
the development of their land and use of
electricity. It was originally proposed to fund
The first phase substation will deliver a limited this gap from land disposals, but current
supply from existing network to accommodate market conditions mean that this will not be
a limited amount of additional development
the case.
to south of the urban centre. The second
phase new National Grid supply would be
used to reinforce phase 1 substation and
Phase 2 works in excess of £10m - proposed
Doncaster’s electrical network generally. The
to be funded by Northern Power Grid as
timing is being driven by anticipated demand the Regional Electric Company. The cable
for electricity, which is linked to the delivery of
connection to the National Grid supply (in
White Rose Way, and the ability to secure new Rossington) could prove problematic. The
planning permissions.
most viable solution would be to deliver
cables via FARRRS and White Rose Way.

A Section 37 Application has been made
to DECC for this development. Doncaster
Council has raised ‘no objections’ subject to
the imposition of Planning Conditions.

Section 36 Consent for a 900MW power
station was granted by DECC in 2009,
including Planning Conditions (37 and 38)
requiring the use of the link road for specified
phases of the development.

Submission of applications to the
Infrastructure Planning Commission was
in June 2011. Subject to the granting of
necessary permissions then construction
works are due to commence on site in June
2012, and completed March 2014.

Delivery and phasing of development

However it is noted that there may be
capacity at other substations within the
borough for example at Rossington Colliery,
the airport and DN7.

The new substation will secure capacity
improvements to increase the electricity
supply and facilitate future development and
growth across the borough. Without it, the
capacity of Doncaster’s electricity network
could be overloaded. Northern Power Grid
have advised that this could be part way into
the plan period and are programming the
necessary works accordingly.

This is an important development as part
of the wider energy infrastructure and
balanced approach to climate change. At a
more local level it is an important part of the
DN7 project and regeneration of Hatfield/
Stainforth.

Once complete this scheme will solve the
network bottleneck between Joan Croft
Junction and Temple Hirst Junction and
allow operators to increase the speed and
frequency of both passenger and freight
trains.

At present, slow moving freight traffic from
Immingham is part routed along a 14-mile
stretch of the ECML, which constrains
timetabling and can result in delays to
passenger services.

Reason for Delivery
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Waste Management – New strategic waste
management sites are planned at Sandall
Stones Road (Kirk Sandall) and Hatfield Power
Park (Stainforth/Hatfield). A site has also been
identified to build a new waste treatment and
processing plant at Manvers, Bolton Road in
Rotherham (close to Doncaster’s boundary).

Doncaster, Barnsley and
Rotherham Councils

The site at Manvers is centrally located close
to all three boroughs and will deal with left
over municipal waste from the three boroughs
as part of the long-term joint private finance
initiative (PFI). Proposals are dependant on
the construction of a new bridge to secure
access to the site and appropriate lorry routes
to avoid sensitive areas and air quality and
flood control measures. The waste facility is
due to become operational in 2015.

The site at Hatfield Power Park is dependent
on the construction of the link road to
Junction 5 of the M18, new flood defences,
appropriate lorry routing to avoid sensitive
areas and mitigation measures to protect the
Sherwood Sandstone aquifer and avoid and
reduce air pollution.

The site at Kirk Sandall is dependent on
mitigation measures to protect the Sherwood
Sandstone aquifer and control noise, dust
and emissions.

The Barnsley, Doncaster and Rotherham
Joint Waste Plan is being prepared by the 3
councils.

Private sector investment, European funding
and developer contributions towards the new
link road. The three councils have secured
central government funding of £77m towards
the PFI.

Any greenfield extensions to settlements such
as Thorne and Hatfield/Stainforth could be
constrained until improvements have been
made to the Thorne waste water treatment
works. Any developer contributions could
bring the required upgrades forward into the
plan period.

Waste facilities on these sites will make
use of underused brownfield land within
existing employment areas and promote
co-location and job creation opportunities
close to deprived areas and public transport
corridors.

New waste facilities are needed to plug
the capacity shortfall and address statutory
recycling, recovery and landfill diversion
targets.

The plant has no spare capacity and
needs upgrading to accommodate further
growth and regeneration in the Hatfield and
Stainforth area.

Previous flood events in Doncaster, including 2007, have been caused by numerous localised issues (particularly in relation to surface water flooding) rather than an issue with
a single piece of strategic infrastructure. The management of Doncaster’s flood risk is therefore dependent on the key stakeholders (Doncaster Council, Environment Agency,
water companies, Coal Authority and independent drainage boards) to implement a package of small-scale improvements which, cumulatively, will have a significant impact
on managing flood risk from all sources, including river and surface water. Doncaster Council has prepared a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and a Preliminary Flood Risk
Assessment which identify areas vulnerable to river and surface water flooding and therefore where investment may be required to help manage flooding from such sources.
There are also opportunities for linking flood risk management with Green Infrastructure enhancements.

Confirmation of Yorkshire Water’s bid to
OFWAT for its 2010-2015 works programme
was late 2009. This scheme is not yet
included in the investment programme
(as there has not been enough certainty
for growth in these areas), but may still be
incorporated, however Yorkshire Water caveat
that these works may have to be 2015-2020.

Flood Defences and Surface Water
Management – borough wide.

Reason for Delivery

Yorkshire Water

Costs, funding sources/ gaps and key
issues

Thorne Waste Water Treatment Works

Delivery and phasing of development

Lead delivery/
management agency

Major infrastructure scheme, brief
overview and strategic development
dependent on the scheme
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Later phases include various new leisure
uses, including a new library and resource
centre, and further office and residential
schemes.

Phase 1 includes new civic offices and
council chamber, a state-of-the-art
performance venue, a public square, a
revamped multi-storey car park, residential
uses and a possible 4 star hotel - estimated
completion in 2013.

Outline and reserved matters planning
permissions have been approved. The
scheme is split into 4 phases. Phases 2-4
are subject to the signing of an appropriate
development agreement but estimated to be
delivered within 6-8 years.

Delivery and phasing of development

This scheme will provide an opportunity to
transform the Waterdale area into a vibrant,
mixed use quarter with a clear sense of
place, which will help attract new businesses
and trade to the town centre.

Project cost is circa £300m, of which
Doncaster Council is contributing around
£85m (largest proportion of this amount being
the land value). Private sector investment is
circa £200m, and the balance is European
Union, Arts Council England, and Yorkshire
Forward funding.

The town centre masterplan recognises the
need to diversify and revitalise the office
market and enhance the standard and
quality of Doncaster’s civic and cultural
facilities.

Reason for Delivery

Costs, funding sources/ gaps and key
issues

A South Yorkshire Green Infrastructure Strategy has been developed which will inform work on the wider Green Infrastructure network in the long term, and will compliment
other strategies - such as the Doncaster Biodiversity Action Plan.

One of the key challenges is to address the potential impact of built development on Doncaster’s ecological network (one component of green infrastructure). to avoid both
direct habitat loss, and also wider fragmentation and isolation of key sites for wildlife. In particular it is essential that the linkages for wildlife between Potteric Carr and the wider
countryside (to the south and east of the borough) are maintained and enhanced through FARRRS, and schemes around Rossington and the airport.

Protecting and enhancing green infrastructure will require not only investment in key sites (such as the racecourse, Sandall Beat Wood, the Don Gorge, Cusworth Park,
Brodsworth Hall, Potteric Carr and Thorne and Hatfield Moors) but also the improvement of smaller scale local assets, and linkages within the networks.

Doncaster Council

Civic and Cultural Quarter – Redevelopment of
a 10ha site in Doncaster town centre

Green Infrastructure – borough wide.

Lead delivery/
management agency

Major infrastructure scheme, brief
overview and strategic development
dependent on the scheme

Infrastructure Delivery Schedule
8.6

National policy highlights the need for infrastructure delivery planning, particularly to support housing
growth, and states that the Core Strategy is the means for orchestrating the necessary social, physical
and green infrastructure required to ensure that sustainable communities are created. This is set out
in Table 8. The infrastructure schedule is a summary of what infrastructure is required for key major
developments to proceed; it also identifies any major funding gaps, potential ‘showstoppers’ or phasing
issues. The schedule represents the council’s current understanding on infrastructure issues but, due to
the nature of the topic, information within this table is subject to change.

8.7

It will be important to consider the capacity and condition of the borough’s infrastructure, to ensure that
best use is made of existing capacity and that significant growth and change is aligned to the latest
position in terms of the delivery of any relevant new infrastructure. This will include considering funding
options, and any developer contributions (which may include retrospective contributions to enabling
infrastructure).

Policy Flexibility
8.8

The Core Strategy policies are intended to strike the right balance between clearly setting out how
Doncaster should move forward, our aspirations and priorities, whilst also providing flexibility to deal with
unforeseen events, given the length of time being planned for (2011-2028). This means setting out the
broad thrust of policy in a locally relevant way, often including targets and/or thresholds, while providing
a basis for finer detail to be defined through subsequent documents (including the Proposals Map and
Supplementary Planning Documents) and/or negotiation on individual planning applications. Detail is set
out below on some of the ways in which the policies provide flexibility. In some cases, where appropriate,
policy allows for viability assessment for specific sites. For example, in relation to affordable housing, if
there were appropriate evidence of challenging site constraints the policy allows for sites to provide a
lower proportion where robust viability assessment supports this. The option of commuted sums is not
ruled out. However, as set out in the introduction, the plan should be read as a whole and the delivery
of social and environmental objectives is just as important as the delivery of economic. Therefore, when
exploring opportunities for flexibility it is important to still consider how any proposal can make a positive
contribution against each relevant policy.

8.9

The overall approach to improving quality of life (Policy CS1) allows for proposals to be assessed against
the plan objectives, and some key broad principles, as well as the detailed policies within the plan. This
means that where a proposal is not specifically addressed by the detailed policies within the plan, the
objectives and broad principles provide a framework for its assessment.

8.10 The Growth and Regeneration Strategy (Policy CS2) gives the broad thrust of the strategy and clearly
identifies priorities for growth, but without being overly prescriptive. The policy provides for a range of
housing growth at each level of the settlement hierarchy. In broad terms these ranges take account of
the Settlement Study, which sets out which settlement would, and would not, benefit from growth and
also broad environmental issues, notably flooding and the countryside. However, it also allows flexibility
for the precise allocation of houses to each level of the settlement hierarchy, and also to each settlement
within each level of the hierarchy (e.g. not every Principal Town will have the same number of houses).
This allows the process of developing the Proposals Map to take account of the up-to-date information
in relation to infrastructure provision, and more detailed consideration of environmental issues within each
settlement.
8.11 Protection of the countryside and dealing with flood risk are two key environmental issues for Doncaster.
The approach to the countryside (Policy CS3) sets out a robust approach to its protection, setting out
what development would be appropriate, and the circumstances in which other forms of development
may be supported. The approach to flooding (Policy CS4) outlines the package of measures that are
required to effectively deal with existing flood risk, minimise future flood risk, whilst not allowing flooding to
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prevent borough wide economic prosperity, regeneration and improvements to quality of life. Within this
we will endeavour to provide leadership in the provision of effective multi-agency emergency planning
including the maintenance and implementation of the multi agency flood action plan; and; empower
individuals and communities to help protect their own families, homes and businesses through the
provision of information and advice, and through promoting schemes such as Flood Wardens.
8.12 The approach to the provision of employment land (Policy CS5) is based around identifying how many
potential jobs could be created in each sector and what the broad land supply requirements will be.
The exact locations of sites will be determined on the Proposals Map to take account of the up-to-date
information in relation to infrastructure provision, and more detailed consideration of environmental issues
within each area. The circumstances in which employment land would be released for other uses, is
also set out within the policy. The policies relating to the airport, retail and town centres and transport
(Policies CS6-9) contain broad principles and key locations to provide clarity and certainty of the strategic
approach, whilst allowing for further detail to be provided in subsequent documents (either developed
alongside the Proposals Map and/or as a Supplementary Planning Document) and individual proposals/
planning applications, having regard to changing circumstances including the level of success in
infrastructure provision.
8.13 The approach to housing land supply and phasing, set out in Policy CS10, indicates that sufficient land
will be allocated to meet the housing requirement for at least a 15-year time period. This means that
any windfall sites will form additional supply, providing added flexibility. Furthermore, the evidence in
Doncaster’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment shows a plentiful supply of developable
housing land in Doncaster. There will therefore be considerable scope to meet housing requirements
even if some sites fail to be delivered.
8.14 The approach to issues such as housing renewal, mix and affordable housing (Policies CS11 and CS12)
link to the key pieces of evidence base, including needs assessments, and identify broad principles
without being overly prescriptive. This will allow any updates to these studies, during the life of the plan,
to inform its implementation – either through subsequent documents (either developed alongside
the Proposals Map and/or as a Supplementary Planning Document) or the determination of individual
planning applications. Current renewal priorities and likely future ones are identified but the policies do
not restrict the identification of new priorities in response to changing needs and opportunities (e.g. new
Government initiatives).
8.15 The approach to brownfield land (Policy CS11) is not to set a brownfield target but rather set out
a strategy for maximising brownfield development through a number of identified measures. New
brownfield opportunities (i.e. not currently identified) can be brought forward as allocations on the
Proposals Map, or as windfall sites. Development of a local target in subsequent documents (either
developed alongside the Proposals Map and/or as a Supplementary Planning Document) will be
informed by the evidence base and site selection process.
8.16 The approach to Gypsy and Traveller sites (Policy CS13) provides the broad principles which will be
applied in the allocation of sites and/or the determination of planning applications. It allows for extensions
to existing sites within the Countryside Protection Policy Area where there is no established need, if this
is to accommodate family members. It also allows for potentially authorising currently unauthorised sites
where these are well run. These aspects of the approach therefore provide flexibility.
8.17 The approach to design and sustainable construction (Policy CS14) is based on BREEAM, Building
for Life and Code for Sustainable Homes, which use flexible credit systems to enable developers to
meet the required standard whilst responding to site-specific opportunities and constraints. Percentage
renewable requirements are based upon energy demand, and allow for the use of measures to reduce
energy demand where on-site generation is not practicable or viable.
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8.18 The approach to protecting and enhancing the environment, providing green infrastructure and efficient
use of air, water and agricultural land (Policies CS15 - 18) set out broad principles and key locations to
provide clarity and certainty of the strategic approach, whilst allowing for further detail to be considered in
subsequent documents (either developed alongside the Proposals Map and/or as a Supplementary
Planning Document), and individual proposals/planning applications, having regard to changing
circumstances (including the latest technical guidance from statutory agencies).
8.19 The approach to Renewable Energy (Policy CS19) sets out how it is envisaged the target for energy
generation can be met, and which technologies it is envisaged may be the most appropriate to do this. It
does not, however, preclude other forms of Renewable Energy being brought forward, and provides clear
criteria for all proposals to be assessed against.
8.20 The approach to minerals (Policy CS20) acknowledges that minerals can only be worked where they
are found, and so flexibility is key to ensure that the actual detailed geology, and quality of minerals
resources, of sites and areas can be taken into account within a wider framework that also gives a
degree of certainty. It therefore sets out a flexible approach to meeting as much of the sub-regional
apportionment for aggregates as is practicable, and appropriate given environmental and social
constraints, and also sets out a broad framework for assessing proposals for industrial and energy
minerals.
Remedial Action
8.21 The Development Management process provides many opportunities for remedial action. This includes
internal liaison within the council, particularly to ensure that best use is made of the local knowledge of
the Neighbourhood Management teams. Supplementary Planning Documents could also be developed
for a range of subjects, if more local detail is required to implement policies.
8.22 The delivery of several of the policies will not be achieved just through the determination of planning
applications. In many cases ‘soft’ interventions are required, such as facilitating a Flood Warden group
(Policy CS4), developing skills and marketing the borough to support the creation of, and access to, jobs
(Policy CS5) or working with landowners and farmers to encourage changes to land management (Policy
CS16). The policies in relation to the environment and green infrastructure (15-17) will also be partially
implemented through other aspects of planning legislation, in particular the use of Conservation Area
Appraisals and Management Proposals, and Tree Preservation Orders. The key interventions beyond the
determination of planning applications are included within the ‘other relevant strategies’ listed in Table 7,
and so reviewing either the content or implementation of these may also be a potential way of ensuring
the Core Strategy Vision and Objectives are delivered.
8.23 For some policy areas if delivery falls below required standards a possible action would be to involve the
council as a landowner - for example consider increasing the proportion of affordable homes on council
owned land, consider Gypsy and Traveller accommodation on council owned land or remove constraints
to council-owned brownfield sites coming forward.
8.24 In relation to land supply, the annual Residential and Employment Land Availability Surveys will inform
the monitoring of the Local Development Framework, and give a snap-shot of the effectiveness of the
policy. Where these show problems in terms of housing supply, site allocations could be moved up the
phasing sequence if necessary to respond to shortfalls in allocations. In contrast, the employment policy
is not based on a phased approach, and furthermore, the land targets include a churn factor. This means
a slightly higher proportion of land is allocated than required, to allow for companies moving between
sites as they grow or shrink, and the time lag involved in vacated sites becoming redeveloped. Regular
Employment Land Reviews will assess how quickly sites are being developed and the level of demand.
This provides an opportunity to understand the market conditions, changes to the wider regional/national
economy and what softer measures may be appropriate to attract further investment.
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GLOSSARY
Abbreviation/Term
Affordable Housing

Appropriate Assessment

Aggregate Limestone
Aggregates

Air Quality Management Area
(AQMA)
Area of Search
Biodiversity
Biodiversity Opportunity Area

Definition
Homes for people who are unable to access or afford market housing (for
example vulnerable people and key workers) and includes social rented and
intermediate housing.
A mechanism for assessing the effects of development on the integrity of
sites of international importance in respect of rare, endangered or vulnerable
natural habitats or species and identifying mitigation measures which will
reduce and where possible eliminate these effects.
Crushed rock for the construction industry.
Particles of rock (including sand, gravel, crushed stone) or inorganic
manufactured material (slag or recycled crushed concrete) used in
construction.
An area where the national air quality objectives cannot be met, from this
the local authority will put together a plan to improve the air quality called a
‘Local Air Quality Action Plan’.
An identified area used to guide mineral companies toward sustainable
locations for mineral exploration, appraisal and possible development.
The variety of different life forms found in an area including all types of plants
and animals.
An area where the creation of new habitats or wildlife features, and the
restoration of existing ones, is expected to deliver the greatest benefit for
biodiversity.

Biomass
Building Research
Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method
(BREEAM)
Brownfield Land

Plant materials and animal waste used as fuel.
A tool designed to assess the environmental performance of new buildings.

Building for Life

National design standard for measuring the quality of major housing
proposals.
Naturally occurring rock suitable to be cut, split, or shaped into blocks for
the construction industry (e.g. buildings, walls, pavements or roofs).
Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment part of The Design
Council.
A gas produced (through the conversion of plant matter into coal) which is
either absorbed onto or into pore spaces around the coal seam.
Gas collected from operating mines and used as an energy source.
An environmental impact rating system for housing in England, setting
standards for energy efficiency and sustainability.
Oil and gas sourced from permeable porous reservoir rocks.
Development restraint policy area covering the countryside in the eastern
‘half’ of Doncaster borough established through the Unitary Development
Plan.
Development restraint policy area covering the countryside in the eastern
‘half’ of Doncaster borough, which will update and replace the Countryside
Policy Area.

Building Stone
CABE
Coal Bed Methane
Coal Mine Methane
Code for Sustainable Homes
Conventional Oil and Gas
Countryside Policy Area

Countryside Protection Policy
Area

Previously developed land.
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Cultural and Civic Quarter
The development to house new council offices along with major new
(CCQ)
development uses such as housing, leisure and open space.
Decentralised Energy Systems The generation of energy from dispersed sources such as micro-renewable
technologies, as opposed to large centralised systems (e.g. power
stations).
Development Plan Document A document which forms part of the LDF and the statutory development
(DPD)
plan (e.g. the Core Strategy)
Dolomite
A sedimentary rock forming mineral – calcium magnesium carbonate
(CaMg(CO3)2.
Doncaster Biodiversity Action A plan that outlines wildlife and conservation priorities and provides
Plan
guidance on how we can protect and enhance biodiversity.
Doncaster Main Urban Area
Defined to comprise of Doncaster Town Centre, Doncaster Waterfront,
Marshgate, Balby, Hexthorpe, Balby Carr, Doncaster Carr, Lakeside, Town
Fields, Wheatley, Intake, Edenthorpe, Kirk Sandall, Bessacarr, Cantley,
Bentley, Richmond Hill, Cusworth, Scawsby and Scawthorpe.
East Coast Main Line (ECML) A 632km long electrified high-speed railway link between London and
Edinburgh.
Ecosystem Services
The valuable benefits that people get from a healthy natural environment.
Energy Minerals
Hydrocarbons such as coal, oil and natural gas used as a fuel to produce
electricity and heat.
Finningley and Rossington
The proposed Doncaster-Sheffield Airport link road
Regeneration Route Scheme
(FARRRS)
Fields in Trust (FIT)
Independent national organisation responsible for acquiring, protecting and
improving playing fields including playgrounds and provides an advisory
service for play, sport and recreation.
Geodiversity
The variety of different minerals, rocks, fossils and landforms that determine
the landscape and character of our natural environment.
Green Belt
Development restraint policy area covering the western ‘half’ of Doncaster’s
countryside; it includes brownfield as well as greenfield land.
Greenfield
Land which has not been previously developed.
Greenspace
Land which is used for recreation, amenity, nature conservation, allotments,
woodlands and other open space uses; it is usually but not necessarily
greenfield.
Green Corridor
Local housing renewal initiative, a partnership between Doncaster,
Wakefield and Barnsley Councils to improve housing in the former coalfield
communities in this area, includes Woodlands, Highfields, Askern, Adwick,
Carcroft and Skellow.
Green Infrastructure Corridor
A number of interlinked functions such as open space, land productivity,
flood risk mitigation and wildlife that connect different green infrastructure
assets such as parks, woodlands and floodplains across the wider network
of green infrastructure.
Green Wedge
Green wedges comprise the open areas around and between settlements,
which maintain the links between built-up-areas and the countryside,
prevent the coalescence (merging) of settlements and provide recreational
opportunities. The key wedges are areas of strategic importance to the
setting and identity of the settlements, providing a number of functions in
the interests of protecting and promoting access to the countryside.
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Heritage Asset

Heritage Significance

Historic Environment

Housing Market Renewal

Housing Renewal Site

Industrial Mineral (including
magnesian limestone
(dolostone))
Key Diagram
Local Development
Framework (LDF)
Local Geological Site
Local Transport Plan
Local Wildlife Site
Local Planning Authority (LPA)
Magnesian Limestone
(Dolostone)
Micro-Renewable Energy

A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape positively
identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration in
planning decisions. Heritage assets are the valued components of the
historic environment. They include designated heritage assets such as
listed buildings, conservation areas, historic parks and gardens and
archaeological remains as well as assets identified by the local planning
authority during the process of decision-making or through the plan-making
process (including local listing).
The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its
heritage interest. That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic
or historic. Significance sums up the qualities that make an otherwise
ordinary place a heritage asset and justifies a level of protection in planning
decisions.
All aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between people
and places through time, including all surviving physical remains of past
human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and landscaped and
planted or managed flora. Those elements of the historic environment that
hold significance are called heritage assets.
National housing renewal initiative covering nine areas in the country of
which South Yorkshire is one. Within Doncaster it includes Mexborough,
Conisbrough, Denaby and Edlington.
Site where older housing has or is to be cleared through the Pathfinder
or other housing renewal initiative thereby creating an opportunity for new
homes.
A commercial term for minerals used for non-construction purposes where
the chemical properties are of key importance. Dolostone is an important
raw material in iron and steel making and glass manufacture.
This is required by planning legislation to be included in the Core Strategy. It
shows the key elements of the plan.
The new statutory development plan; it replaces the Unitary Development
Plan. The Core Strategy is the first part of the new development plan.
Area designated by the local authority for its geological interest.
Sets out the vision for a successful transport system across South Yorkshire.
Area designated by the local authority for its wildlife interest.
A body that develops planning policies and decides on planning
applications for new development and land uses (e.g. Doncaster Council)
A sedimentary rock formed by the dolomitisation of limestones.

Smaller scale generation of renewable energy using technologies such as
solar panels or ground source heat pumps.
Mineral (as defined in Planning All substances in, on or under land of a kind ordinarily worked for removal by
legislation)
underground or surface working
Mineral Resources
A mineral that is known to have some economic value.
Mineral Planning Authority
A body that, in relation to minerals, develops planning policies and decides
(MPA)
on planning applications for new development and land uses (e.g.
Doncaster Council).
Minerals Planning Policy
Sets out the Government’s policy on minerals and planning issues and
Statements (MPS)
provides advice and guidance to local authorities and the minerals industry
on the operation of the planning system.
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National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF)

Sets out the government’s social, economic and environmental priorities
relating to planning and articulates the government’s vision of sustainable
development. It will replace the existing raft of planning policy statements
and planning policy guidance.
Park and Ride
Includes bus and rail park and ride sites across the borough, where
passengers park and leave their vehicle and catch the bus or train to their
destination.
Pathfinder
Housing Market Renewal Initiative by the Government covering nine areas
in the country of which South Yorkshire is one. Within Doncaster it includes
Mexborough, Conisbrough, Denaby and Edlington.
Permitted Reserves (Minerals) Mineral deposits with the benefit of planning permission for extraction.
Plan, Monitor and Manage
Approach to housing delivery replacing predict and provide, housing sites
are released (i.e. granted planning permission) only as and when they are
needed so as to avoid an oversupply of land and so that development
can be tied to planned infrastructure improvements and meet sustainability
objectives such as ensuring brownfield sites are developed before
greenfield sites.
Policy Area
An area of land that is covered by a particular policy.
Proposals Map
This shows formal allocations made through Development Plan Documents.
Regional Aggregate Working
A technical working group consisting of council officers, representatives of
Party (RAWP)
the aggregates industry and central government established to consider the
supply and demand for aggregate minerals across the region.
Recycled Aggregates
Material sourced from processing inorganic construction and demolition
waste.
Regional Spatial Strategy for
This forms part of the development plan for Doncaster and other planning
Yorkshire and the Humberside authority areas in the region. The Government has announced its intention to
abolish Regional Spatial Strategies.
Registered Social Landlords
Not for profit housing providers (e.g. Housing Associations) approved and
regulated by the Government.
Renewable Energy
Is energy which comes from natural resources such as sunlight, wind, rain,
tides, and geothermal heat, which are renewable (naturally replenished).
Robin Hood Airport Doncaster Situated on the former RAF airbase at Finningley some 5.5 miles south east
Sheffield (RHADS)
of Doncaster, this airport offers regular flights to and from a range of national
and international destinations.
Scheduled Monuments
These are ‘nationally important’ archaeological sites or historic buildings,
given protection against unauthorised change.
Secondary Aggregates
By product mineral waste (e.g. colliery spoil) and soft rock (e.g. shale) used
(with or without processing) for construction purposes.
Sharp Sand and Gravel
Silica rich mineral comprised of particles between 4mm and 80mm (suitable
for concrete applications).
Sites of Special Scientific
Designated by Natural England and are afforded protection due to their
Interest (SSSI)
importance as some of the country’s best examples of wildlife sites.
Soft Sand
Silica rich mineral comprised of particles finer than 4mm but courser than
0.063mm (suitable for mortar and asphalt applications).
Special Area of Conservation This is a designation designed to conserve habitats and species that are
(SAC)
rare or threatened in Europe.
Special Protection Area (SPA) This is a designation designed to safeguard the habitats of vulnerable,
threatened or migratory birds.
Developments where the principle use is to generate electricity from
Standalone Renewable
Energy
renewable sources.
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Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA)
Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment
(SHLAA)
Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMAA)
Strategic Road Network (SRN)
Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD)
Sustainability Appraisal
Sustainability Statement

Target Emission Rates
The British Geological Survey
(BGS)
Unconventional Gas
Unitary Development Plan
(UDP)
Urban allocations/sites

Urban extension allocations/
sites

These form a basis for preparing appropriate policies from flood risk
management at local level.
Assessment of potential housing land in Doncaster. Produced by a
stakeholder group in 2008 and updated 2009 and 2011.
Assessment of the Doncaster Housing market including the demand and
need for housing. Produced 2008.
Consists of motorways and significant A roads (dual and single
carriageways)
Not part of the statutory development plan but can provide more detail on
the development of individual sites (Planning Briefs) or the operation of
certain policies.
The government requires Local Development Frameworks to be subject to
this to evaluate social, economic and environmental impacts.
This must be submitted for all major applications showing how sustainability
measures have been incorporated into the proposal including how the
renewable energy requirements will be met.
Target emissions are the minimum energy performance of a building type
required to meet the Building Regulations.
An organisation supplying objective, impartial and up-to-date geological
expertise and information for governmental, commercial and individual
users.
Gas sourced from coal (such as methane), shale and underground coal
gasification
The current statutory development plan; it will remain in force until it is
replaced by the Local Development Framework including the Core Strategy.
Sites within the existing UDP boundaries of towns and villages. Includes
greenfield and brownfield sites but excludes undeveloped UDP greenfield
allocations adjoining Green Belt or Countryside Policy Area (these are
classed as urban extensions)
Sites adjoining towns and villages but currently within Green Belt or
Countryside Policy Area as defined in the UDP. They are mostly Greenfield.
Also includes undeveloped UDP Greenfield allocations adjoining Green Belt
or Countryside Policy Area.
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APPENDIX 1:
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE BOROUGH STRATEGY
AND CORE STRATEGY
Table below summarises the relationship between the Borough Strategy, Core Strategy and wider Local
Development Framework.

Table 9: Relationship between the Borough Strategy and the Core Strategy
Relevant Borough Strategy
Challenges

How the Challenges can be
addressed by the LDF

Core Strategy Objective

1) To use economic engagement to
Theme 1: Creating a strong, connected and inclusive
achieve widespread economic,
economy
social and environmental
• Puts economic engagement
• Sustainable long-term
regeneration for all sectors of all
at the centre, to drive
economic growth with all
our communities, and to allow
Doncaster’s transformation
residents engaged
Doncaster’s economy to realise its
into a successful large town
• Maximise our distinctive
potential
• Supports the development
strengths to build a diverse,
2) To be a pro-business borough
of major town centre
resilient and sustainable
where we will welcome and
regeneration sites e.g.
economy that creates
support investment which;
Waterfront and Civic and
employment opportunities for
stimulates employment
Cultural Quarter. Also
people of all abilities
opportunities; develops a diverse
provides policies for
• Improve educational standards
economy including innovative new
measuring trends and
and skills
sectors such as Green Industries
outcomes through the annual
and high tech and manufacturing
• Ensure local services provide
Town Centre Health Check
industries; and; helps tackle
value for money
• Outlines where and how
deprivation through job creation
• Ensure that Doncaster is
critical pieces of transport
and training in all our communities
recognised as a place where
infrastructure will be delivered,
to support a healthy local economy
people want to live, invest and
to enable the people of
3) To increase and maximise the role
do business
Doncaster to have more
played by our excellent road, rail
choice in their travel
and canal links and future transport
• Supports FARRRS link road to
developments, our towns,
improve access to airport and
villages and neighbourhoods and
maximise economic benefits
international airport to stimulate
business growth particularly in the
education, digital, communications
and logistics sectors
4) To increase the provision of
Theme 3: Increasing and improving housing
housing throughout the borough,
• Raise the standard of living
• Overall policy framework
particularly in areas with access to
and ensure that everyone
(including housing) target to
existing services.
has the same life chances,
deliver an appropriate level
including access to quality
of housing growth for each
skills, jobs, housing,
settlement within borough
education, health, leisure and
(including supporting
local transport
infrastructure)
• Includes flexible policies on
affordable housing (supported
by viability testing etc)
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Relevant Borough Strategy
Challenges

How the Challenges can be
addressed by the LDF

Core Strategy Objective

5) To ensure that all our residents,
Theme 2: Developing stronger communities
visitors and workers have the very
• Equip individuals with the
• Includes policies to improve
best life opportunities, benefiting
confidence and skills to
quality of life and ensuring that
from easy access to high quality
improve their own quality of life
development and services
health, education, shopping,
are located to support our
recreation facilities, heritage, culture
existing communities
and tourism
Theme 4: Protecting and improving all our children’s lives
• Includes policies to improve
• Create a family supportive
environment that protects its
access to open space and
children, inspires and equips
safe attractive environments
them to achieve their potential
• Includes policy content on
education and will ensure
• Encourage and support young
that the Infrastructure Delivery
people’s aspirations
Plan includes educational
requirements

6) To locate most new homes, jobs
and services in our existing towns
to support job creation and
improvements and facilities

7) To ensure that all our towns and
villages are safe, clean and are
well-connected; to make it possible
for everyone to move easily around
and across the borough and to
and from our neighbouring towns
and cities by a range of affordable
Theme 5: Improving health and support for independent lives
and accessible transport options
• Supports the development
• Make health care accessible
of new care facilities and
to all, supporting people to
contains policies to improve
stay healthy and become
access to greenspace - to
healthier, and to meet the
help people live healthier lives
needs of an ageing population
Theme 6: Tackling crime and anti-social behaviour
• Make Doncaster a safer place • The design policies
by reducing overall crime
emphasise designing out
levels as well as anti-social
crime. Wider policy aims to
behaviour incidents
improve prosperity will reduce
deprivation; one of the major
causes of crime
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Relevant Borough Strategy
Challenges

How the Challenges can be
addressed by the LDF

Theme 7: Creating a cleaner and better environment
• Develop our town centres,
improve local communities
and protect the surrounding
countryside, ensuring they
are clean, attractive, safe and
accessible to all

• Contains detail on ensuring
an attractive built and natural
environment, including
valuing our historic and
natural environments,
ensuring efficient use of
resources, protecting the
countryside (including
Green Belt and Countryside
Protection Policy Area) and
high quality design. Further
detail and site allocations to
be provided as part of the
Proposals Map

Core Strategy Objective
8) To ensure that all our towns, villages
and countryside are of the highest
quality (displaying excellence in
architecture) with the built and
natural environment conserved
for the enjoyment of all; including
identifying the towns and villages
we want to conserve and protect
by restricting growth
9) To ensure that new development for
homes and jobs makes the most of
existing buildings, of land that has
been used before and maximises
opportunities for regeneration, to
minimise the loss of agricultural
land, Green Belt and avoiding
areas vulnerable to flooding where
possible
10) To increase the efficient use of
natural resources – particularly
energy, water, waste and minerals
– to address environmental issues,
including climate change and
create sustainable job opportunities
in green industries
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APPENDIX 2: REGIONAL POLICY
The table below highlights the main points of the Yorkshire and Humber Regional Spatial Strategy (2008) which
have informed the approach set out in the Core Strategy.

Table 10: Key Aspects of Regional Policy
Core
Strategy
Policy
Growth and
Regeneration
Strategy
(Policy CS2)

Relevant Aspects of the Yorkshire and Humber Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS)

In Regional Spatial Strategy terminology the Settlement Hierarchy is as follows:
Sub Regional Town: Doncaster Main Urban Area (named in RSS)
Principal Town: Thorne, Mexborough, Conisbrough, Adwick, Armthorpe, Askern (Thorne and
Mexborough are specifically named in the RSS)
Local Service Centre: Rossington, Stainforth and Hatfield (inc. Dunscroft/ Dunsville) (Potential
Growth Town), Denaby, Edlington, Carcroft, Moorends, Tickhill, Bawtry (note: Rossington and
Stainforth/Hatfield have the potential to become Principal Towns, subject to also achieving
the proposed housing and jobs growth. Hence their designation within the Core Strategy as
Potential Growth Towns).
Regional policy recognises that the South Yorkshire sub-regional centres (e.g. Doncaster)
play an important part in driving economic growth but their ability to do this is hampered by a
dispersed settlement pattern and unless this issue is resolved South Yorkshire will not be able
to transform its economy and environment and address the problems of social disadvantage
and exclusion. However, regional policy also recognises that a balance must be achieved
between this focus and the need to provide for growth and regeneration in the main outlying
towns and that there are some important opportunities for inward investment more closely
associated with modern transport infrastructure than with historic settlement pattern. Regional
policy sets out an urban centric growth and urban transformation strategy with top priority to
be the sub regional centres followed by the Principal Towns (Thorne and Mexborough are
named but others are expected to be identified). Local Service Centres should meet locally
generated needs for both market and affordable housing. Robin Hood Airport is a Regionally
Significant Investment Priority, and its importance to the sub-region and Doncaster’s growing
logistics sector is acknowledged.
The majority of housing growth (80-85%) will be directed to the Main Urban Area and Principal
Towns – this also reflects the 50% minimum for sub-regional centres set by regional policy.
The RSS names Throne and Mexborough as Principal Towns, and sets criteria for LDFs to
identify additional Principal Towns – which it is considered Conisbrough, Adwick, Armthorpe,
Askern meet.

Countryside
(Policy CS3)

Policy YH9 of the RSS states that (a), “The Green Belts in North, South and West Yorkshire
have a valuable role in supporting urban renaissance, transformation and concentration, as
well as conserving countryside, and their general extent as shown on the Key Diagram should
not be changed” and (b), “Localised reviews of Green Belt boundaries may be necessary
in some places to deliver the Core Approach and Sub Area policies”. The Growth and
Regeneration Strategy can be achieved with only minor releases of Green Belt land, and so
will not impact on the general extent of Doncaster’s Green Belt.
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Core
Strategy
Policy
Housing
Requirement,
Land Supply
and Phasing
(Policy CS10)

Relevant Aspects of the Yorkshire and Humber Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS)

National policy seeks to significantly increase the overall quantity and quality of housing,
including affordable housing, and to ensure that they are built in sustainable locations. This is
reflected in regional policy and the challenging regional housing requirement for Doncaster.
The regional annual net housing requirement for Doncaster is 855 homes (2004-2008) and
1230 homes (2008-2026). Sufficient land is therefore required to accommodate 18450
houses (2011-2026). In light of recent evidence on likely household formation over the plan
period (draft Strategic Housing Market Assessment December 2010) and past housing
completion rates (both before and since the downturn in the housing market) the housing
target of 1230 is likely to be ambitious. A housing land allocation to accommodate this level
of housing is therefore likely to provide a considerable level of choice for the housing market.
For this reason (and because of the Government’s intention to revoke regional housing
targets) the housing land allocation will not make an allowance for the shortfall in completions
up to 2011 and the 5 year deliverable housing land requirement will be calculated using
average completion rates over the plan period rather than the annual target.
Regional policy requires that after determining the distribution of development between towns
(see Policy CS2) sites for new housing should be allocated with first priority to Brownfield
urban sites in that town followed by other urban sites and then urban extensions to that town.
This approach is reflected in the policy.
Employment Regional policy stresses the need to develop a competitive economy with greater diversity,
(Policy CS5), innovation and knowledge and to provide for excluded communities. It is recognised that
Robin Hood airports and sub-regional towns such as Doncaster, are key drivers in the economy whilst the
Airport and
manufacturing sector should be supported. Priority clusters should be provided for, which
business
in Doncaster include logistics and financial and business services. The regeneration of
Park (Policy
town centres is also supported. The sub-regional towns of Doncaster should be the focus
CS6) and
for office, retail and leisure, whilst Principal Towns and district towns of Doncaster should
Providing
be the focus for office, retail and leisure, whilst Principal Towns and district centres are the
Travel Choice focus for local services. Previously developed land should be prioritised and any unsuitable
(Policy CS9) employment land provision should be reviewed. Current employment allocations should be
reviewed to allow new growth to be accommodated in appropriate locations.
The RSS identifies Robin Hood Airport as a Regionally Important Investment Priority and
identifies Doncaster as having potential for logistics growth. These points are reflected in the
policies. However, the jobs numbers included in the Core Strategy are based on up-to-date
local evidence base, rather than those included in the RSS.
Design and
The RSS requires at least 10% of the energy from sizeable developments to comform
Sustainable
on-site renewable energy sources. The policy therefore reflects this, but builds in flexibility
Construction to allow innovative solutions to delivering well designed, sustainable and energy efficient
(Policy CS14) developments.
Renewable
The RSS sets a sub-regional target for South Yorkshire of 47MW to 2010 and 160 to 2021,
Energy
with an indicative Local Authority target for Doncaster of 10.6 MW by 2010. The policy reflects
(Policy CS19) these targets and sets out an approach to delivering renewable energy production in a way
that best reflects local circumstances.
Minerals
The sub-regional apportionments for 2011-2026 are included within the RSS – for South
(Policy CS20) Yorkshire this is 13 million tonnes of sand and gravel and 53.5 million tonnes of limestone.
The policy therefore sets out a realistic approach to contributing to this.
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APPENDIX 3:
REPLACING SAVED UNITARY DEVELOPMENT PLAN
POLICIES
A number of the policies within the existing Unitary Development Plan (adopted 1998) are still in force. The
table below indicates which of these are replaced by policies within this Core Strategy or the Barnsley,
Doncaster and Rotherham Joint Waste Plan. The policies which are not replaced by the Core Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan, will remain in force until the adoption of subsequent Development Plan Documents (including the
updated Proposals Map). In some cases there is a degree of overlap between a Core Strategy and a Unitary
Development Plan policy which will continue to be saved. In such cases the Core Strategy policy will take
precedence.
Table 11: Replacement of Saved Unitary Development Plan Policies
Core Strategy Policy
Core Strategy Policy CS1: Quality of Life

Unitary Development Plan Policy
GEN8, EMP12, ENV63, ENV65, ENV66, SRL3, SCF3 and
M19
GEN2, GEN3, SEMP1, SEMP2, SEMP3, SEMP4, SPH1,
RL21, RL22, RL23, SPU1, PU12 and SD1
SENV1 and ENV9
SPU3, PU5, PU6, PU7 and PU11

Core Strategy Policy CS2: Growth and
Regeneration Strategy
Core Strategy Policy CS3: Countryside
Core Strategy Policy CS4: Flooding and
Drainage
Core Strategy Policy CS5: Employment Strategy EMP4, SEMP5, EMP11, EMP13, EMP14, EMP15 and
EMP16
Core Strategy Policy CS6: Robin Hood Airport
T36
and Business Park
Core Strategy Policy CS7: Retail and Town
GEN4, SSH3, SSH4, SH6, SH7, SH8, SH12 and TC9
Centres
Core Strategy Policy CS8: Doncaster Town
GEN1, TC27, TC30, TC31, TC32, TC33, TC34, TC35, TC36
Centre
and TC40
Core Strategy Policy CS9: Providing Travel
ST1, ST2, ST3, ST4, ST5, ST6, ST7, T1, T2, T5, T6, T7, T13,
Choice
T14, T15, T16, T20, T21, T22, T23, T25, T26, T28, T30,
T31, T32, T33, T35, T37, T38, T40, T41, T42, T43, T44 and
T45
Core Strategy Policy CS10: Housing
SPH2, SPH3 and PH8
requirement, land supply and phasing
Core Strategy Policy CS11: Housing renewal
SPH5, PH7 and SRP1
and Regeneration
Core Strategy Policy CS12: Housing Mix and
SPH6, PH14, PH15, PH18, PH19 and PH20
Affordable Housing
Core Strategy Policy CS13: Gypsies and
PH22
Travellers
Core Strategy Policy CS14: Design and
EMP10, SENV6, ENV52, ENV64, SPH4 and PH13
Sustainable Construction
Core Strategy Policy CS15: Valuing Our Historic SENV4, ENV27, ENV28, ENV29, ENV31, ENV33 and ENV35
Environment
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Core Strategy Policy
Core Strategy Policy CS16: Valuing Our Natural
Environment

Core Strategy Policy CS17: Providing Green
Infrastructure
Core Strategy Policy CS18: Air, Water and
Agricultural Land
Core Strategy Policy CS19: Renewable Energy
Core Strategy Policy CS20: Minerals
Barnsley, Doncaster and Rotherham Joint
Waste Plan
Saved UDP policies which are not replaced
by the Core Strategy or Joint Waste Plan.
These will either be replaced by subsequent
Development Plan Documents (including the
Proposals Map) or, in some cases, will not
be covered by the Core Strategy or separate
Development Plan Documents because
they are not relevant to the emerging Local
Development Framework plan period.
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Unitary Development Plan Policy
SENV5, ENV15, ENV18, ENV42, ENV43, ENV44, ENV48,
ENV49, ENV60, RL6, SM6, M33, M34 and PU13 (note: M33
and M34 are incorrectly numbered in the UDP as M29 and
M30)
ENV23, ENV70, SRL1, SRL2, RL10, RL12 and RL15
SENV2, SENV7, ENV16, ENV67, ENV68, ENV69, M23, PU4
and PU10
SPU2, PU3
ENV47, T11, SM1, SM2, SM5, SM7, M8, M12, M13, M24,
M36 and SWD9
SWD1, SWD3, SWD6, SWD7, WD2, WD4, WD5, WD6,
WD7, WD9, WD11, WD12, WD13, WD14, WD15, WD16
EMP1, EMP2, EMP3, EMP5, EMP6, EMP7, EMP8, EMP9,
EMP17, ENV1, ENV2, ENV3, ENV4, ENV5, ENV6, ENV7,
ENV8, ENV10, ENV11, ENV12, ENV13, ENV14, ENV17,
ENV20, ENV21, ENV22, ENV25, ENV26, ENV30, ENV32,
ENV34, ENV36, ENV37, ENV38, ENV41, ENV53, ENV54,
ENV55, ENV56, ENV57, ENV58, ENV59, PH1, PH3, PH4,
PH5, PH6, PH6A, PH9, PH10, PH11, PH12, PH16, PH17,
PH21, T3, T10, T17, T18, T19, T24, T27, T46, SH1, SH2
SH3, SH4, SH5, SH9, SH10, SH14, SH16, RL1, RL2, RL3,
RL4, RL5, RL8, RL9, RL13, RL25, TO4, CF1, CF2, CF3,
CF4, CF5, CF6, CF8, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M7, M9, M10,
M11, M14, M15, M16, M17, M18, M20, M22, M25, M27,
M28, M29, M31, M32, M37, PU1, PU2, PU8, PU9, PU14,
TC3, TC4, TC5, TC6, TC7, TC8, TC10, TC11, TC12, TC14,
TC15, TC17, TC21, TC22, TC23, TC24, TC25, TC26, TC39,
TC41, TC43, RP2, RP3, RP4, RP5, RP6, RP7, RP8, RP9,
RP10, IMR1 and IMR2
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8397 High to Middle Order
5205 Middle to Low Order
5301 High to Middle Order
3204 High to Middle Order

Carcroft/Skellow

Moorends

Tickhill

Bawtry

Notes

•

•

76 Local Centres

68 District Centre

78 District Centre

79 District Centre

80 District Centre

81 Town Centre

82 Town Centre

Retail Hierarchy
N/A Sub Regional Centre

40s and 50s N/A
N/A N/A

59 District Centre

61 District Centre

62 Local Centres

62 Local Centres

73 Local Centres

77 Local Centres

65 / 64 Local Centres

Potential for
sustainable change

Defined Villages
Undefined Villages

Conservation Towns

Conservation Towns

Renewal Towns

Renewal Towns

Renewal Towns

Renewal Towns

Potential Growth Towns

Potential Growth Towns

Principal Town

Principal Town

Principal Town

Principal Town

Principal Town

Principal Town

Settlement Hierarchy
Sub Regional Centre

Policy Designation

All of the larger villages were assessed by the above study as being Low Order, except for Barnby Dun which scored Middle to Low Order. Some smaller villages were not assessed

The Potential for sustainable change is from the South Yorkshire Settlement Study

Low Order
N/A

7940 High to Middle Order

Edlington

Larger villages
Smaller villages

3991 Middle to Low Order

19205 Middle to Low Order

Stainforth and Hatfield

Denaby

13255 Middle to Low Order

5434 High to Middle Order

12630 High to Middle Order

Rossington

Askern

Armthorpe

8843 High to Middle Order

11370 High to Middle Order

Conisbrough

Adwick (inc Woodlands)

14750 High Order

Mexborough

Functional Hierarchy
N/A
11387 High Order

Population

Settlement
Doncaster Main Urban
Area
Thorne

Baseline Position

Table 12: Summary of the findings of the South Yorkshire Settlement Study

APPENDIX 4: FINDINGS OF THE SOUTH YORKSHIRE SETTLEMENT STUDY

Table 13: Housing – how much, where and when?
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Up to 750 UDP allocations

(but assume 375)

(Range 646 – 923)

Assume 780

(but assume 100)

Assume 780

Assume 780

(Range 646 – 923)

Adwick

Up to 200 UDP allocations

(Range 646 – 923)

Up to 400 permissions

180 housing renewal sites

Up to 780 permissions

Mexborough

110 housing renewal sites

Up to 50 permissions

(but assume 580)

Up to 1160 UDP allocations

and brownfield) 2000+

Urban allocations (greenfield

Urban extensions 245

Urban extensions 1210

Urban extensions 380

Urban extensions 400

New Allocations

New Allocations

New Allocations

Commitments

Up to 6310 permissions

2021 onwards

2016 onwards

2011 onwards

2011 onwards

Thorne

Main Urban Area

PHASE 3

PHASE 2

PHASE 1

PHASE 1

Some of the detail about the distribution of housing will be taken as part of the Sites and Policies DPD (see table footnotes). This table sets out broad distribution and
timing subject to the assumptions set out.

APPENDIX 5: INDICATIVE HOUSING ALLOCATIONS IN EACH PHASE
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(but assume 185)

Up to 350 permissions

Assume 780

Conisbrough

(but assume 95)

(1200)

380 housing renewal

(up to1660 across the 4
towns). Assume no more than
commitments

(but assume 240)

Up to 470 UDP allocations

Up to 500 permissions

Renewal Towns

renewal sites

Up to 190 UDP allocations

Dunscroft/ Dunsville

180 housing

Up to 150 permissions

Stainforth/ Hatfield/

(1200)

Rossington

Assume 780

Up to 50 permissions

Up to 375 UDP allocations

(Range 646 – 923)

(Range 646 – 923)

Up to 260 permissions

Askern

Assume 780

Up to 15 UDP allocation

(Range 646 – 923)

<

<

335

Urban or urban extension allocation

1200 urban exyensions

1200 urban allocation

430

Urban or urban extension allocation

Urban extensions 400
Urban extensions 335

New Allocations

New Allocations

New Allocations

Commitments

Up to 30 permissions

2021 onwards

2016 onwards

2011 onwards

2011 onwards

Armthorpe

PHASE 3

PHASE 2

PHASE 1

PHASE 1

>

>
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Up to 3000 windfalls

Windfalls across the
borough (additional to
allocation)

Permissions relate to sites of 10+ units capacity apart from the specified sites of 1-9 units (total capacity 900).

The estimated capacity of permissions on sites of 10+ units is likely to be reduced to take account of viability and reduced density estimates. A reduction of 1000 is assumed but this will be
assessed as part of the Sites and Policies DPD process and is unlikely to be evenly distributed across settlements; the reduction would need to be made up through new allocations.

Decisions on which UDP allocations to roll forward will be taken as part of the Sites and Policies DPD process. For the purposes of the table above it has been assumed that half the capacity
(total 3,300) will be rolled forward. The actual figure could be more or less and could vary significantly between settlements. Rolled forward allocations will not necessarily be assigned to phase 1
(where for example the deliverability assessment is that phase 2 or 3 would be more appropriate).

Permissions and UDP allocations include greenfield and brownfield sites, urban and urban extension sites; these and new allocations will, particularly in the case of larger sites, deliver across
more than one phase.

2.

3.

4.

5.

New Allocations

All figures rounded

New Allocations

1.

Notes:

Up to 900 permissions

Total ‘commitments’ 14,150

850 housing renewal sites

3300 UDP allocations

10000 permissions (on sites of 10+ units)

Up to 120 UDP allocations

Up to 1100 permissions

Sites of 1-9 units across
the borough (additional to
allocation)

Total

Larger Villages (could be
additional to allocation)

Up to 20 permissions

Conservation Towns (could
be additional to allocation)

Up to 20 UDP allocations

8880 permissions or with capacity
discounting 7880 (see footnote3);
3160 allocations or if 50% roll forward
1580; 850 housing renewal sites

Growth locations sub total

New Allocations

2021 onwards

2016 onwards

2011 onwards

2011 onwards

Commitments

PHASE 3

PHASE 2

PHASE 1

PHASE 1
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Decisions on how much to allocate within the growth range for the Main Urban Area and the Principal Towns and the Renewal Towns will be taken as part of the Sites and Policies DPD process.
For the purpose of the table above a mid-point in the range has been assumed; actual allocations could be at the lower or upper end of the range; in the case of the Renewal Towns it has been
assumed (for this table) there will be no new allocations beyond existing commitments.

The housing renewal figures exclude those housing renewal projects that have permission.

The Potential Growth Town allocations are based on the assumption of a single site in each case and nominally assigned to phase 2 but phasing is dependent upon delivery of infrastructure and
jobs and so could be eligible for release in phase 1 or phase 3.

New urban extension allocations at Mexborough and Conisbrough are not ruled out but would be unnecessary based upon the assumptions used for this table.

New urban allocations could be included in all settlements but opportunities (apart from those set out) are generally smaller-scale and need assessing in terms of deliverability.

Phasing policy allows phase 2/3 sites to be brought forward earlier under certain specified terms.

Phase 3 allocations may include post-plan period capacity.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Information can be made available in other formats such as Braille or Audio Tape, on request.
Please ask a member of our staff for more information, or if you
need any other help or advice.

www.doncaster.gov.uk
1011-674

